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Who Should Use This Guide xiii

Preface
This manual contains instructions, examples, guidelines, and general theory on how to use the RUGGEDCOM
NMS (RNMS ) network management system. Users should periodically check www.siemens.com/ruggedcom for
updates to this document.

Who Should Use This Guide
This guide is intended to be used by network technical support personnel who are familiar with the operation of
networks. Others who might find the guide useful are network and system planners and managers concerned
with network design, implementation, operation, and monitoring.

It is assumed that the reader and user of RNMS has a good working knowledge of networking equipment and
protocols and of network management theory (i.e. using SNMP), and understands MIB layouts, terminology and
implementations (MIB 2).

How Chapters are Organized
This guide has been prepared with:

• Entries for each of the menu sections of the product

• An overview of common configuration parameters

• Appendices with added information required for optimal configuration and operation of RNMS

Document Conventions
This document will use the following convention when referring to a specific menu within the RNMS web screen
hierarchy:

Home->Events refers to the web screen reached from the Home screen via the Events link.

The Home screen is the first screen displayed when a user logs into RNMS. The upper left of every web screen
(below the header) shows the screen navigation path as well. All web screen navigation will start with the Home
screen as its root. The HTML button and field names will be rendered in the following styles: for example, Button
and Field.

RNMS Requirements
Operating System Requirements
RNMS has been verified to install and run correctly under the following operating systems:

• Debian Linux, "Squeeze" release.

www.siemens.com/ruggedcom
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• Windows 7.

• Windows Server 2008.

Each operating system listed must be installed with its default installation options. In particular, since RNMS is
designed to be the only application running on the system, applications or network services beyond the minimum
set required for the installation and function of RNMS must not be installed.

Hardware Requirements
The following is the recommended minimum hardware required for running the RNMS server. However, if a large
number of nodes (> 500 nodes) is to be managed, higher hardware specifications (e.g., larger amount of memory,
CPU speed, faster I/O write hard drive and hard drive size) are recommended.

• Intel Core 2 Quad-Core CPU 2.4 GHz or higher.

• 4 GB RAM.

• 500 GB Hard disk.

NOTE
It may be possible to run RNMS satisfactorily on computer systems with lesser specifications, but
polling system and user interface performance may suffer. In general, the demand that RNMS places
on the computer system scales with the number of devices and services under management.

End User Licenses
End User License agreements for RNMS can be found at www.siemens.com/ruggedcom . This includes the
GNU General Public License and the Siemens End User License Agreement. End users must accept the terms
and conditions of the Siemens End User License Agreement to install and run the RNMS extensions. As well,
certain restrictions of the GNU General Public License apply to end users when installing and running the RNMS
software that is part of the OpenNMS software project. For more information, see the RUGGEDCOM NMS
License Conditions document at www.siemens.com/ruggedcom.

Alerts
The following types of alerts are used when necessary to highlight important information.

DANGER!
DANGER alerts describe imminently hazardous situations that, if not avoided, will result in death or
serious injury.

WARNING!
WARNING alerts describe hazardous situations that, if not avoided, may result in serious injury and/or
equipment damage.

CAUTION!
CAUTION alerts describe hazardous situations that, if not avoided, may result in equipment damage.

www.siemens.com/ruggedcom
www.siemens.com/ruggedcom
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IMPORTANT!
IMPORTANT alerts provide important information that should be known before performing a procedure
or step, or using a feature.

NOTE
NOTE alerts provide additional information, such as facts, tips and details.

Accessing Documentation
The latest Hardware Installation Guides and Software User Guides for most RUGGEDCOM products are
available online at www.siemens.com/ruggedcom.

For any questions about the documentation or for assistance finding a specific document, contact a Siemens
sales representative.

Training
Siemens offers a wide range of educational services ranging from in-house training of standard courses on
networking, Ethernet switches and routers, to on-site customized courses tailored to the customer's needs,
experience and application.

Siemens' Educational Services team thrives on providing our customers with the essential practical skills to make
sure users have the right knowledge and expertise to understand the various technologies associated with critical
communications network infrastructure technologies.

Siemens' unique mix of IT/Telecommunications expertise combined with domain knowledge in the utility,
transportation and industrial markets, allows Siemens to provide training specific to the customer's application.

For more information about training services and course availability, visit www.siemens.com/ruggedcom or
contact a Siemens sales representative.

Customer Support
Customer support is available 24 hours, 7 days a week for all Siemens customers. For technical support or
general information, please contact Customer Support at:

Toll Free (North America): 1 866 922 7975

International: +1 905 856 5288

Website: http://support.automation.siemens.com

www.siemens.com/ruggedcom
www.siemens.com/ruggedcom
http://support.automation.siemens.com
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Introduction
RUGGEDCOM NMS (RNMS ) is Siemens ' Network Management System software for the discovery,
monitoring, and management of RUGGEDCOM products and any other IP enabled devices on a network. This
highly configurable, full-featured product records and reports on the availability and performance of network
components and services. Device, network, and service failures are quickly detected and notifications are
reported to a network engineer for immediate attention in order to reduce downtime.

RNMS has been designed to be a high performance, enterprise-grade NMS. It features:

• High performance - A single instance of RNMS is able to monitor a large number of nodes from a single
management workstation. The platform is scalable, enabling networked distribution of monitoring and data
collection subsystems so that the system can grow with the customer's network.

• Automation - RNMS minimizes the amount of manual configuration and reconfiguration needed by
automatically performing certain discovery tasks on a regular basis, such as discovering new nodes and
detecting services on new and existing nodes.

• Rule-based configuration - Flexible rules can be used to specify which services are polled on which devices,
which SNMP data are collected and how often, and to whom various notifications should be delivered, without
having to explicitly identify and configure each host in the monitoring system.

Section 1.1

RNMS and Open Source
RNMS is derived from and built upon the OpenNMS network management platform. OpenNMS is an
enterprise-grade network management system maintained using an open source development model.
OpenNMS and RNMS are made available under the terms of the GNU General Public License, available at
www.siemens.com/ruggedcom.

RNMS extends the functionality of OpenNMS to provide enhanced support for RUGGEDCOM networking
devices, including:

• ROS-based Ethernet switches and serial servers

• ROX-based network routers

• ROX II-based network routers

• RuggedMAX WiMAX wireless network equipment

Siemens uses open source software components in many of its networking products, and is an active and
contributing member of many open source projects. Siemens devotes considerable engineering resources to the
evaluation, testing, and maintenance of the components it uses, and works to ensure that its enhancements are
published back into the open source community.

www.siemens.com/ruggedcom
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Section 1.2

User Notes

Section 1.2.1

Managed Devices
• All devices to be managed by RNMS must have SNMP configured and enabled, and community string /

authentication data must be configured to give get and set access (read and write community strings) to
RNMS, as appropriate. For information about configuring SNMP, see Section 6.8.8, “SNMP Configuration”.

• SNMP Traps and remote Syslog logging must be configured to transmit to the IP address of the RNMS server
in order to be captured and monitored.

• On ROX-based devices, it is recommended to enable the Enable Configuration Change Traps option in the
trap destination configuration for RNMS. For more information about configuring SNMP trap destinations under
ROX, refer to the ROX User Guide.

• For RuggedMAX devices, RNMS requires Base Station and CPE firmware version 4.2.1 or higher and ROX II
version 2.2 or higher.

• RNMS requires that RUGGEDCOM Ethernet switches in the network be running ROS release 3.5.0 or higher
and that RUGGEDCOM routers be running ROX release 1.14.0 or higher to work properly.

• LLDP (the Link Layer Discovery Protocol) should be enabled on all devices which support it in order to fully
support the Mapping feature (see Chapter 9, Mapping).

NOTE
RNMS does not support configuration management features on non-controlled (NC) ROS devices.

Section 1.2.2

Browser Support
• The Mapping feature supports Microsoft Internet Explorer and Firefox. Mapping requires that the Adobe Flash

Player be installed for each web browser. The first time you launch Mapping, you may be prompted to install
the Adobe Flash player if it is not already installed. Although other versions of these web browsers may work,
the following Web browsers and Flash version have been verified as being compatible:

▪ Internet Explorer 10

▪ Firefox 17

▪ Adobe Flash player 11.7.700.224

• Microsoft Internet Explorer does not allow Telnet sessions on Windows 7, however, the Windows registry could
be modified to allow Telnet sessions. This registry patch is available at www.siemens.com/ruggedcom.

• RNMS is compatible with Java JDK 1.6 only. The Java runtime environment can be upgraded but only Java
JDK 1.6 updates can be used. For information on how to upgrade the Java runtime environment, see the
RNMS Installation Guide.

www.siemens.com/ruggedcom
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Section 1.2.3

RNMS Server Environment
• In order to guarantee the reliability and responsiveness of RNMS, it is designed to be run on dedicated

hardware. For specific Operating System and hardware requirements, refer to the section called “RNMS
Requirements”.

• The following ports are currently used by RNMS , and must not be allocated by other programs on the RNMS
server system. Note that if any of these ports is in use, RNMS will either not be able to initialize, or will run with
reduced functionality:

Table: IP Ports Used By RNMS

Port number TCP UDP

162 • •

514 •

1099 •

1199 •

5222 • •

5432 •

5817 •

5818 •

8080 •

8081 •

8180 •

8181 •

NOTE
Future development of RNMS may make use of additional ports.

Section 1.2.4

Security Recommendations
The computer system running RNMS should be appropriately secured:

• The server should reside in an access-controlled, physically secure location.

• RNMS should be deployed behind a corporate firewall.

• Console and network access to the system should be limited to valid, password-protected user accounts.

• File transfer protocols such as FTP, HTTP, NFS, or Windows File sharing should not allow unauthenticated
access to RNMS software, configuration, or database directories.

• Whenever possible, encrypted protocols such as HTTPS, SSH, and SNMPv3 should be configured and made
use of, in order to minimize or eliminate the possibility of unencrypted data being received or transmitted by the
RNMS server, with particular attention to authorization and configuration data. HTTPS access is enabled by
default and HTTP access is disabled. Use of Telnet is not recommended.
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CAUTION!
Telnet is not a secure protocol and information sent over it is not encrypted. Its use is strongly
discouraged.

• It is recommended that you create self-signed (SSL) certificates. For more information about SSL certificates,
see Section 1.2.5, “Self-Signed SSL Certificates”.

• After installing RNMS, change the default password to a more secure password. An example of a strong
password would be a password that contains at least eight characters, including a lowercase letter, an
uppercase letter, a numeric character and a special character.

• Passwords should not be re-used across different usernames and systems, or after they expire.

Section 1.2.5

Self-Signed SSL Certificates
RNMS is shipped with an SSL certificate that is common for all installations when accessing the user interface
over HTTPS.

Section 1.2.5.1

Creating a Self-Signed SSL Certificate
A self-signed certificate is a certificate that is signed by the person creating it, rather than by a trusted certificate
authority. A self-signed certificate will allow a user to create a unique certificate for their installation of RNMS, but
will still be flagged as insecure by the Web browser.

To create and install a self-signed certificate, do the following:

1. Open a terminal window and type either:

Windows

[Add the ruggednms installed directory] add_cert.bat

Linux

[Add the ruggednms installed directory] ./add_cert.sh

2. At the prompt, type a Keystore password.

NOTE
Passwords must be at least six characters long.

The certificate is generated and installed.
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Using RNMS
The sections in this chapter contain information about the following:

• Enabling HTTP and HTTPS.

• Disabling and Re-enabling the Apache Web Server.

• Starting RNMS.

• Logging in to RNMS.

• Configuring LDAP

• The RNMS Interface.

• The Dashboard view.

Section 2.1

Enabling HTTP and HTTPS
This section explains how to modify the etc/opennms.properties configuration file for HTTP and/or HTTPS
support. This is useful if you decide to use either HTTP or HTTPS or if you want to use HTTP and HTTPS at the
same time. For Windows, the configuration file is under C:\ruggednms\etc. For Linux, the configuration file is
under /usr/share/opennms/etc.

NOTE
HTTP is not a secure protocol and enabling it is not recommended. Communication over HTTP can
be intercepted and critical information such as authentication passwords and session cookies can be
viewed by others. It is strongly recommended that HTTPS be used at all times.

To enable both HTTP and HTTPS, do the following:

NOTE
In this file, a # at the beginning of a line comments out the line. Removing the # uncomments the line.

1. Open the etc/opennms.properties configuration file on your workstation.

2. Modify the following for RTC support:

For HTTP support, uncomment this line: #opennms.rtc-client.http-post.base-url = http://
localhost:8080/ruggednms/rtc/post

You must also comment out this line to use HTTP: opennms.rtc-client.https-post.base-url =
https://localhost:8081/ruggednms/rtc/post

RTC is used to support categories. Use one category only (HTTPS is preferred if HTTPS is enabled).

3. Modify the following for Datafeeder support:

For Datafeeder support, uncomment this line: # opennms.datafeeder.message-broker.http.url =
http://localhost:8080/netmap/messagebroker/streamingamf
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This line must remain uncommented for Datafeeder support: opennms.datafeeder.message-
broker.https.url = https://localhost:8081/netmap/messagebroker/
securestreamingamf

Datafeeder is used to send events and updates to the map. Both Datafeeder methods must be active if
both HTTP and HTTPS are enabled. Otherwise, only enable the method that matches the web access type
configured.

4. Uncomment this line to enable the HTTP service and select the desired port number (default 8080):
#org.opennms.netmgt.jetty.port = 8080

NOTE
If you change the port numbers for HTTP from their defaults on the following line, all other related
configuration must use the same port numbers: #org.opennms.netmgt.jetty.port = 8080

5. This line must remain uncommented to enable the HTTPS service and select desired port number (default
8081): org.opennms.netmgt.jetty.https-port = 8081

NOTE
If you change the port numbers for HTTPS from their defaults on the following line, all other related
configuration must use the same port numbers: org.opennms.netmgt.jetty.https-port =
8081

Section 2.2

Disabling and Re-enabling the Apache Web
Server

RNMS uses the Apache Web server to provide updates for ROX. It is enabled by default. You can disable the
Apache Web server and if needed, re-enable it, using the procedures in the following sections.

Section 2.2.1

Disabling the Apache Web Server Using Windows
To disable the Apache Web server, do the following:

1. Click the Start menu on your PC.

2. In the Search field, type services.msc.

3. Click services.msc. The Services dialog box appears.
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Figure 1: Services Dialog Box

4. Double-click Apache 2.2. The Apache dialog box appears.

Figure 2: Apache Dialog Box

5. Click the General tab.

6. In the Startup type field, select Manual or Disabled.

7. Click Stop.

8. Click OK.
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Section 2.2.2

Re-enabling the Apache Web Server Using Windows
To re-enable the Apache Web server, do the following:

1. Click the Start menu on your PC.

2. In the Search field, type services.msc.

3. Click services.msc. The Services dialog box appears.

Figure 3: Services Dialog Box

4. Double-click Apache 2.2. The Apache dialog box appears.

Figure 4: Apache Dialog Box

5. Click the General tab.
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6. In the Startup type field, select Manual or Disabled.

7. Click Start.
8. Click OK.

Section 2.2.3

Disabling the Apache Web Server Using Linux
To disable the Apache Web server, do the following:

1. Open a command line window.

2. At the prompt, type the su command and press Enter.
3. Type your password and press Enter.
4. Elevate to superuser level.

5. Type the command update-rc.d -f apache2 remove and press Enter.
6. Type the command /etc/init.d/apache2 stop and press Enter.

Section 2.2.4

Re-enabling the Apache Web Server Using Linux
To re-enable the Apache Web server, do the following:

1. Open a command line window.

2. At the prompt, type the su command and press Enter.
3. Type your password and press Enter.
4. Elevate to superuser level.

5. Type the command update-rc.d apache2 defaults and press Enter.
6. Type the command /etc/init.d/apache2 start and press Enter.

Section 2.3

Starting RNMS
The first time you launch RNMS , you will be required to start RNMS as described in the RNMS Installation
Guide. After this, you can log into RNMS as described in Section 2.4, “Logging in to RNMS”. If, however, you
enable encryption (see Section 6.20.1, “Enabling Encryption”) and you do not save the passphrase locally,
you will have to follow the procedure for starting RNMS each time you log in and provide your passphrase. For
more information about procedures for starting RNMS, see Section 2.3.1, “Starting RNMS Using Linux” and
Section 2.3.2, “Starting RNMS Using Windows”.
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Section 2.3.1

Starting RNMS Using Linux
To start RNMS, do the following:

NOTE
If you are using Linux, you cannot start RNMS or reset the encryption passphrase until you install the
graphical desktop. This is required to enable dialog boxes that are part of the startup process.

1. Open a terminal.

2. At the shell prompt, type cd /usr/share/opennms/scripts/ and press Enter.
3. At the prompt, type /root/ruggednms_scripts/start_ruggednms.sh. The prompt advises you that

it is starting RNMS. If encryption is enabled and the passphrase is not saved locally, the Configuration File
Encryption dialog box appears, prompting you to type your passphrase.

Figure 5: Configuration File Encryption Dialog Box

4. In the Enter the passphrase field, type your passphrase.

5. Click OK. RNMS starts.

6. Open a browser and log in to RNMS.

Section 2.3.2

Starting RNMS Using Windows
To start RNMS, do the following:

1. • If you installed RNMS as a Windows application, click Start > All Programs > RuggedCom >
RuggedNMS > Start Ruggednms.

• If you installed RNMS as a Windows service, click Start > All Programs > RuggedCom > RuggedNMS >
Start RuggedNMS Service.

If encryption is enabled and the passphrase is not saved locally, the Configuration File Encryption dialog box
appears and prompts you to type your passphrase.

2. In the Enter the passphrase field, type your passphrase.
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Figure 6: Configuration File Encryption Dialog Box

3. Click OK. RNMS starts.

4. Open a browser and log in to RNMS.

Section 2.4

Logging in to RNMS

Figure 7: Logging in to RNMS

To log in to RNMS with a secure connection, launch your web browser and navigate to https://
rnms.ruggednms.info:8081/ruggednms, or https://rnms.ruggedcom.com:8081, or https://
rnms.ruggedcomnms.com:8081, depending on which DNS entry you added to your DNS server. For more
information about adding a DNS entry, see Section 9.9, “DNS Entries”. To use both HTTP and HTTPS, see
Section 2.1, “Enabling HTTP and HTTPS”.

The login screen shown in Figure 7 appears.

NOTE
If you have previously enabled encryption and you are unable to access the log in screen, you need to
start RNMS and type your passphrase before logging in. For more information about starting RNMS,
see Section 2.3, “Starting RNMS”. For more information about enabling encyrption, see Section 6.20.1,
“Enabling Encryption”
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A valid user name and password must be entered in order to gain access to the system. The type of login
account given to a particular user determines his or her access.

Typically, there are three types of users:

• Administrative users can configure RNMS through the Admin menus as well as access all other menu items
in RNMS.

• Operators can configure RNMS through the Admin menus as well as access all other menu items in RNMS
with the exception of user account and configuration file management menus.

• Guest users can access all the menu items in RNMS but cannot make configuration changes.

The system administrator will typically set up user access when RNMS is first configured and may also do so at
any time afterwards through the Admin->Configure Users, Groups and Roles menu.

The default settings are:

Type User ID Password

Administrator admin admin

Operator operator operator

Guest guest guest

RNMS may be configured to refer to a remote LDAP server, such as that implemented by Microsoft AD (Active
Directory), for user authentication. LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) is defined in Internet RFC4510.

By default, RNMS uses local authentication and maintains a database of users in its primary database. For
instructions on configuring RNMS to use an LDAP server for user authentication, see Section 2.5, “Configuring
LDAP”.

Section 2.5

Configuring LDAP
RNMS may be configured to refer to a remote LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol, RFC4510) server for
user authentication. RNMS is installed to use local authentication by default, whereby it maintains a database of
users in its primary database.

The same configuration file that is used to configure the default local authentication also contains a template for
two different LDAP configuration schemes:

• Individually defined users with a "description" attribute to denote group membership (user, operator,
administrator)

• Users defined to be members of one or another LDAP group (again, user, operator, administrator)

The template for LDAP configuration needs to be filled in according to the following sections and enabled in order
to become usable.

NOTE
Disabled configuration code is bracketed by two XML character sequences that indicate that the
enclosed text is to be ignored. "<!--" indicates the beginning of a "comment", which is to be ignored by
RNMS, and "-->" indicates the end.

In the following text, two terms will be used frequently: "commenting out" and "uncommenting". To
comment out a section means to enclose it in "<!--" and "-->" fields, and to uncomment a section is to
remove these fields. (Note: quotation marks are not part of the comment fields.)
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Editing the authentication configuration file
Scripts are provided with Windows and Linux installations of RNMS to provide quick access to the
configuration files. Under Windows, from the Start menu, under All Programs -> RUGGEDCOM -> RNMS,
click on the config_ldap_login entry. Under Linux, in the directory, /root/ruggednms_scripts/, run ./
config_ldap_login.sh. These commands invoke a text editor in their respective operating environments to
edit the authentication configuration files. For reference, the absolute location of the configuration file is:

• Under Windows:

ruggednms\jetty-webapps\ruggednms\WEB-INF\applicationContext-acegi-security.xml

• Under Linux:

/usr/share/opennms/jetty-webapps/ruggednms/WEB-INF/appliationContext-acegi-
security.xml

Authentication Providers
The "authentication manager" section of the configuration file stablishes which authentication method(s) will
be used by RNMS. Authentication methods, such as local and LDAP authentication are both authentication
"providers". There maybe one or more providers listed in the authentication manager section. If more than one
provider is listed, they will be referred to in order of appearance in the configuration file.

The authentication manager section of the configuration file is reproduced below for reference, along with
instructions on how to enable LDAP authentication:

   <!-- ========================== 
    AUTHENTICATION
    ======================== -->
  <bean id="authenticationManager" class="org.acegisecurity.providers.ProviderManager">
 <property name="providers">
   <list>
  <ref local="daoAuthenticationProvider"/>

The local authentication method , "daoAuthenticationProvider," is enabled by default ("DAO" refers to the local
user database). In order to disable local authentication access, (i.e., in order to enable LDAP) comment out the
line above, thus:

        <!--   <ref local="daoAuthenticationProvider"/>   -->

If LDAP authentication is desired, uncomment the "ldapAuthenticationProvider" statement, below. Note that if
LDAP authentication is enabled, then the configuration sections specific to LDAP must also be configured (refer
to the LDAP Configuration section):

        <!—
  <ref local="ldapAuthenticationProvider"/>
  -->

Again, to uncomment a section, remove the XML comment sequences before and after, thus:

<ref local="ldapAuthenticationProvider"/>

The authentication manager section concludes with a special case of authentication provider: the
"anonymousAuthenticationProvider" is used only to display the initial login screen:

<ref local="anonymousAuthenticationProvider"/>
   </list>
 </property>
</bean>
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LDAP Configuration
If LDAP authentication of RNMS users is required, uncomment the "ldapAuthenticationProvider" specification in
Authentication Providers section, and fill in the required information in the LDAP Authentication section, described
in this section. The contents of the default configuration file are reproduced below, and quantities that must be
configured are enclosed in triple percent signs, e.g., %%%LDAP SERVER ADDRESS HERE%%%. Examples of
the format required for each field's contents are provided.

The entire LDAP authentication section of the configuration file is commented out by default. Ensure that the
sections described below are uncommented once they have been fully configured in order for the configuration to
be loaded by RNMS.

LDAP Server Configuration
The first two sections configure access to the LDAP server. In the "initialDirContextFactory" section, below, three
quantities must be specified.

<!-- ======================= 
    LDAP AUTHENTICATION
    ====================== -->
  <!—
  <bean id="initialDirContextFactory"
  class="org.acegisecurity.ldap.DefaultInitialDirContextFactory">
 <constructor-arg value="ldap:%%%LDAP SERVER ADDRESS HERE%%%:389"/>
 <property name="managerDn">
   <value>%%%YOUR BIND USER'S CN HERE%%%</value>
 </property>
 <property name="managerPassword">
   <value>%%%YOUR BIND USER'S PASSWORD HERE%%%</value>
 </property>
</bean>

The quantities to configure are:

• The LDAP server address – In the default configuration file, this is marked as "ldap:%%%LDAP SERVER
ADDRESS HERE%%%:389". The text in quotes should be the IP address of the LDAP server. An example
LDAP server address specification might be: ldap://127.0.0.1:389. This specifies the LDAP port on the
local host; i.e., the same host that the RNMS server is running on.

• The "distinguished name" of the user that RNMS itself must use to connect to the LDAP
server for the purpose of authenticating other users, marked "%%%YOUR BIND USER'S
CN HERE%%%". An example of a fully specified distinguished name for RNMS might be:
CN=ruggednms,OU=NMSDomainUsers,DC=RuggedNMS,DC=com.

• The password of the user specified above, marked: "%%%YOUR BIND USER'S PASSWORD HERE%%%".

The next section, "userSearch", specifies the location on the LDAP server where RNMS user records are located:

<bean id="userSearch"
  class="org.acegisecurity.ldap.search.FilterBasedLdapUserSearch">
 <constructor-arg index="0">
   <value>%%%LOCATION OF YOUR USERS HERE%%%</value>
 </constructor-arg>
 <constructor-arg index="1">
   <value>(sAMAccountName={0})</value>
 </constructor-arg>
 <constructor-arg index="2">
   <ref local="initialDirContextFactory"/>
 </constructor-arg>
 <property name="searchSubtree">
   <value>true</value>
 </property>
</bean>
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Replace the text: "%%%LOCATION OF YOUR USERS HERE%%%" with the distinguished name of the location,
on the specified LDAP server, of RNMS user records, for example:

OU=NMSDomainUsers,DC=RuggedNMS,DC=com

User Attribute Method
Using this method of assigning access privilege levels to RNMS users, each RNMS user defined on the LDAP
server must have a "description" attribute with one of the following values:

• ROLE_ADMIN (for administrator level users)

• ROLE_OPERATOR (for operator level users)

• ROLE_USER (for unprivileged users)

Note that the special user described previously in the LDAP Configuration section does not require a "description"
attribute.

If the value above (ROLE_ADMIN or ROLE_USER or ROLE_OPERATOR) is configured incorrectly, the user will
be logged into RNMS as an ANONYMOUS user without any access to any of the RNMS screens.

The following section, "userAttributeLdapAuthoritiesPopulator", is used only for the user attribute method,
and defines the attribute used by RNMS to determine a user's group membership. This section need only be
uncommented. The default contents need not be changed.

<bean id="userAttributeLdapAuthoritiesPopulator"
  class="org.opennms.web.acegisecurity.UserAttributeLdapAuthoritiesPopulator">
 <constructor-arg><ref local="initialDirContextFactory"/></constructor-arg>
 <constructor-arg><value>description</value></constructor-arg>
</bean>

LDAP Group Method
Using this method of assigning access privilege levels to RNMS users, each RNMS user defined on the LDAP
server must belong to one of the following groups, which must have been created on the LDAP server:

• rnms_admin (for administrator level users)

• rnms_operator (for operator level users)

• rnms_user (for unprivileged users)

Note that the special user described previously in the LDAP Server Configuration section does not need to be a
member of one of these groups.

In the RNMS configuration file, the "groupLdapAuthoritiesPopulator" section must be modified. Replace the text:
"%%%LOCATION OF YOUR GROUPS HERE%%%" with the distinguished name of the location, on the LDAP
server, of RNMS groups.

The default contents of the "groupLdapAuthoritiesPopulator" section follow:

<bean id="groupLdapAuthoritiesPopulator"
    class="org.opennms.web.acegisecurity.UserGroupLdapAuthoritiesPopulator">
   <constructor-arg><ref local="initialDirContextFactory"/></constructor-arg>
   <constructor-arg>
  <value>%%%LOCATION OF YOUR GROUPS HERE%%%</value>
   </constructor-arg>
   <property name="groupSearchFilter"><value>member={0}</value></property>
   <property name="groupRoleAttribute"><value>cn</value></property>
   <property name="searchSubtree"><value>false</value></property>
   <property name="convertToUpperCase"><value>true</value></property>
   <property name="userGroups">
  <list>
    <value>RNMS_USER</value>
  </list>
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   </property>
   <property name="adminGroups">
  <list>
    <value>RNMS_ADMIN</value>
  </list>
   </property>
   <property name="operatorGroups">
  <list>
    <value>RNMS_OPERATOR</value>
  </list>
   </property>
</bean>

Access Level Method Selection
One final section in the configuration file must be modified from its default contents in order to enable LDAP
authentication. One of the two methods for determining the access level of a RNMS user, described in the User
Attribute Method and LDAP Group Method sections, must be selected. Only one method may be selected at any
one time.

The "ldapAuthenticationProvider" section contains the configuration for both methods. In order to use one
method, the other must be commented out. The default file defines both methods:

<bean id="ldapAuthenticationProvider"
 class="org.acegisecurity.providers.ldap.LdapAuthenticationProvider">
 <constructor-arg>
   <bean class="org.acegisecurity.providers.ldap.authenticator.BindAuthenticator">
  <constructor-arg><ref local="initialDirContextFactory"/></constructor-arg>
  <property name="userSearch"><ref bean="userSearch"/></property>
   </bean>
 </constructor-arg>
 <constructor-arg>
   <ref bean="userAttributeLdapAuthoritiesPopulator"/>
   <ref bean="groupLdapAuthoritiesPopulator"/> 
 </constructor-arg>
</bean>

To to use the user attribute method, comment out the group method as shown in the following example:

<ref bean="userAttributeLdapAuthoritiesPopulator"/>
<!--  <ref bean="groupLdapAuthoritiesPopulator"/>  -->

To to use the group method, comment out the user attribute method as shown in the following example:

<!--  <ref bean="userAttributeLdapAuthoritiesPopulator"/>  -->
<ref bean="groupLdapAuthoritiesPopulator"/> 

Restart RNMS for these changes to take effect.

Section 2.6

The RNMS Interface
This section describes the user interface, including the following:

• The home screen.

• Common commands.
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Section 2.6.1

The Home Screen

Figure 8: The Home Screen

The Home screen is the first screen displayed after you log in to RNMS. This screen displays an overview of the
network and any problems that currently exist.

The left-hand column will show any devices that currently have outages and is selectable to give detailed
information about the device. The center column gives a high level overview of any services that may be down. It
is also selectable, in order to provide more detailed information about the problems associated with each service
outage. The right-hand column gives the user the ability to view outstanding notifications (important events) and
to acknowledge them. The user can also view standard and custom resource graphs.

The Home screen is intended to be the primary screen that a network administrator views to continuously monitor
the network.

Section 2.6.2

Common Commands
This section describes some common commands that are found in the RNMS interface.

Filters
The filter appears in the top right portion of many screens. Use the filter to reduce the size of lists on the screen
and create a more specific list of items. For example, you can filter a list of devices to contain only ROS devices.
The different filters are listed below.

Filter Function Description

Product Allows you to filter a list on the screen by device type (for example:
ROS, ROX, ROX2, BS or CPE).

Group Allows you to filter a list on the screen to show only devices that are
assigned to a specific group.
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Filter Function Description

Version Allows you to filter a list on the screen by firmware version (for
example: ROS 3.11.0, ROX 2.3.0 etc.).

Family Allows you to filter a list on the screen by device family (for example:
switch, RX1500, RX5000 etc.).

Buttons
The following buttons commonly appear on RNMS screens.

Button Description

Help Links to the help system to provide information about RNMS
functions.

Cancel Cancels an action.

Submit Completes the action you have requested.

Select All Selects all the items in a list or on a screen.

Unselect All Unselects all the items (so that nothing is selected) in a list or on a
screen.

Invert Selection Reverses which items are selected. If one item is selected, inverting
the selection will select all the other items except that item.

Reset Resets the device. The device being reset will experience a brief
network outage until the reset completes.

Download Debug Info

Allows you to download debugging files from this RUGGEDCOM
ROS or ROX device to your local machine per configuration. This
will typically be used only when requested by Siemens support for
debugging purposes when a problem occurs.

Search Searches for the selected item.

Browse Allows you to search for and select a file from your workstation.

Add Adds the selected item.

Delete Deletes the selected file or item.

Save Saves the selected file or item.

Compare Compares the selected files or items.

Section 2.7

The Dashboard View
The Dashboard screen provides a detailed, configurable, single-screen network summary of the whole
managed network. Each managed device may be added to one or more Surveillance Categories that serve as
organizational groupings. In addition to the Surveillance Category matrix at the top of the screen, the most recent
alarms and notifications are presented, along with a summary of the node status of devices in the group and an
interface for generating resource graphs for data collected for the selected devices.
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Figure 9: Dashboard View
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Product Licensing
Siemens has implemented a Product Activation Key (PAK) for RNMS which is used to enforce the device
management limits that were purchased with the system. The key also contains a unique System Identifier
which ties the purchased software to the machine on which it is intended to run and the date on which Technical
Support will end. After the support expiration date, the existing software will continue to run but software updates
can no longer be applied and telephone support will end. It is recommended that a new license be purchased
before the existing license expires.

The PAK file is created by Siemens when a license is purchased and on a yearly renewal basis. The PAK file is
electronically secured and will become unusable if modified in the field. Please contact Siemens support if there
are any questions concerning the PAK file.

The demonstration version of RNMS comes with a pre-installed PAK which limits RNMS to 20 devices. For more
information on licensed limits, see Section 3.2.2, “Licensed Number of Devices”.

RNMS communicates the licensing status to users via messages on the web interface header and footer as
described in the following sections. The color of the message will indicate the severity of the message:

• Green – Typically just an informational message.

• Yellow – A warning message notifying the user of an issue that, if not addressed, will lead to a more severe
problem.

• Red – A serious problem requiring immediate attention.

The Help screen, selectable from the menu line, will display the information contained in the PAK file.

Section 3.1

Licensing Errors
RNMS displays an error message in the header in the event that there is a problem with the PAK file or other
licensing data. Figure 10 shows an example of a message for a broken Product Activation Key file.

Figure 10: PAK File Error

Possible errors and their corresponding messages are listed in the table below.

Table: Product Activation Key Errors

Error Condition Message

PAK or Electronic Signature does not exist. PAK file or e-signature does not exist or is corrupt. Please contact Siemens support.

PAK file is corrupt or has been tampered
with.

PAK file was broken or has been tampered with. Please contact Siemens support.

The computer's unique System Identifier
does not match the identifier in the PAK file.

System identifier is invalid. Please contact Siemens support.
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When any of the above licensing error conditions exist, RNMS will not allow the addition of network resources to
its database for monitoring. The error condition must be corrected in order for RNMS to resume normal operation.

Section 3.2

License Expiration and Limits
In addition to reporting licensing errors, RNMS warns of an impending or surpassed license expiry date, as
well as the situation in which the number of devices under management by RNMS approaches or exceeds the
number allowed by the license.

Section 3.2.1

License Expiration Date
RNMS displays a message in the web interface header (at the top of the screen) when the current license is
approaching or has surpassed the expiration date. The message displays a countdown to license expiration in
days and changes color depending on the proximity of the expiry date:

• Green indicates that 90 to 61 days remain to license expiry.

• Yellow indicates 60 to 31 days remaining.

• Red indicates 30 to 0 days remaining or that the expiration date has already passed.

The text of the message reads: "Support Ends in XX Days." Figure 11 shows an example of a license expiry
countdown message.

Figure 11: License Expiration Countdown

Section 3.2.2

Licensed Number of Devices
When the number of devices managed by RNMS approaches the maximum number in the license purchased,
RNMS will notify system users with a message at the bottom of the web interface as shown in Figure 12. The text
of the message reads: "RNMS currently has the maximum number of devices it can manage." When this limit is
reached, an updated license must be purchased in order to manage additional devices.
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Figure 12: Maximum Licensed Number of Devices Reached

The RNMS help screen indicates whether the currently installed license is a demonstration version (see Figure
13).
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Figure 13: Demonstration Version

Section 3.2.3

Device Management Status
RNMS displays the number of devices currently under management relative to the total number of devices
supported by the license, as shown in Figure 14, in the header of the web interface. If the license has more than
90 days until expiry, the message: "Device Management Status: [N/M]" will be displayed, where N is the number
of devices currently under management, and M is the total number of devices supported by the license. In the
example below, [N/M] is [32/200]. The color of the message varies according to the proportion of the license
used. Specifically, when the ratio N/M is:

Ratio Description

0 to 75% [N/M] is displayed in Green.

76% to 99% [N/M] is displayed in Yellow.

100% [N/M] is displayed in Red.
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Figure 14: Device Management Status

If the license is set to expire in less than 90 days, [N/M] is preceded by the message described in the section,
Section 3.2.1, “License Expiration Date”: "Support Ends in XX Days. [N/M]".
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Node Level Information
You can view information on individual network nodes on the Node List. The Node List screen links to screens
that provide detailed information about managed devices in the network and how they relate to one another.
Functions include:

• Links to direct management access of the device.

• Device-specific networking information (e.g. STP or IP routing tables).

• Summaries of service availability and detailed outage information.

• Event and alarm listings specific to the device.

• Detailed network link and neighbor information.

• Links to resource graphs and report generation for the device.

• Configuration of device management, including service polling, interface selection, data collection, asset
information, etc.

Items displayed in green are links to screens displaying more detailed information. Links to certain items, such as
Interface details, are presented on several different screens in several different contexts. You begin by viewing
a high level screen (for example, the whole network) and progress to a screen with very fine, low-level detail (for
example, and event description for an individual interface on an Ethernet bridge).

Figure 15: Node List Screen

The Node List screen Figure 15 lists all devices currently managed by RNMS.

To display IP network interface addresses associated with a device, click the Show interfaces link at the bottom
of the screen.

Section 4.1

Detailed Device Information
To display detailed device information and links to control and configuration functions, click on a device on the
Node List screen. The Figure 16 screen for the device appears.
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Figure 16: Detailed Device Information Screen
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Several links appear at the top of the Node List screen and sub-screens (see Figure 16). These links display data
collected from or configured for the device. The links also provide access to the device itself. Not all links are
available on all Node List screens and sub-screens. The following links may appear on the Node List screens and
sub-screens:

• View Events - Links to the Home->Events->All Events list, with filters in place to show only outstanding Events
for the selected device node. For more information, see Section 5.1, “Events”.

• View Alarms - Similarly links to the  Home->Alarms->All Alarms list, with filters in place to show only
outstanding Alarms for the selected device node. For more information, see Section 5.2, “Alarms”.

• Asset Information - Links to a Home->Assets->Modify screen to display or edit asset information about the
selected device node.

• Telnet - If the device supports telnet sessions, and if your web browser is configured to open a telnet terminal
based on the telnet:// URL prefix, this link will open a telnet session to the selected device.

• HTTP - If the device incorporates a web server, this link will open the root web screen on the device.

• HTTPS-10000 - If the selected device is a ROX-based router, this link will establish an encrypted session to the
Webmin web-based configuration interface.

• Resource Graphs - Links to the selection screen for Standard Resource Performance Reports under  Home-
>Reports->Resource Graphs  for the selected device. For more information, see Section 8.1.1, “ Standard
Reports ”.

• Rescan - Forces a services scan on the selected device node.

• Admin - Links to a Node Management screen, which provides links to the following Admin screens with the
current device pre-selected:

▪ Change Node Label

▪ Manage and Unmanage Interfaces and Services

▪ Configure SNMP Data Collection per Interface

▪ Delete Node

▪ Configure Path Outage

• Update SNMP - Refreshes SNMP information from the device node.

For descriptions of each area on the Detailed Device Information screen, see the following:

• Section 4.2, “General”

• Section 4.2.1, “Bridging and Spanning Tree Information”

• Section 4.2.2, “Routing Information”

• Section 4.2.3, “ Node Detailed Link Information ”

• Section 4.3, “Availability”

• Section 4.4, “Notification”

• Section 4.5, “Recent Events”

• Section 4.6, “Recent Outages”

• Section 4.7, “SNMP Attributes”

• Section 4.8, “Interfaces”

• Section 4.9, “Surveillance Category Memberships (Edit)”
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Section 4.2

General
The General section (see Figure 17) contains links to information for the type of device being examined:

• If the device node is an Ethernet bridge, such as a switch, a View Node Bridge/STP Info link appears. For more
information, see Section 4.2.1, “Bridging and Spanning Tree Information”.

• If the device is a (Layer 3) router, such as a ROX-based router, a View Node IP Route Info  link appears. For
more information, see Section 4.2.2, “Routing Information”.

In both cases, a View Node Link Detailed Info link appears. For more information, see Section 4.2.3, “ Node
Detailed Link Information ”.

Figure 17: Node Detail – General

Section 4.2.1

Bridging and Spanning Tree Information
If the selected device is an SNMP-managed Ethernet bridge, such as a RUGGEDCOM switch, the General
section of the Node screen will contain a link to View Node Bridge/STP Info. Clicking on this link will display
detailed information for the device about VLAN participation and Ethernet Spanning Tree configuration and
status.
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Figure 18: Bridge Node STP Information

Clicking on a device name in the Designated Bridge column will display details about that device (which is under
RNMS management). The information on this screen will be dynamically updated if there are any changes to the
network.

NOTE
VLAN ID numbers for ROS switches running ROS versions prior to ROS 3.7 will not be displayed. The
VLAN ID field will read: "Unavailable"
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A detailed explanation of Ethernet Bridging, VLANs, and Spanning Tree is beyond the scope of this
document. Refer to the Rugged Operating System (ROS) user guides for RUGGEDCOM switch
Ethernet bridges for more information.

Section 4.2.2

Routing Information
If the selected device is an SNMP-managed IP router, such as a RUGGEDCOM router, the General section of the
Node screen contains a View Node IP Route Info link. To display the node's IP routing table, click the View Node
IP Route Info link.

Figure 19: Routing Node Information

Section 4.2.3

Node Detailed Link Information
To display detailed information about a device's network links, click View Node Link Detailed Info in the General
section. If adjacent devices are also under RNMS management, information about the adjacent device also
appears.
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Figure 20: Detailed Link Information

The General section contains links to other entries in the General section of the top-level Node screen. For more
information, (see Section 4.2, “General”).

The Interfaces section displays the status of each network link on the selected device node.

• The Interface column displays the interface IP address (or the label:  Non-IP if the interface has no IP address)
in green, which links to a detailed Interface information screen (see Section 4.8.1, “Network Interface Detail”).
The remaining portion of the column entry is of the form: "(ifIndex: N-name)", where N is the SNMP interface
index, and 'name' is the (optional) name associated with it. For example, an interface with no IP address, an
SNMP index of 12, and the name "trunk" would be displayed as: "Non-IP (ifIndex: 12-trunk)".

• The IfStatus (Adm/Op) column displays both the administrative and the current operational status of the
network link.

• The buttons in the Set Admin Status column will allow the user to bring an interface  Down  or Up, depending
on its current administrative status. Note that SNMP access must be correctly configured on the selected
device to allow SNMP "set" commands from RNMS.

• The final column in the Interfaces section will display information on the device that it is connected to, if
that device is also under RNMS management. The information displayed will be a one-row table from the 
Interfaces  section of the remote device, complete with its own Node Name, Interface, IfStatus (Adm/Op), and
Set Admin Status entries.
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Section 4.3

Availability
The Availability section displays the availability of services on the device as a percentage value over the last 24
hours. This section lists the overall availability of the device and the availability for each monitored service.

Figure 21: Node Detail - Availability

Monitoring of specific services may be enabled or disabled using the Manage and Unmanage Interfaces and
Services menu available via the Admin link on the Node detail menu (see Section 6.6, “Managing Interfaces and
Services”). Note that by default, defined services are monitored only via the primary IP interface.

Each service is displayed with a background color meant to convey its status at a glance:

• Green - represents 100% availability over the past 24 hours.

• Yellow - represents greater than or equal to 97% but less than 100% availability, likely indicating that service
was interrupted only briefly.

• Red - represents less than 97% availability, indicating a serious problem.

To view the Interface Detail screen, click the interface IP address in the Availability section. For more information,
see Section 4.8.1, “Network Interface Detail”.

To view information about the service monitored via the associated network interface, click the service name link.

Section 4.4

Notification
The Notification section provides three links to the notification lists for convenience:
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Figure 22: Node Detail – Notification

• The title is a link to the  Home->Notification  menu (see the Section 5.3, “Notifications” section).

• To view your outstanding notifications during the current RNMS session, click You: Outstanding (Check).

• To view the notifications you have acknowledged during the current RNMS session, click You: Acknowledged
(Check).

Section 4.5

Recent Events
The Recent Events section contains the most recent outstanding events for the selected device. The section
title links to the Home->Events->All Events list, and displays events filtered to display outstanding events for the
selected device. For more information, see Section 5.1, “Events”.

Figure 23: Node Detail - Recent Events

For each event listed, it is possible to:

• Select the event for subsequent acknowledgement (note the Acknowledge button).

• Link via the event ID (in green) to a screen showing further detail for the event.

Additional links at the bottom of the section:

• Acknowledge selected events.

• Reset the selection of events in the list.

• More… opens the main  Home->Events->List  with a filter applied to display outstanding events for the selected
device node.
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Section 4.6

Recent Outages
The Recent Outages section lists detected service outages on the selected device for the past 24 hours. Each
listing details which service was lost, at what time, for which interface on the device, and at what time the service
was restored. If the outage has not yet been resolved, the whole line entry is displayed on a red background, and
the word "DOWN" is displayed in the  Regained  field.

Figure 24: Node Detail - Recent Outages

Links in each list entry display more detailed information:

• Entries in the Interface column link to the corresponding Interface Detail screen. For more information, see
Section 4.8.1, “Network Interface Detail”.

• Entries in the Service column link to the corresponding Service Detail screen.

• Entries in the Outage ID column link to the corresponding Outage Detail screen.

Section 4.7

SNMP Attributes
If the device node supports SNMP management, the SNMP Attributes section lists system-level SNMP
information for the selected device node. Specifically, items from the MIB2 System group appear here.

Figure 25: Node Detail - SNMP Attributes
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Section 4.8

Interfaces
The Interfaces section displays all network interfaces on the selected device node. Note that even network
interfaces without an associated IP address (such as the ports on an Ethernet switch) are displayed as long as
the managed device is capable of reporting them via SNMP.

Figure 26: Node Detail – Interfaces

In the Interface column, each interface IP address (or interface index, if that interface has no IP address) links
to screen showing detailed information on the corresponding network interface. For more information, see
Section 4.8.1, “Network Interface Detail”.

Section 4.8.1

Network Interface Detail
Clicking on an interface name from the Node screen or from several of its subscreens links to an Interface detail
screen. This screen is responsible for presenting information for both Layer 2 and Layer 3 network interfaces, so
there are differences in the information displayed for interfaces of each type. For example:

• By default, RNMS polls only the primary network interface for a given device node, leaving the Services and
Availability sections empty.

• Typically, IP network interfaces belonging to IP routers or host endpoints do not participate in STP, leaving the 
Interface Spanning Tree Protocol Info section empty.
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Figure 27: Detailed Interface Information

The sections of the Interface screen closely resemble those of the Node detail screen.

• General - displays the Node name to which the interface belongs, along with details such as the Physical
Address, and whether polling is active for the interface.

• Link Node / Interface - This section will display information on the device that the selected interface is
connected to, if that device is also under RNMS management, and both devices are configured to exchange
information using LLDP. The information displayed will resemble a one-row table from the Interfaces section of
the remote device, complete with its own node name, Interface, Status, and Last Poll Time entries.

• SNMP Attributes - If the device node is SNMP-manageable, the SNMP Attributes section lists system-level
SNMP information for the selected interface.

• Services - The Services section lists services that RNMS is configured to poll on the selected interface.

• Availability - The Availability section displays the availability of services on the selected interface expressed as
a percentage over the last 24 hours (see Section 4.3, “Availability”).

• Recent Events - The Recent Events section contains the most recent outstanding events which concern the
selected interface. The section title (in yellow) is a link to the Home->Events->All Events list (see Section 5.1,
“Events”), filtered to display outstanding events for the selected interface (see Section 4.5, “Recent Events”).
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• Recent Outages - The Recent Outages section lists detected service outages on the selected device for the
past 24 hours (see Section 4.6, “Recent Outages”).

• Interface Spanning Tree Protocol Info - If the selected device is an SNMP-managed Ethernet bridge, such as
a RUGGEDCOM switch, this section will display detailed information for the interface about VLAN participation
and Ethernet Spanning Tree configuration and status (see Section 4.2.1, “Bridging and Spanning Tree
Information”).

Section 4.9

Surveillance Category Memberships (Edit)

Figure 28: Node Detail - Surveillance Categories

In order to be included in the Surveillance and Dashboard views (discussed in Section 2.7, “The Dashboard
View”), devices must be added to Surveillance categories. Clicking the Edit link in the title of the Surveillance
Category Memberships  section of the Node screen (see Figure 28) will bring up the  Edit surveillance categories
configuration screen (see Section 6.14, “Managing Surveillance Categories”). This screen will allow you to add or
to remove the device from surveillance categories.
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Events, Alarms and
Notifications

One of the primary functions of a Network Management System is to monitor the network and report any changes
or errors that it detects. In RNMS , the fundamental data structure used in record keeping is the Event. Any and
all activity detected or generated by RNMS is recorded in an Event Record. This section gives a general overview
of Events, Alarms and Notifications in RNMS.

Section 5.1

Events
Events can originate outside RNMS , such as SNMP traps or syslog messages generated by devices under
management. RNMS can also generate events internally, such as upon the detection of a new device or when
forcing a service scan of a device.

A list of events like the one shown in Figure 29 can be obtained via Home->Events, or within various other
screens in RNMS, for example, within a Node detailed device information screen, or from  Home->Outages.
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Figure 29: Event List

Event List screens include features to quickly and intuitively create and manipulate complex filtering criteria for
the list of events to display. Each entry in the Severity, Time, Node, Interface, Service, UEI, and Ackd fields for
every Event entry in the list includes a pair of filtering controls, described below:

Control Description

[-] Do not show events matching the value in the current field.

[+] Only show events matching the value in the current field.

[<] (Time only) Only show events occurring after the current one.

[>] (Time only) Only show events occurring before the current one.

For example, if one were to pause over the [-] link in the UEI (Unique Event Identifier) field for an event in the
list shown in Figure 29, above, a help message, "Do not show events for this UEI" would be displayed. Clicking
on the link would remove all events with a UEI of "uei.opennms.org/links/linkInfoChanged" from the 
Event List  display. Each filter applied will be represented above the event list, after Search constraints:. A [-] link
beside each one of the filters in this list will remove the filter, or constraint, and restore the events removed by
that filter to the list.
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Clicking on the Event ID number of a specific event in the list brings up an Event Detail screen shown in Figure
30, below.

Figure 30: Event Detail

Section 5.2

Alarms
Alarms are Events that have been selected via quasi-static RNMS configuration as being representative of
the current health of the network. The Alarm List screen lists currently active and unacknowledged alarms. A
useful feature of the alarm view in RNMS is that many alarms can be cleared by the system without operator
intervention. Consider the example of an alarm posted for a broken network link. If RNMS subsequently receives
an event indicating that the network link has been reestablished, the alarm condition is reset, and removed from
the Alarm List.

A given alarm inherits the severity field from the event used to create it. Note that even though the corresponding
event may be acknowledged and removed from the Event List, the alarm will remain in the Alarm List until it is
acknowledged separately or reset by RNMS.
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Figure 31: Alarm List

Individual alarm entries, as seen in the Alarm List in Figure 31, have filtering controls like those described for the
Event List screen. For more information, see Section 5.1, “Events”.

Section 5.3

Notifications
It is possible to configure RNMS to directly notify one or more operators immediately in case of a particular Event.
A Notification refers to the configuration that instructs RNMS to notify one or more operators of a particular event.
The actual message sent is also referred to as a Notification, or Notice.
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Figure 32: Notification List

The Notices List, seen in Figure 32, displays notices that have been generated by RNMS . Configuring, enabling,
and disabling notifications is done using the  Admin->Configure Notifications menu (see Section 6.5, “Configuring
Notifications”). In order to create a notification configuration, at least one User must be defined, along with a
method of communicating with that user, for example via an email address (see Section 6.4.1, “Adding and
Configuring Users”).  Event List screens, as seen in Figure 29, provide a convenient way to configure notifications
based on an event of interest. Each listed event includes an Edit notifications for event  link that will guide the
user through the process of configuring notifications to occur based on that event. Section 6.5, “Configuring
Notifications” and Section 6.5.3, “Configuring Path Outages” provide further detail on configuring notifications in
RNMS.

Section 5.4

Acknowledging Events, Alarms and Notifications
All Events, Alarms and Notifications in RNMS should be acknowledged to indicate to the system that an operator
has seen the item and will act upon it if necessary. This is particularly necessary for notifications for which
Notification Escalation is configured, since individuals of increasing levels of responsibility may be notified if the
notification is not acknowledged within a configurable time frame.

To acknowledge an individual event, alarm or notification, click on the checkbox at the left side of the screen
(as in the Notices List in Figure 32) to select the item you wish to acknowledge, and then click on the
Acknowledge button at the bottom of the screen. Acknowledging an event or alarm will remove the item from
the active database. Not doing so will consume unnecessary space and could slow down database searches.
Acknowledged events, alarms, and notifications will be removed from their respective unacknowledged views
and make it easier to view current problems. Acknowledged items are not removed immediately from the system
but are temporarily stored in an Acknowledged list so that they can be reviewed to determine whether there are
recurring problems.
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Section 5.5

Aggregate Syslog
As mentioned, RNMS uses, among other information, syslog data from compatible devices in order to generate
events, alarms, and notifications. In addition to parsing syslog data for RNMS system purposes, all syslog data
is retained in its original form for diagnostic purposes. Syslog data from all sources is logged to a single file by IP
address and Node ID. Entries in the aggregate syslog file are of the form:

From [IP:Port] (NodeID: [Node ID]) [Time stamp] [Severity] "Received syslog message"

For example:

From 10.0.0.1:514 (NodeID: 140) [Mar 02,2009 14:35:00] Info "10.0.0.2 RS900A: logged in as admin"

The aggregate syslog file, syslog.log, is located in the directory: c:\ruggednms\logs\,on Windows
systems, and in /usr/share/opennms/ruggednms/logs/ under Linux.
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System Administration
The Home->Admin menu provides the entry point to most RNMS system configuration. Only users logged in to
RNMS with administrator privileges will have access to this menu and its submenus. The individual administration
menus are available from the entries in the Options section shown in Figure 33, below, are described in the
following sections.

Figure 33: Administration Menu
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Section 6.1

Configuring Discovery

Figure 34: Configuring Discovery

This screen allows an administrator to configure parameters for the RNMS Discovery daemon, which probes
the network for devices to manage. As described in Section 6.2, “Device Discovery”, the discovery configuration
consists of a list of IP addresses and ranges of IP addresses.

The General settings section describes the global parameters that will be used by Discovery unless overridden by
a specific entry (i.e. per device or range). The configuration parameters are as follows:

• Initial Sleep Time – The time in seconds that the Discovery daemon will wait at start-up before beginning the
discovery process. This delay is intended to allow all the other RNMS system daemons to start before the
Discovery daemon starts searching for undiscovered devices.

• Restart Sleep Timer – The time in hours that the Discovery daemon will wait between discovery runs.

• Threads – The number of processing threads allocated to the Discovery daemon. This value should not be
changed.

• Retries – The number of ping (ICMP echo) retries before a device is declared nonexistent by the Discovery
daemon.

• Timeout – The timeout value in milliseconds for a ping reply. Using a value that is too small may mean that
RNMS could miss a valid response and cause unnecessary overhead.
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The Specifics section identifies specific devices by their IP addresses, whose existence the Discovery daemon
must verify. Each of these entries defines a single device with its own timeout and retry values.

The Include Ranges section identifies IP address ranges for the Discovery daemon to search sequentially
(divided between the number of configured threads).

The Exclude Ranges section allows you to remove a range of IP addresses from an included range, possibly to
avoid probing for devices that do not exist or that should not be managed by RNMS.

NOTE
Care should be exercised when specifying IP address ranges for inclusion, since it is a simple matter
to create a numerically large space for the Discovery daemon to search. Small, discrete address
ranges are searched most efficiently.

After completing the configuration changes, click on the Save and Restart Discovery button for your changes to
take effect.

Section 6.2

Device Discovery
The configuration of Device Discovery may be performed via the RNMS user interface, as described in the
Section 6.1, “Configuring Discovery” section. This appendix describes the configuration parameters and
processes for further customization of the discovery process. Note that making changes through the user
interface may overwrite or remove changes made using the methods described here.

RNMS has various methods of discovering devices for management. The automated discovery is the most
prevalent of these. The discovery process reads the discovery configuration file to obtain the rules used to scan
for active candidate devices for management.

The discovery process runs upon initialization of RNMS to test for active devices and then again thereafter,
waiting a configurable time period before each run. In order to discover candidate devices, the discovery process
sends an ICMP Echo request (ping) to every configured IP address and waits for a configured timeout for a
response. Devices that respond to the ping are entered into the database. Other processes are signaled to poll
this interface for further information. Configuration of this process should be done with caution to reduce the
number of nonexistent devices that the discovery must time out waiting for a ping response.

Since the majority of network services are provided using the TCP/IP protocol, RNMS is very IP-centric. The
basic monitored element is called an interface, and an interface is uniquely identified by an IP address. Services
are mapped to interfaces, and if a number of interfaces are discovered to be on the same device then they may
be grouped together as a node.

Discovery in RNMS consists of two parts: discovering an IP address to monitor and then discovering the services
supported by that IP address.

Executing ./edit_discovery.sh in Linux or edit_discovery.bat in Windows will bring up the discovery
configuration file for editing. The header of the configuration file contains various default configuration parameters
used by the discovery process when executing. These values can be overridden for specific ranges or devices as
will be demonstrated later.

The following configuration parameters are important to the discovery process:

• initial-sleep-timer – The time, in milliseconds, before the discovery process will commence after RNMS is
started. This delay allows all the components of RNMS to initialize fully before generating new events.

• restart-sleep-timer – Once the discovery process has been completed, this is the time, in milliseconds, before
it will start again.
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• timeout – The time, in milliseconds, that the discovery process will wait for a response from a given IP address
before deciding that it is inactive. This can be overridden later in the file.

• retries – The number of attempts that will be made to query a given IP address before deciding that it is
inactive. This can be overridden later in the file.

• threads – The number of concurrently running background processes executing device discovery.

• packets-per-second – A limit on the rate of packets transmitted by the discovery process, in order to control
its impact on the network.

A higher timeout value coupled with a larger number of retries can create significant overhead to the system.
This is because non-responding IP addresses cause RNMS to wait for the timeout period for each retry before
declaring the device nonexistent and moving on to the next IP address for discovery. Making the timeout too short
and/or specifying too small a number of retries may cause RNMS to miss an active device, possibly every time
the discovery process runs.

There are three ways to configure device discovery:

Configuring Ranges
The include-range and exclude-range configuration parameters allow the specification of ranges of IP addresses
to be discovered. The discovery process will start at the beginning of every configured range and sequentially
go through the list looking for active Interfaces. The configured ranges should only include active subnets on a
network. The syntax of include-range is as follows:

<include-range>
      <begin>10.10.10.1</begin>
      <end>10.10.10.254</end>
</include-range>

The begin and end clauses are the starting and ending IP addresses, respectively, of a range that the discovery
process will scan. Multiple include-range clauses may be used to specify multiple ranges to scan. Note that a
device node that is added to the network post-configuration will be discovered automatically by the periodic
discovery process, as long as its IP address falls within one of the configured ranges.

A range of IP address ranges may also be excluded from discovery, using the exclude-range clause, whose
syntax is as follows:

<exclude-range>
      <begin>10.10.10.50</begin>
      <end>10.10.10.120</end>
</exclude-range>

The preceding examples of IP address range syntax will cause the discovery process to ping from address
10.10.10.1 to 10.10.10.49 and then from 10.10.10.121 to 10.10.10.254.

Specific Devices
The specific configuration parameter allows RNMS to be configured to discover a single specific IP device. This is
useful in smaller networks or if a small number of devices exist in a subnet where it would be impractical to scan
an entire range. This configuration parameter can help optimize the discovery process. The syntax is as follows:

<specific>10.10.10.1</specific>

This can be repeated for multiple devices.

Read a File of IP Addresses
The include-url statement allows RNMS to read a file containing IP addresses, one IP address per line, as input
to the discovery process. This file may be created using any ASCII text editor. The syntax is as follows:
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<include-url>file:/root/ruggednms_scripts/devices.txt</include-url>

The file devices.txt in this example was created and placed in the directory: /root/ruggednms_scripts/.
The discovery process probes every IP address in the file sequentially.

Any combination of the methods outlined above may be used to configure device discovery on a particular
network.

It is also possible to override the default parameters configured in the header, as in the following example:

<include-range retries="2" timeout="3000">
      <begin>192.168.0.1</begin>
      <end>192.168.0.254</end>
</include-range>

In this example, the IP address range 192.168.0.1-254 will be probed with a ping timeout of three seconds and
two retries. All other IP address range specifications will use the default values configured in the header unless
they are also similarly overridden.

Passive Discovery
There is one other way in which RNMS is able to discover device nodes that does not involve the discovery
process itself. In the course of regular operation, RNMS listens for SNMP Trap and syslog messages. If RNMS
receives a message of one of these types from a device that is not in its database, this will cause it to place the
device's IP address in its database and to begin probing it as though it had been discovered using the regular
discovery process.

Note that devices discovered in this way are only added to the live database. They are not entered into
permanent RNMS configuration, nor are they added to the set of IP addresses to be probed by the discovery
process.

Section 6.3

Configuring a Java Email Interface
Executing ./edit_javamail.sh in Linux or edit_javamail.bat in Windows will bring up the email
configuration file for editing. This file configures RNMS to be able to access the email server required to send
email for notifications and reports. The email server to be used by RNMS is to be determined by the user and is
assumed to be already available. This configuration is for the Java Mail utility in RNMS and therefore Java Mail
must be selected as the email method when configuring users in RNMS.

A sample configuration file is shown below:

#########################################################################
# This file is the configuration for the the JavaMailer class.
# It is used to specify the details of the JavaMailer system properties
#########################################################################
# Properties are defined but commented out, indicating the default values.
#

# This property defines system sender account.
#
# The default setting is root@[127.0.0.1]
org.opennms.core.utils.fromAddress=RuggedNMS

# These properties define the SMTP Host.
#
org.opennms.core.utils.mailHost=192.168.1.3
org.opennms.core.utils.mailer=smtpsend
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org.opennms.core.utils.transport=smtp
org.opennms.core.utils.debug=true
#org.opennms.core.utils.smtpport=25
#org.opennms.core.utils.smtpssl.enable=false
#org.opennms.core.utils.quitwait=true
#
# This property controls the use of the JMTA,
# the default is true
org.opennms.core.utils.useJMTA=false

# These properties define the Mail authentication.
#
org.opennms.core.utils.authenticate=false
org.opennms.core.utils.authenticateUser="user"
org.opennms.core.utils.authenticatePassword="password"
#org.opennms.core.utils.starttls.enable=false

# These properties configure message content
#
#org.opennms.core.utils.messageContentType=text/plain
#org.opennms.core.utils.charset=us-ascii

By default, all these lines will be commented out so the leading # must be removed from the lines to be modified.
In this example, the email server is at IP address 192.168.1.3. The user account which exists on the email server
has the name "user" with the password "password". This account will be used for authenticating all RNMS email
users on the email server.

The "from" field of the email received in the account configured for the intended recipient will be RUGGEDCOM
NMS.

To receive email notifications, the following steps must be taken:

• Make sure that the users who wish to receive email notification have valid email addresses configured. This
is done in the Admin->Configure Users, Groups and Roles->Configure Users configuration screen (see the
Section 6.4, “Configuring Users, Groups, and Roles” section). Click Modify for the appropriate user or add new
users to configure email addresses.

• Make sure that notifications are turned on in the Admin screen.

• Make sure that the desired notifications are turned on in the Admin->Configure Event Notifications screen.

Section 6.4

Configuring Users, Groups, and Roles
The following three sections discuss the configuration of Users, Groups, and Roles, the process of adding them
to RNMS, and configuring their duty and on call schedules. The entry point to these menus is Home->Admin-
>Users and Groups, which brings you to the menu shown in Figure 35.
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Figure 35: Users, Groups, and Roles

NOTE
RNMS is case-sensitive (to uppercase and lowercase letter) for names of users, groups, and roles. Be
consistent when defining and referring to these names.

Section 6.4.1

Adding and Configuring Users

Figure 36: User Configuration

The User Configuration screen allows an administrator to add, delete and edit RNMS user accounts, and to
modify their duty schedule information. E-mail addresses can be added for each individual user for purposes of
automated notification.

There are three types of users in RNMS:

• Administrators

• Operators

• Guests
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Administrators have the capability to view all screens in RNMS and to change configuration. Operators have
the same privileges as administrators with the exception that they have no access to user configuration or
configuration file management menus. Guests are only able to view information, and have no access to the
"Admin" menu. Guest users do not require group membership to access the system.

To add a new user to the system, select the Add New User  link, in green, at the top of the form. A new user
added to RNMS will not have group membership and will have limited (Guest-equivalent) access to the system.
To assign permissions to a newly defined user account, make the user a member of a defined group in the Group
List menu. For more information, see Section 6.4.2, “Configuring Groups”).

It is recommended that a separate account be added for each new user account and that the password for each
account not be saved automatically by the Web browser's password caching or auto-completion features. These
can be disabled in Microsoft Internet Explorer, for example, under Tools->Internet Options. Select the Content tab
and the Settings button in the AutoComplete section to disable this feature.

Section 6.4.2

Configuring Groups

Figure 37: Group Configuration

The Group List screen is used to add user accounts to groups. Two groups are configured by default: "Admin"
and "Operator". As mentioned previously, members of the "Admin" group have full access to view and
modify everything in RNMS, whereas members of the "Operator" group may not access user configuration or
configuration file management menus.

Duty scheduling may be done by user account, as above, or by group. Notifications also may be configured to
notify a particular user account or a group.
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Section 6.4.3

Configuring Roles

Figure 38: Role Configuration

A role assigned to an existing user from the Role List screen assists RNMS in selecting to whom it should send
notifications. Operators currently on call will be sent notifications first. Only if a notification goes unacknowledged
in the configured time frame will it be escalated and sent to operators not currently on call or to the configured
supervisor of an operator on-call.

The On Call link on the Dashboard will identify the operators to which notifications will be sent.

Section 6.5

Configuring Notifications
Notifications are used by RNMS to proactively inform designated users of an Event that is deemed important to
the proper operation of the network. RNMS Notifications are sent via e-mail and occur outside the RNMS Web
interface, so the recipient can be reached immediately. Detailed notification delivery information, such as an e-
mail address, is configured on the Configure User screen described in Section 6.4.1, “Adding and Configuring
Users”. The entry point to the notification configuration menus is Home>Admin>Configure Notifications, which
brings you to the menu shown in Figure 39. The following sections describe the submenus in detail.
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Figure 39: Notification Configuration

Section 6.5.1

Configuring Destination Paths
When a notification is generated by RNMS , it is the duty of the recipient to acknowledge the notification within
RNMS . This acknowledgement lets RNMS know that someone is looking into the problem and taking corrective
action, if required. An unacknowledged notification could indicate that the designated recipient did not receive
the notification or is unavailable to address the problem. In this case, RNMS can be configured to escalate the
notification to another user or group to make sure that an outage is addressed. This escalation is configured via
Destination Paths.

A Destination Path describes which users or groups will receive the initial notification, how the notification will be
sent and then whom to notify if escalation is required. You can create a list of users, roles and groups to send
e-mails to when there is a notification. A wizard will walk you through the steps necessary to set up a reusable
list of the recipients and how and in what order to contact them. After you have created a Destination Path
with an initial target, you can add an escalation to the path. The users and groups to be used when configuring
Destination Paths must have already been configured through the configuration screens for Users and Groups,
as described in the following sections: Section 6.4, “Configuring Users, Groups, and Roles”; Section 6.4.1,
“Adding and Configuring Users”; and Section 6.4.2, “Configuring Groups”.
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Figure 40: Destination Paths Screen

NOTE
Notifications are configured to refer to Destination Paths by name. Do not change the name of a
Destination Path that is already in use by existing notifications. Doing so would break the association of
notification with Destination Path, and cause the notification not to be delivered.

To add a Destination Path, do the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Configure Notifications > Destination Paths. The Destination Paths
screen appears (see Figure 40).

2. Click New Path. The Path Outline screen appears.

Figure 41: Path Outline Screen

3. In the Name field, type a name for the path.

4. In the Initial Delay field, select a value for the time delay for the path.

5. Click Edit. The Choose Targets screen appears.
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Figure 42: Choose Targets Screen

6. Select one or more users, groups, roles or e-mail addresses (or select all of these types) to send your
notification to:

To configure a path for a user, see Section 6.5.1.1, “Configuring a Path for a User”.

To configure a path for a group, see Section 6.5.1.2, “Configuring a Path for a Group”.

To configure a path for a role, see Section 6.5.1.3, “Configuring a Path for a Role”.

To configure a path for an e-mail address, see Section 6.5.1.4, “Configuring a Path for an E-Mail Address”.

To configure an escalation for a user, see Section 6.5.1.1, “Configuring a Path for a User”.

To configure an escalation for a group, see Section 6.5.1.2, “Configuring a Path for a Group”.

To configure an escalation for a role, see Section 6.5.1.3, “Configuring a Path for a Role”.

To configure an escalation for an e-mail address, see Section 6.5.1.4, “Configuring a Path for an E-Mail
Address”.

Section 6.5.1.1

Configuring a Path for a User
To configure a destination path for a user, do the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Configure Notifications > Destination Paths. The Destination Paths
screen appears (see Figure 40).

2. Click New Path. The Path Outline screen appears.
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Figure 43: Path Outline Screen

3. In the Name field, type a name for the path.

4. In the Initial Delay field, select a value for the time delay for the path.

5. Click Edit. The Choose Targets screen appears.

Figure 44: Choose Targets Screen

6. Select all users that you want to receive notifications. Hold down the Shift or Ctrl keys to select multiple
users.

7. Click Next. The Choose Commands screen appears.
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Figure 45: Choose Commands Screen

8. Select one or more options from the list of commands, for each user. The default option is javaEmail.
9. Select an option from the list of behaviors. The default option is on.

10. Click Next. The Path Outline screen appears. The user appears in the list on the screen.

11. If required, add an escalation. Click Add Escalation and then repeat Step 6 to Step 10.

12. Click Finish. The Destination Paths screen appears. The name of the path appears in the Existing Paths
list.

Section 6.5.1.2

Configuring a Path for a Group
To configure a destination path for a group, do the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Configure Notifications > Destination Paths. The Destination Paths
screen appears (see Figure 40).

2. Click New Path. The Path Outline screen appears.

Figure 46: Path Outline Screen
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3. In the Name field, type a name for the path.

4. In the Initial Delay field, select a value for the time delay for the path.

5. Click Edit. The Choose Targets screen appears.

Figure 47: Choose Targets Screen

6. Select all groups that you want to receive notifications. Hold down the Shift or Ctrl keys to select multiple
groups.

7. Click Next. The Group Intervals screen appears.

Figure 48: Group Intervals Screen

8. Select an interval from the list, for the time delay between contacting each member in the group.

9. Click Next.
The Choose Commands screen appears.
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Figure 49: Choose Commands Screen

10. Select one or more options from the list of commands, for each group. The default option is javaEmail.
11. Select an option from the list of behaviors. The default option is on.

12. Click Next. The Path Outline screen appears. The group appears in the list on the screen.

13. If required, add an escalation. Click Add Escalation and then repeat Step 6 to Step 12.

14. Click Finish. The Destination Paths screen appears. The name of the path appears in the Existing Paths
list.

Section 6.5.1.3

Configuring a Path for a Role
To configure a destination path for a role, do the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Configure Notifications > Destination Paths. The Destination Paths
screen appears (see Figure 40).

2. Click New Path. The Path Outline screen appears.

Figure 50: Path Outline Screen
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3. In the Name field, type a name for the path.

4. In the Initial Delay field, select a value for the time delay for the path.

5. Click Edit. The Choose Targets screen appears.

Figure 51: Choose Targets Screen

6. Select all roles that you want to receive notifications. Hold down the Shift or Ctrl keys to select multiple
roles.

7. Click Next. The Choose Commands screen appears.

Figure 52: Choose Commands Screen

8. Select one or more options from the list of commands, for each role. The default option is javaEmail.
9. Select an option from the list of behaviors. The default option is on.

10. Click Next. The Path Outline screen appears. The role appears in the list on the screen.
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11. If required, add an escalation. Click Add Escalation and then repeat Step 6 to Step 10.

12. Click Finish. The Destination Paths screen appears. The name of the path appears in the Existing Paths
list.

Section 6.5.1.4

Configuring a Path for an E-Mail Address
To configure a path for an e-mail address, do the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Configure Notifications > Destination Paths. The Destination Paths
screen appears (see Figure 40).

2. Click New Path. The Path Outline screen appears.

Figure 53: Path Outline Screen

3. In the Name field, type a name for the path.

4. In the Initial Delay field, select a value for the time delay for the path.

5. Click Edit. The Choose Targets screen appears.
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Figure 54: Choose Targets Screen

6. Click Add Address. A dialog box appears, prompting you to type an e-mail address for the notifications to be
sent to.

7. Type an e-mail address into the box.

8. Click OK
9. If required, add more e-mail addresses.

10. Click Next.
The Choose Commands screen appears.

Figure 55: Choose Commands Screen

11. Select an option from the list of behaviors. The default option is on.

12. Click Next. The Path Outline screen appears. All e-mail addresses appear in the list on the screen.
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13. If required, add an escalation. Click Add Escalation and then repeat Step 6 to Step 12.

14. Click Finish. The Destination Paths screen appears. The name of the path appears in the Existing Paths
list.

Section 6.5.2

Configuring Event Notifications

Figure 56: Event Notifications Screen

The Event Notifications screen displays notifications that RNMS has been configured to generate. Notifications
can be added, edited, deleted and disabled or enabled using this interface. Selecting the Edit or  Add New Event
Notification buttons will run a wizard that will walk you through the steps required for configuring a notification.

To enable a notification, scroll down to the notification in the event notification list and then click On.

To disable a notification, scroll down to the notification in the event notification list and then click Off.
To delete a notification, scroll down to the notification in the event notification list and then click Delete.
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To edit a notification, scroll down to the notification in the event notification list, click Edit and then go to Step 4 of
the procedure in the section called “Adding a New Event Notification”.

To add a notification, see the section called “Adding a New Event Notification”.

Adding a New Event Notification
To add a new event notification, do the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Configure Notifications > Event Notifications. The Event Notifications
screen appears (see Figure 56).

2. Click Add New Event Notification. The Choose Event screen appears.

Figure 57: Choose Event Screen

3. Scroll down and select an event from the list of events on the screen.

4. Click Next. The Build Rule screen appears.
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Figure 58: Build Rule Screen

5. If required, build a rule for matching a set of IP addresses and/or services. For information about building
rules, see Section 6.5.2.1, “Building Rules for Event Notifications”.

6. Click Skip results validation. The Choose Path screen appears.
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Figure 59: Choose Path Screen

7. In the Name field, type a name for the event notification.

8. If required, in the Description field, type a description of the event notification.

9. If required, in the Parameter Name field, type a parameter name. You can add the %parm[a_parm_name]%
value from the Special Values field.

10. If required, in the Parameter Value field, type a parameter value. You can add the %parm[#N]% value from
the Special Values field.

11. In the Choose A Path field, select a path from the list. The default path is E-mail-Admin. For information
about creating a path, see Section 6.5.1, “Configuring Destination Paths”.

12. In the Text message field, type a message that you would like to appear in your event notification. You can
add the values from the Special Values field to your message.

13. If required, in the Short Message field, type a short message that you would like to appear in your event
notification. You can add the values from the Special Values field to your message. Some text might already
appear in this field.

14. If required, in the Email Subject field, type a subject name that you would like to appear in your event
notification. You can add the values from the Special Values field. Some text might already appear in this
field.

15. Click Finish. The Event Notifications screen appears (see Figure 56).

16. Scroll down to find your notification in the event notification list. The notification is set to off.
17. Click On to enable the notification.
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Section 6.5.2.1

Building Rules for Event Notifications
Before building a rule to filter services that you will be notified about, you must first create an event notification
(see the section called “Adding a New Event Notification”). To build a rule for your event notification, do the
following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Configure Notifications > Event Notifications > Build Rule. The Build
Rule screen appears.

2. Select all services from the Services list that you want to receive notifications about. Hold down the Shift or
Ctrl keys to select multiple services.

3. Select all services from the "Not" Services list that you do not want to receive notifications about. Hold
down the Shift or Ctrl keys to select multiple "Not" services.

4. Click Validate rule results. The Validate Rule screen appears.

Figure 60: Validate Rule Screen

5. Check the TCP/IP addresses in the list to make sure that the rule provides the expected results.

6. If required, click Rebuild to modify the rule.

7. Click Next. The Choose Path screen appears.
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Figure 61: Choose Path Screen

8. If required, modify the information in the notification fields on the screen. For information about adding
information to the notification fields, see Step 7 of the procedure in the section called “Adding a New Event
Notification”.

9. Click Finish.

Section 6.5.3

Configuring Path Outages
Configure Path Outages allows RNMS to be configured to take into account the fact that, if the only network path
from the RNMS system to a group of managed devices is down, it is at best, redundant, and at worst, actually
false, to report that those unreachable devices are down.
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Figure 62: Critical Path Outage Configuration

Configuring a path outage consists of defining an IP address/service pair under Define the Critical Path, which
defines the critical path to a group of network nodes, defined by the specification in the Current Rule field. When
a 'node down' condition is detected for a node in the group, the critical path will be tested. If it fails to respond, the
node down notifications will be suppressed. The critical path service is typically ICMP, and at this time, ICMP is
the only critical path service supported.
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Section 6.6

Managing Interfaces and Services

Figure 63: Managing Interfaces and Services

When RNMS is first started, it discovers the nodes, interfaces, and services in the network. As the network grows
and changes, the TCP/IP ranges to be managed, as well as the interfaces and services within those ranges, may
change. Manage/Unmanage Interfaces and Services allows you to change your RNMS configuration along with
your network.

This screen displays all the discovered devices, interfaces and services in the RNMS database. The items with
checkmarks are actively being managed by RNMS and the items without a checkmark are not. You can deselect
any specific service or an entire device to cease managing (or to "unmanage") it.

Once a device or service is no longer managed, no further data is collected or stored in the database but existing
data is retained. This operation can be reversed by checking the appropriate boxes on this screen.
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Section 6.7

Configuring SNMP Data Collection per Interface

Figure 64: Managing Non-IP Interfaces via SNMP

The Manage SNMP by Interface screen Figure 64 makes it possible to configure RNMS to collect data via SNMP
for non-IP interfaces on devices under management.

By default, data will only be collected for interfaces which have an associated IP address. The first such interface
per managed device will be the default interface that RNMS uses for SNMP data collection. Selecting or
deselecting interfaces for data collection, by checking or un-checking the interface in the Collect? column in
Select SNMP Interfaces (Figure 65) will be an indication to RNMS to actively poll these interfaces for data and to
store this information in the database for later viewing. See Chapter 8, Performance Reports for more information
on viewing this data.
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Figure 65: Choosing SNMP Interfaces for Data Collection

Section 6.7.1

Special note on Aggregate Links
If two network interfaces on a managed device node (from which RNMS has already been gathering data) are
collected into an Aggregate Link, RNMS will retain outdated information for the old secondary link. For example,
if interfaces 2 and 3 are aggregated, then SNMP will supply information for link 2 but not for link 3 (the switch will
skip port 3 when a MIB "walk" is done). At this point, RNMS still erroneously believes interface 3 to be present on
the device.

To correct this situation, the devices that have been configured with aggregated links must be deleted in RNMS
(device entry and associated data) and then rediscovered so that the correct link information can be captured. If
these devices are not configured in the automated discovery, they will have to be added manually.

Section 6.8

Configuring SNMP
RNMS provides you with an interface to configure SNMP. The interface and the functions you can perform are
described in the following sections.
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You can perform the following tasks:

• View SNMP configuration data.

• Edit Global SNMP configurations.

• Add an SNMP configuration for specific IP addresses.

• Edit a configuration in an IP address entry.

• Delete an IP address entry.

• Move an IP address entry.

• Export an IP address entry to an unencrypted file.

The information related to the SNMP configuration data is saved by default in a text file called SNMP-config.xml.
Optionally, for enhanced security, the contents of this file can be encrypted. If you choose the option to encrypt
the contents of the file, it is mandatory to provide a passphrase. For information about passphrase and encryption
management, see Section 6.20, “Managing the Encryption of Stored Data”.

Section 6.8.1

Viewing SNMP Configurations
To access the user interface for viewing information related to SNMP configuration data, navigate to Home >
Admin > Configure SNMP. The SNMP screen appears.

NOTE
If encryption is enabled, RNMS may ask you to type your passphrase before you can access the
interface to view SNMP configurations.
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Figure 66: SNMP Screen

To display the configuration details for a specific device, click on the IP address for the device.

To display the configuration details for all devices, click Expand All.
To hide the configuration details for all devices, click Collapse All.

Section 6.8.2

Editing a Global SNMP Configuration
The Global SNMP Configuration is a default configuration for all devices. If a device does not have a specific
configuration, the Global SNMP Configuration is applied to the device. To edit the Global SNMP Configuration, do
the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Configure SNMP. The SNMP screen appears.
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Figure 67: SNMP Screen

2. Click Global SNMP Configuration. The Global SNMP Configuration parameters appear.
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Figure 68: Global SNMP Configuration Parameters

3. Edit the parameters.

4. Click Save.

Section 6.8.3

Adding an SNMP Configuration for Specific IP Addresses
RNMS allows you to add specific configurations for devices that require customized SNMP configuration. To add
a specific configuration to an IP address or range of IP addresses, do the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Configure SNMP. The SNMP screen appears.
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Figure 69: SNMP Screen

2. Click on the entry (an IP address) in the list that you would like your entry to appear after.

3. Click Add New Entry. The parameters for the new entry appear.
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Figure 70: New Entry Parameters

4. In the Version field, select the SNMP version from the list.

5. In the Starting IP Address field, type an IP address.

6. If required, to create an IP address range, in the Ending IP Address field, type an IP address that will be the
end of the range.

7. Complete the remaining parameters for the configuration.

8. Click Save.

Section 6.8.4

Editing a Configuration in an IP Address Entry
You can edit the SNMP configuration for an IP address or range of IP addresses. To edit a configuration, do the
following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Configure SNMP. The SNMP screen appears.
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Figure 71: SNMP Screen

2. Click on the entry (IP address) in the list that you would like to edit. The parameters for the IP address's
SNMP configuration appear.
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Figure 72: SNMP Parameters

3. Edit the parameters.

4. Click Save.

Section 6.8.5

Deleting an IP Address Entry
To delete an SNMP configuration for an IP address or range of IP addresses, do the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Configure SNMP. The SNMP screen appears.
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Figure 73: SNMP Screen

2. Click on the entry (IP address) in the list that you would like to delete. The parameters for the IP address's
SNMP configuration appear.
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Figure 74: SNMP Parameters

3. Click Delete Selected Entry. A message appears, prompting you to confirm that you want to continue.

4. Click OK. The IP address is deleted from the list.

Section 6.8.6

Moving an IP Address Entry
The position of an IP address entry is very important. If a device belongs to more than one IP address range,
RNMS uses the first one as the SNMP configuration for the device. Therefore, you may want to move an IP
address entry up or down in the list. To move an entry, do the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Configure SNMP. The SNMP screen appears.
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Figure 75: SNMP Screen

2. Click on the entry (IP address) in the list that you want to move.

3. Click Move Up or Move Down to move the entry. The entry is moved to a new position in the list.

4. Click Save.

Section 6.8.7

Exporting an IP Address Entry to an Unencrypted File
To export an IP address entry with an SNMP configuration to an unencrypted file, do the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Configure SNMP. The SNMP screen appears.
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Figure 76: SNMP Screen

2. Click on the entry (IP address) in the list that you want to export.

3. Click Export to Unencrypted File. A dialog box appears.

Figure 77: Export Dialog Box

4. Select Save File.
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5. Click OK. The file is saved to the Downloads folder in your workstation.

Section 6.8.8

SNMP Configuration
This section discusses snmp-config.xml, the file used by RNMS to customize the operation of the SNMP polling
subsystem.

RNMS uses SNMP as its primary mechanism for collecting data from devices under management. SNMP
versions 1, 2c and 3 are supported. Executing ./edit_snmp.sh under Linux or edit_snmp.bat under
Windows will bring up the SNMP configuration file, snmp-config.xml, for editing.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

    <snmp-config port="161" retry="3" timeout="10000"
    read-community="public" write-community="private"
    version="v2c" max-vars-per-pdu="5" >

    <definition version="v3" security-name="private"
    auth-passphrase="ruggednms" auth-protocol="MD5"
    privacy-passphrase="ruggednms" privacy-protocol="DES">
    <specific>192.168.5.50</specific>
 </definition>
 
 <definition retry="4" timeout="5000">
    <range begin="192.168.1.1" end="192.168.1.254"/>
    <range begin="192.168.3.1" end="192.168.3.254"/>
 </definition>

</snmp-config>

The header portion of the sample configuration, highlighted in yellow, defines default settings that will be used
for all polled devices unless overridden in a subsequent section. The example also shows a configuration for
SNMP V3 in the second section. In this case, the SNMP V3 configuration would override the default settings in
the header for the IP address specified. Alternately, if all devices use SNMP V3, this configuration information
would be placed in the configuration file's header as the default. The third section in the sample configuration
file demonstrates RNMS' ability to redefine the SNMP configuration for a subset of devices under management.
The example, which overrides the retry count and the timeout parameter, might be useful if there were devices
being polled over a slower network connection and hence would require different timing parameters in order to be
polled reliably and not use excessive network resources.

The common attributes for SNMP configuration are as follows:

• retry - The number of attempts that will be made to connect to the SNMP agent.

• timeout - The time, in milliseconds, that RNMS will wait for a response from the agent.

• read-community - The default "read" community string for SNMP queries. If not specified, defaults to "public".

• write-community - The default "write" community string for SNMP "set" operations.

• port - This overrides the default SNMP port of 161

• version - Here you can force either SNMP version 1 by specifying "v1", version 2c with "v2c", or version 3 with
"v3". Default is "v1".

• security-name - A security name for SNMP v3 authentication.

• auth-passphrase - The passphrase to use for SNMP v3 authentication.

• auth-protocol - The authentication protocol for SNMP v3. Either "MD5" or "SHA". The default is MD5.

• privacy-passphrase - A privacy passphrase used to encrypt the contents of SNMP v3 packets.
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• privacy-protocol - The privacy protocol used to encrypt the contents of SNMP v3 packets. Either "DES",
"AES","AES192" or "AES256". The default is DES.

• engine-id - The engine ID of the target agent.

• context-name - The name of the context to obtain data from on the target agent.

• context-engine-id - The context engine ID of the target entity on the agent.

• enterprise-id - An enterprise ID for SNMP v3 collection.

It is important to remember that the SNMP agents on the devices being polled must be configured to correspond
exactly to the RNMS SNMP configuration file.

A second sample configuration file fragment, below, illustrates how to set SNMP authentication parameters for a
router with multiple IP interfaces so that all interfaces are polled using the proper credentials:

<definition version="v3" security-name="NonDefault"
    auth-passphrase="NonDefaultAuthPS" auth-protocol="MD5"
    privacy-passphrase="NonDefaultPrvPS" privacy-protocol="DES">
     <specific>192.168.1.10</specific>
     <specific>192.168.2.10</specific>
     <specific>192.168.3.10</specific>
     <specific>192.168.4.10</specific>
     </definition>

The RuggedMAX base station requires the configuration of the "context-name" for SNMPv3 to work properly. The
ability to configure this property exists in RNMS. This sample configuration file fragment, below, illustrates the use
of the "context-name" attribute.

<definition version="v3" security-name="ruggedcom"
    auth-passphrase="ruggednms" auth-protocol="SHA"
    privacy-passphrase="12345678" privacy-protocol="DES"
    context-name="public">
    <specific>172.30.87.1</specific>
    </definition>

Section 6.9

Configuring Device Access
RNMS provides you with an interface to access the user access information for your devices. The interface and
the functions you can perform are described in the following sections.

You can perform the following tasks:

• Add an IP address entry (a device).

• Edit user access information in an IP address entry.

• Delete an IP address entry.

• Move an IP address entry.

• Export an IP address entry to an unencrypted file.

The information related to the device access data is saved by default in a text file called deviceusers.xml.
Optionally, for enhanced security, the contents of this file can be encrypted. If you choose the option to encrypt
the contents of the file, it is mandatory to provide a passphrase. For information about passphrase and encryption
management, see Section 6.20, “Managing the Encryption of Stored Data”.
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Section 6.9.1

Viewing Device Access Configurations
To access the interface for configuring device access, navigate to Home > Admin > Configure Device Access.
The Device Access screen appears.

NOTE
If encryption is enabled, RNMS may ask you to type your passphrase before you can access the
Device Access interface.

Figure 78: Device Access Screen

To view the devices, click Access Information and then click Devices. The IP address list appears.
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Figure 79: IP Addresses List

To display the configuration details for a specific device, click on the IP address for the device.

To display the configuration details for all devices, click Expand All.
To hide the configuration details for all devices, click Collapse All.

Section 6.9.2

Adding an IP Address Entry
NOTE
If there are multiple IP addresses on a device, you must create entries for all the IP addresses. If the
addresses are in the same class (e.g. two addresses that both start with 192.), you can add a range
of addresses that includes them in a single entry. If the addresses are not in the same class (e.g. 192.
and 172.), preferably, they could be added as separate IP address entries.

RNMS allows you to add login information for some devices that require customized configuration. To add a
specific configuration to an IP address or range of IP addresses, do the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Configure Device Access. The Device Access screen appears.
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Figure 80: Device Access Screen

2. Click Access Information. The Devices list appears.

Figure 81: Devices List

3. Click Devices. The IP addresses list appears.

Figure 82: IP Addresses List
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4. Click on the entry (an IP address) in the list that you would like your entry to appear after.

5. Click Add New Entry. The parameters for the new entry appear.

Figure 83: New Entry Parameters

6. In the Starting IP Address field, type an IP address.

7. If required, to create an IP address range, in the Ending IP Address field, type an IP address that will be the
end of the range.

8. In the User ID field, type a user ID.

9. If required, in the Name field, type a name to identify the user who has access (for example, ROS
Administrator).

10. If required, in the User Comments field, type a comment to describe the entry.

11. In the Password field, type a password.

12. If required, click Show password.

13. In the Passphrase field, type a passphrase (for ROS devices) that is a maximum length of 32 characters.

NOTE
This field only applies to ROS devices that have Data Storage Encryption enabled.

14. If required, click Show passphrase.
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15. Click Save.

Section 6.9.3

Editing User Access Information in an IP Address Entry
You can edit the configuration for an IP address or range of IP addresses. To edit a configuration, do the
following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Configure Device Access. The Device Access screen appears.

Figure 84: Device Access Screen

2. Click Access Information. The Devices list appears.

Figure 85: Devices List

3. Click Devices. The IP addresses list appears.
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Figure 86: IP Addresses List

4. Click on the entry (IP address) in the list that you would like to edit. The parameters for the IP address's
configuration appear.

Figure 87: IP Address Parameters

5. Edit the parameters.

6. Click Save.
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Section 6.9.4

Deleting an IP Address Entry
To delete a configuration for an IP address or range of IP addresses, do the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Configure Device Access. The Device Access screen appears.

Figure 88: Device Access Screen

2. Click Access Information. The Devices list appears.

Figure 89: Devices List

3. Click Devices. The IP addresses list appears.
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Figure 90: IP Addresses List

4. Click on the entry (IP address) in the list that you would like to delete. The parameters for the IP address's
configuration appear.

Figure 91: IP Address Parameters

5. Click Delete Selected Entry. A message appears, prompting you to confirm that you want to continue.

6. Click OK. The IP address is deleted from the list.
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Section 6.9.5

Moving an IP Address Entry
To move an IP address entry up or down in the list, do the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Configure Device Access. The Device Access screen appears.

Figure 92: Device Access Screen

2. Click Access Information. The Devices list appears.

Figure 93: Devices List

3. Click Devices. The IP addresses list appears.
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Figure 94: IP Addresses List

4. Click on the entry (IP address) in the list that you want to move.

5. Click Move Up or Move Down to move the entry. The entry is moved to a new position in the list.

6. Click Save.

Section 6.9.6

Exporting an IP Address Entry to an Unencrypted File
To export an IP address entry to an unencrypted file, do the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Configure Device Access. The Device Access screen appears.
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Figure 95: Device Access Screen

2. Click Access Information. The Devices list appears.

Figure 96: Devices List

3. Click Devices. The IP addresses list appears.

Figure 97: IP Addresses List
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4. Click on the entry (IP address) in the list that you want to export.

5. Click Export to Unencrypted File. A dialog box appears.

Figure 98: Export Dialog Box

6. Select Save File.

7. Click OK. The file is saved to the Downloads folder in your workstation.

Section 6.10

Adding an Interface (Device) for Management

Figure 99: Adding an Interface for Management

The Add Interface screen allows an operator to add an IP interface to the database. If the IP address of the
interface is contained in the table of an existing managed node, the interface will be added to that node.
Otherwise, a new node will be created. This facility allows an operator to add an individual IP interface to the
system.
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Section 6.11

Deleting Nodes from the Database

Figure 100: Deleting Nodes

Delete Nodes displays all the nodes in the RNMS database and gives the operator the ability to delete any or all
nodes. The node and/or its associated data can be selectively deleted from the database.

Note that a deleted node may be rediscovered when the Discovery process runs. Therefore, a node that you
wish to permanently remove from the system must be removed from the discovery configuration or explicitly
"unmanaged." For more information, see Section 6.1, “Configuring Discovery” and Section 6.6, “Managing
Interfaces and Services”.
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Section 6.12

Importing and Exporting Asset Information

Figure 101: Importing and Exporting Asset Information

Asset information may be specified for every device managed by RNMS . The Import/Export Assets screen
allows RNMS to import or export asset information in comma separated ".csv" files, which may be created or
edited in a spreadsheet program.

When you click on the Export button, a window appears, allowing you to view or save the exported asset file.

The importation process is described in the next section.
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Section 6.12.1

Importing Asset Information

Figure 102: Importing Asset Information

The field layout for asset information is described on the Import/Export Assets->Import screen, as shown in
Figure 102.

It is recommended to create asset information using a spreadsheet program and to export or save it in a comma
separated file. This file can then be opened using a text editor and cut-and-pasted into the box on the Import
screen. Clicking the Import button will integrate the asset information into RNMS.
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Section 6.13

Scheduling a Device Outage

Figure 103: Scheduling a Device Outage

It is possible to make RNMS aware that one or more devices are temporally being taken out of service by
configuring a Scheduled Outage for them. The Scheduled Outages screen lists configured outages and allows
their viewing, editing, or deletion. Specifying the name of a new outage in the New Name field and then clicking
Add new outage will bring up the Scheduled Outages->Edit screen shown in Figure 104, below.
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Figure 104: Configuring a Scheduled Outage

The Scheduled Outages->Edit menu allows the user to configure or edit a scheduled outage. The Type may
be set to "specific" to denote a one-time specific outage, or to "weekly" or "monthly", recurring outages. One or
mode nodes, one or mode interfaces, or all nodes and interfaces in the network may be configured to identify the
scope of the outage. Select a node from the  Nodes list or an interface from the Interfaces list and then click the
adjacent Add button to add the item to the list to associate with the outage. The entire network may be included in
the outage by simply clicking the All nodes/interfaces button.

Starting and ending dates and times must be configured. Note that a given scheduled outage may consist
of more than one time period. Choose the starting dates and times and click Add for as many periods as are
necessary. Note that if "weekly" is chosen for Type, above, a choice of the day of the week and start and end
times will be presented. If "monthly" is chosen, the day of the month and start and end times will be presented.

Finally, under Applies to, the way that RNMS is to react to this outage is configured. Checking the appropriate
box on the right tells RNMS what not to do during this outage, in order not to generate inappropriate events and
notifications.

Clicking the Save button will save the outage to RNMS.
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Section 6.14

Managing Surveillance Categories

Figure 105: Surveillance Categories

Surveillance Categories provide a method of assigning devices to logical groups for viewing and analysis
purposes. The categories are organized into columns and rows, where the columns represent the operating
domain of the device and the rows represent the classification of the device.

The default columns, Production, Testing, and Development, are categories that allow for the classification of
devices based on their current status. The Production group would consist of devices deployed in the running
infrastructure and the Development/Testing categories would consist of devices undergoing commissioning or
evaluation testing. The exact usage of these categories, however, can be defined by the user.

The default rows, Routers,  Switches, and Servers, naturally classify network devices by type.

NOTE
Row and column categories are displayed together in the table of Surveillance Categories. Recall that
a device must be added to both a row and a column category to be usable in the Dashboard screen.

Surveillance categories are used in the Dashboard view in RNMS. The Dashboard (see Section 2.7, “The
Dashboard View”) provides different views of network information on one screen. The set of devices represented
on the Dashboard are those configured in Surveillance Categories.

Section 6.15

Managing Provisioning Groups
The Provisioning Groups screen provides an interface for describing groups of new devices to be managed prior
to their actually becoming available on the network. Each device may be fully preconfigured using this interface,
down to the level of network interfaces and services available on each one. This requires more configuration work
than allowing RNMS to auto-discover all interfaces and services on a node, but allows finer-grained control of
how RNMS monitors a node.

Once a group of devices has been fully configured, clicking the Import link for a given group will import the
definitions for the group's devices into the RNMS database.
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Figure 106: Managing Provisioning Groups

To begin creating a provisioning group, enter a name for the group to be created in the field provided and click
Add New Group. Clicking on the Group Name of the newly created provisioning group brings up a screen which
prompts the user to specify detailed device information (see Figure 107, below).

Figure 107: Configuring a Provisioning Group

If the provisioning group is being edited for the first time, Add Node will create a new node for the group, with the
following parameters:

• The default Node name, "New Node."

• A unique, automatically generated identifier, ForeignId.

• A descriptive (and optional) Site field defaults to the Group name.

Click Save to continue defining the node. Click on the Add Interface link to create an IP interface definition for the
newly defined node, with the following parameters:

• IP interface, the IP address of the network interface.

• An optional Description field for the interface.

• The SNMP Primary designation: P=Primary, S=Secondary.

Click Save again to save the interface definition and continue defining the node. Next, each service to monitor on
the newly defined interface must be configured by clicking on Add Service and Save for each service that RNMS
is to monitor on the new node.

Lastly, the Add Node Category link presents a list of existing device categories. The device node being created
may be included in one or more of these categories, for example: routers, switches, etc.

Clicking the edit ( ) icon on any of these lines makes the line's fields editable. The delete ( ) icon removes the
node entry from the group, or an interface or category from a node definition.
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Section 6.16

Managing Threshold Groups
RNMS can be configured to generate an event when a monitored value exceeds or drops below a configurable
threshold. Figure 108 shows the list of Threshold Configuration Groups, along which lines threshold
configurations are organized. In principle, thresholds can be set for any numerical data collected by RNMS.
Currently, only data collected via SNMP can be used to configure threshold-based event generation.

Figure 108: Managing Threshold Groups

Clicking the Edit link next to a particular Threshold Configuration Group allows you to configure individual
thresholds in the corresponding group.

Section 6.16.1

Configuring Threshold Groups

Figure 109: Configuring Threshold Groups
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Figure 109 shows a threshold configuration for the Datasource 'tcpCurrEstab' element from the TCP group. A list
of available elements for SNMP thresholds can be accessed by clicking Available MIB Elements.

The value to be entered is dependent on the type of element be used for the threshold and represents the value
at which the threshold is triggered. How this value is used is based on the threshold type. A "high" threshold
triggers when the value of the data source exceeds the  Value, and is re-armed when it drops below the Re-arm
value. Conversely, a "low" threshold triggers when the value of the data source drops below the Value, and is re-
armed when it exceeds the Re-arm value. "relativeChange" is for thresholds that trigger when the change in data
source value from one collection to the next is greater than Value percent.

The Trigger entry indicates the number of times the threshold must be exceeded in a row before the threshold will
be triggered.

Section 6.17

Managing Location Monitors
The Location Monitoring, or Distributed Monitoring feature requires the installation and configuration of remote
equipment and services to distribute RNMS' task of polling and monitoring managed device nodes.

Users interested in this capability should contact Siemens Professional Services for more information.

Section 6.18

Managing Network Monitor
For information on how to configure Network Monitor, see Section 11.2.2, “Configuring Network Monitor” in
Chapter 11, Network Monitor.

Section 6.19

Configuring Geographical Maps
For information on how to configure Geographical Maps, see Section 10.3, “Configuring Geographical Map
Settings” in Chapter 10, Geographical Mapping.

Section 6.20

Managing the Encryption of Stored Data
The information related to SNMP configuration data, and the information used by RNMS to access devices,
can be encrypted. When this information is encrypted, it is necessary to provide a passphrase to access and
configure it. Passphrase management is used to create and manage passphrases that are required to enable or
disable encryption for SNMP and Device Access configurations, and to change passphrases for better security.

These procedures are described in the following sections:

• Enabling encryption

• Disabling encryption

• Changing passphrases
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For more information about configuring SNMP and Device Access, see Section 6.8, “Configuring SNMP” and
Section 6.9, “Configuring Device Access”.

Section 6.20.1

Enabling Encryption
To enable encryption, do the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Encryption Passphrase Management > Enable Encryption. The Enable
Encryption screen appears.

Figure 110: Enable Encryption Screen

2. In the Passphrase field, type a new passphrase.

CAUTION!
Make sure to remember your passphrase. If you lose your passphrase, you will lose all configured
device passwords.

3. In the Reenter Passphrase field, type the new passphrase again.

4. If required, select Save Passphrase Locally.

IMPORTANT!
• If you do not select Save Passphrase Locally, RNMS will not start unless you provide your

passphrase. RNMS will not open from the Web interface. You will need to restart it from a
terminal and provide your passphrase every time you log in. For more information about starting
RNMS, see Section 2.3, “Starting RNMS”.

• If you select Save Passphrase Locally, you can start RNMS without providing a passphase
and log in, but you will be prompted to provide your passphrase before accessing the SNMP
and Device Access interfaces.

5. Click Enable to enable encryption or click Cancel to cancel the encryption. The following warning message
appears (unless you clicked Cancel).
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Figure 111: Encryption Warning Message

Click OK. The snmp-config.xml and deviceusers.xml files are encrypted.

NOTE
If RNMS is restarted automatically (e.g. after a power outage) and you are unable to access the
RNMS Web interface to log in, view the log file in the following location:<RNMS-HOME>/logs/
controller/encryption.log. If the last message in the file encryption log is Waiting for users to
enter passphrase, this means that encryption has been enabled without saving the passphrase locally.
You will need to start RNMS using the procedures for starting RNMS described in see Section 2.3,
“Starting RNMS”.

Section 6.20.2

Disabling Encryption
To disable encryption, do the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Encryption Passphrase Management > Disable Encryption. The Disable
Encryption screen appears.

Figure 112: Disable Encryption Screen

2. In the Passphrase field, type your passphrase.

3. Click Disable to disable encryption or click Cancel to cancel the encryption. The snmp-config.xml and
deviceusers.xml files are decrypted (unless you clicked Cancel).
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Section 6.20.3

Changing a Passphrase
To change your passphrase, do the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > Encryption Passphrase Management > Change Passphrase. The Change
Passphrase screen appears.

Figure 113: Change Passphrase Screen

2. In the Old Passphrase field, type your old passphrase.

3. In the New Passphrase field, type a new passphrase.

CAUTION!
Make sure to remember your passphrase. If you lose your passphrase, you will lose all configured
device passwords.

4. Click Change to change the passphrase or click Cancel to cancel the change. The snmp-config.xml and
deviceusers.xml files are decrypted using the old passphrase, and then encrypted again using the new
passphrase (unless you clicked Cancel).

Section 6.20.4

Resetting the Encryption Passphrase
The encryption passphrase provides access to the SNMP and Device Access interfaces, and if not saved locally,
is needed to start RNMS . If this passphrase is lost, access to these features (and to RNMS, if the passphrase
was not saved locally) is impossible until the passphrase is reset.

CAUTION!
If you reset the passphrase, you will lose all devices access passwords and SNMP configurations. All
Device Access and SNMP configurations will be returned to the default configurations.

To reset the passphrase, see Section 6.20.4.1, “Resetting the Encryption Passphrase Using Linux” or
Section 6.20.4.2, “Resetting the Encryption Passphrase Using Windows”.
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Section 6.20.4.1

Resetting the Encryption Passphrase Using Linux

CAUTION!
If you reset the passphrase, you will lose all device access passwords and SNMP configurations. All
Device Access and SNMP configurations will be returned to the default configurations.

To reset the passphrase, do the following:

NOTE
If you are using Linux, you cannot start RNMS or reset the encryption passphrase until you install the
graphical desktop. This is required to enable dialog boxes that are part of the startup process.

1. Open a terminal.

2. At the shell prompt, type cd /usr/share/opennms/scripts/ and press Enter.
3. At the prompt, type /root/ruggednms_scripts/start_ruggednms.sh. The prompt advises you

that it is starting RNMS. The Configuration File Encryption dialog box appears, prompting you to type your
passphrase.

Figure 114: Configuration File Encryption Dialog Box

4. Click Recover. A message appears, warning you that the recovery process may cause you to lose device
access and SNMP configurations and asking if you want to continue.

Figure 115: Configuration File Encryption Dialog Box

5. Click Yes. The RNMS Configuration File Encryption dialog box appears, displaying a risk agreement.
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Figure 116: Configuration File Encryption Dialog Box

6. Click Accept. RNMS disables the encryption and returns to the SNMP and device access default
configurations. RNMS starts.

7. Open a browser and log in to RNMS.

Section 6.20.4.2

Resetting the Encryption Passphrase Using Windows

CAUTION!
If you reset the passphrase, you will lose all device access passwords and SNMP configurations. All
Device Access and SNMP configurations will be returned to the default configurations.

To reset the passphrase, do the following:

1. • If you installed RNMS as a Windows application, click Start > All Programs > RuggedCom >
RuggedNMS > Start Ruggednms.

• If you installed RNMS as a Windows service, click Start > All Programs > RuggedCom > RuggedNMS >
Start RuggedNMS Service.

The Configuration File Encryption dialog box appears and prompts you to type your passphrase.

Figure 117: Configuration File Encryption Dialog Box

2. Click Recover. A message appears, warning you that the recovery process may cause you to lose device
access and SNMP configurations and asking if you want to continue.
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Figure 118: Configuration File Encryption Dialog Box

3. Click Yes. The RNMS Configuration File Encryption dialog box appears, displaying a risk agreement.

Figure 119: Configuration File Encryption Dialog Box

4. Click Accept. RNMS disables the encryption and returns to the SNMP and device access default
configurations.

5. In the Interactive Services Detection dialog box, click Return now.

Figure 120: Configuration File Encryption Dialog Box

RNMS starts.

6. Open a browser and log in to RNMS.
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Configuration Management
RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management provides facilities for the management of critical configuration
and firmware files belonging to managed RUGGEDCOM devices, including:

• ROS-based switch Ethernet bridges.

• ROS-based serial servers.

• ROX-based network routers.

• ROX II-based devices.

• RuggedMAX wireless networking devices.

Utilities specific to ROS-based devices include:

• Automatic backup and selective restoration of configuration files.

• Automatic backup and selective restoration of firmware image files.

• Bulk configuration file upload.

• Bulk firmware upgrade.

• Log and diagnostic file management.

NOTE
File, firmware uploads and downloads and device password management are not supported on the
non-controlled (NC) version of ROS. RNMS uses Secure Shell (SSH) for file and firmware uploads and
downloads, and SSH is not available on the non-controlled (NC) version of ROS.

Utilities specific to ROX-based devices include:

• Automatic backup and selective restoration of system configuration archives.

• Bulk system firmware upgrade.

• Bulk upload of partial system configuration.

A utility for ROS- and ROX-based devices:

• An automated utility can be used to manage credentials on ROS- and ROX-based devices.

Utilities specific to ROX II-based devices include:

• Automatic backup and selective restoration of configuration files.

• Bulk system firmware upgrade.

Utilities specific to RuggedMAX devices:

• Manual Configuration Management

• Software Control

• File Control

• Archived RuggedMAX UV Configuration File Upload

• Bulk RuggedMAX Firmware Upgrade
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Figure 121: Management Screen

The Management screen links to the following screens on which you configure various functions:

Screen Description

ROX Management Provides you with advanced management functions for ROX-
based routers, including partial configuration download,
partial configuration upload and generic configuration archive
management. (See Section 7.5.3, “Bulk ROX Configuration
Management”)

ROX 2 Management Provides you with access to the ROX2 Management screen, which
allows you to use Dynamic Configuration Management for ROX II
devices. (See Section 7.6.4, “Dynamic Configuration Management”)

RuggedMAX Base Station Management Provides you with advanced management functions for RuggedMAX
WiMAX base stations, including base station manual configuration
management, software control and file control. (See Section 7.7,
“RuggedMAX Base Station Configuration Management”)

Device Password Management Allows you to validate and update the password of managed
RUGGEDCOM devices. (See Section 7.3, “Device Password
Management”)

View Log File Chronologically displays the file upload, download and error history.
(See Section 7.10, “Configuration Management Log File”)

Firmware Upgrade Allows you to perform a firmware upgrade on multiple devices.

For ROS, see Section 7.4.2, “Bulk ROS Firmware Upgrade”)

For ROX, see Section 7.5.2, “Bulk ROX Firmware Upgrade”)

For ROX II, see Section 7.6.3, “Bulk ROX II Firmware Upgrade”)

For RuggedMAX Base Stations, see Section 7.7.5, “Bulk
RuggedMAX Firmware Upgrade ”)

For RuggedMAX CPE Units, see Section 7.8.2, “Bulk RuggedMAX
CPE Firmware Upgrade”)

Archived Configuration File Upload Allows you to upload a completed configuration archive to a device.

For ROS, see Section 7.4.1, “Uploading an Archived Configuration
File to ROS”)

For ROX, see Section 7.5.1, “Uploading an Archived Configuration
File to ROX”)
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Screen Description

For ROX II, see Section 7.6.1, “Uploading an Archived Configuration
File to ROX II”)

For RuggedMAX Base Stations, see Section 7.7.4, “Uploading an
Archived RuggedMAX UV Configuration File”)

For RuggedMAX CPE Units, see Section 7.8.1, “Uploading an
Archived RuggedMAX CPE UV Configuration File”)

Gold Configuration Allows you to create and manage gold configurations. (See
Section 7.9, “Gold Configuration Management”)

Section 7.1

Status Bar
NOTE
Note that any screen that displays the running OS version number may take up to one hour to update
after a firmware upgrade. This is due to the polling interval.

RNMS displays status messages regarding progress and errors on a status bar that appears in the header at
the top of the screen. The status messages are displayed in relation to the configuration management features
discussed in this chapter. The following images show sample status bar messages.

Many of these status messages, especially ones that report completion or error conditions, are also events in
RNMS, and are therefore also visible via the event log. The last status message to be displayed persists for 24
hours.

• Error messages appear in red text.

• Warning messages appear in orange text.

• Regular messages appear in yellow text.

In Figure 122, the status bar notifies you that an upgrade has started.

Figure 122: Status Bar Message for Starting an Upgrade

In Figure 123, the status bar notifies you that an update has been successfully completed.

Figure 123: Status Bar Message for a Completed Upgrade

In Figure 124, the status bar notifies you that a firmware upgrade has failed, by displaying a warning message in
orange text. After the warning, the system will keep attempting to upgrade.
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Figure 124: Status Bar Warning Message for Upgrade Failure

A message too large to be presented in the header in its entirety is abbreviated, and a link named "…more"
displays a window containing the complete message.

In Figure 125, the status bar notifies you that a software upgrade has failed, by displaying an error message in
red text.

Figure 125: Status Bar Error Message for Upload Failure

In Figure 126, the status bar notifies you of the progress of devices that are being processed.

Figure 126: Status Bar Message for Device Processing

Section 7.2

Local Notifications
RNMS can be configured to send immediate notifications via email when an event occurs that the system deems
important enough to alert you about immediately. This feature, called Local Notification, also provides a visual
(and optionally, an auditory) notification (in the form of a pop-up message) to anyone logged in to RNMS with a
Web browser.

In Figure 127, a local notification message is displayed, informing you of a new notification. A link will redirect
the browser to the Notification screen which lists all unacknowledged notifications. Once the link is followed, the
local notification message disappears until the next notification occurs.
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Figure 127: New Notification Message

The appearance of the message is slightly different depending on the Web browser being used. In Firefox, the
local notification flashes. In Internet Explorer (IE), the local notification is a static message displayed in the center
of the screen.

Local notification is handled per browser session. This means that if two users are logged in to RNMS on different
computers, they both receive local notification messages. Even if the first user clears the notification dialog
by clicking the link, it will stay on the second browser until the second user clicks on the link as well. Local
notification is available for all RNMS users.

An optional component of local notification is to play a buzzing sound at the moment the message is first
displayed. This feature requires an Adobe Flash plug-in in order to work. RNMS will provide the Flash 10
redistribution package for Windows/Linux installations. If a "flash prevention" plug-in is installed (such as
Flashblock), it must be disabled in order for the browser to play sound automatically. The sound file 1 plays
automatically every 10 seconds for a maximum duration of three minutes. If the sound takes longer than 10
seconds to play, the next loop has a one to ten second delay.

Section 7.3

Device Password Management
The Device Password Management feature enables RNMS to maintain multiple sets of authentication
credentials (user name and password pairs) for access to ROS, ROX and RuggedMAX devices under RNMS
management. RNMS requires authenticated access to managed ROS- and ROX-based devices in order to
maintain configuration data, update firmware, and download diagnostics from managed devices.

Secure network management practise dictates that infrastructure devices require authentication credentials in
order to gain administrative access. It is recommended that these credentials be different for every device, so that
if one set of credentials were to become compromised, the breach in security would be limited to that device.

Using this feature, RNMS is capable of:

• Verifying its database of credentials for all managed devices.

1The sound file is user-replaceable and is located in a subdirectory of the RNMS installation directory. The full path to the sound file is: <RNMS
install dir> /jetty-webapps/audio/alarm.mp3.
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• Creating (automatically generated or manually entered) passwords for all RUGGEDCOM devices under RNMS
management.

• Saving those passwords to corresponding devices.

• Maintaining a local copy of generated passwords in order to automatically gain secure access to all
RUGGEDCOM devices under management.

The device credentials can be configured using the interface for device access. For more information about
configuring device access, see Section 6.9, “Configuring Device Access”.

Note that for enhanced security, device access information can be encrypted, in which case, a passphrase must
be provided before accessing the information. For more information about managing the encryption of stored data
including device credentials, see Section 6.20, “Managing the Encryption of Stored Data”.

Section 7.3.1

Before Enabling Device Password Management

Section 7.3.1.1

First Time Use
Prior to using any of the features of RNMS Password Management, you need to configure device access for all
devices under RNMS management. Refer to Section 6.9, “Configuring Device Access” for details on configuring
device access in RNMS.

Section 7.3.1.2

Adding New Devices
Before adding a device to a network that is already under password management, it is important that
authentication credentials for the new device be configured. For more information about adding a device and
configuring credentials on it, see Section 6.9.2, “Adding an IP Address Entry”.

NOTE
If the data for the authentication credentials has been encrypted, it is mandatory to provide a
passphrase. For information about passphrase and encryption management, see Section 6.20,
“Managing the Encryption of Stored Data”.

When the device is brought up on the network and is successfully brought under RNMS management, Device
Password Management is able to create and apply authentication credentials for the new device.

Section 7.3.2

Using Device Password Management
The Device Password screen (see Figure 128, below) is accessed by clicking on Device Password
Management on the Management screen (Figure 121).
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Figure 128: Device Password Screen

IMPORTANT!
It is strongly recommended to perform a Validate Configuration step prior to generating passwords for
devices in order to confirm the validity of the authentication database currently configured for RNMS.

Validate Configuration validates the currently configured authentication credentials for devices under
management.

Update ROS Passwords allows you to create an automatically generated or manually entered password for
each ROS device under management and applies the new password to each device.

Update ROX Passwords allows you to create an automatically generated or manually entered password for
each ROX (ROX and ROX II) device under management and applies the new password to each device.

Update BS Passwords allows you to create an automatically generated or manually entered password for each
RuggedMAX base station device (with firmware that is version 4.4 or higher) under management and applies the
new password to each device.

Update CPE Passwords allows you to create an automatically generated or manually entered password for
each RuggedMAX CPE device (with firmware that is version 4.4 or higher) under management and applies the
new password to each device.

Update All Passwords allows you to create an automatically generated or manually entered password for all of
the above devices under management and applies the new password to each device.

NOTE
BS and CPE password management is only supported for RuggedMAX software version 4.4 or higher.
If your BS or CPE device is not running version 4.4 or higher, password updates will not be successful.
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Section 7.3.3

Validation
NOTE
Before performing validating configurations, make sure you have configured valid device access
credentials for all managed devices. For information about configuring device access, see Section 6.9,
“Configuring Device Access”.

The Validate Configuration function of the Device Password Management system is used to verify the entire
database of device credentials. The database must be verified to be correct in order for upload and download
functions to succeed, and also in order to use the password update features.

RNMS also performs IP range validation. If an IP range contains more than one type of device (e.g. ROS and
ROX devices), RNMS will identify this during the validation process and will not update the passwords. The IP
range will be shown on the screen instead. This prevents passwords from being updated that should not be
updated. For example, if a ROS password update is being executed for an IP range, any ROX devices that are in
that IP range should not receive password updates. IP range validation prevents passwords from being updated
in such a case.

When Validate Configuration is selected, the following warning prompt is displayed, which states that the
process may take some time, and warns against using any other RNMS functions before it completes:

Figure 129: Validation Warning Prompt

The validation process uses the configured authentication credentials to establish a connection to every managed
device in sequence. During this process, the Web browser's progress bar will indicate the proportion of the
validation process that has been completed. The RNMS user interface is locked. During validation, do not do the
following:

• Do not close the browser window.

• Do not start any other configuration management processes.

• Do not attempt to start the validation process a second time.

Upon completion of the validation process, RNMS generates a report with detailed results (see Figure 130).
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Figure 130: Validation Report

The fields in the report are as follows:

Device Name – the name of the device that was validated.

IP – the IP address of the device that was validated.

User ID – the user ID of the user associated with the device.

Status – displays "OK" if the update was successful, or "Failure", along with a reason for the failure.

Device Type – indicates whether the device is a ROX- or ROS-based device.

NOTE
You must immediately address any failed credential validations to ensure proper operation of RNMS.

A typical reason for a validation failure would be that RNMS had discovered a device for which no
access credential information had been configured. For more information about configuring access
credential information, see Section 6.9, “Configuring Device Access”.

Section 7.3.4

Updating Device Passwords
Clicking one of the update buttons on the Device Password screen (see Figure 128), initiates the process for
creating and applying new passwords for ROS devices, ROX (not including ROX II) devices, RuggedMAX base
station or CPE devices, or all devices, depending on the update option selected.
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When updating passwords, you can manually enter information to create a customized password or you can use
a password that is automatically generated by RNMS. These options for password generation are described in
the following sections.

NOTE
RNMS will not download configuration files when password rotation is in process.

Section 7.3.4.1

Configuring Automatically Generated Passwords

NOTE
Before configuring passwords, make sure you have configured valid device access credentials for
all managed devices. For information about configuring device access, see Section 6.9, “Configuring
Device Access”.

To configure automatically generated passwords, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click Device Password Management. The Device Password screen appears.

Figure 131: Device Password Screen

4. Click Update XX Passwords, where XX is equal to ROS, ROX, BS, CPE or All. The Update Passwords
dialog box appears.
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Figure 132: Update Passwords Dialog Box

5. Select Use Automatic Password Generation.

6. If required, type a number in the Password Length field to modify it from the default value. The minimum
password length value is 8.

NOTE
Maximum password lengths are as follows:

• ROX - Unlimited.

• BS - 15 characters.

• ROS - 15 characters.

• CPE - 15 characters.

7. Click Continue.

A message appears to indicate that the process may take some time, and warns against using any other
RNMS functions before the process is complete (see Figure 129 in Section 7.3.3, “Validation”).

8. Click OK.

The password update process randomly generates a password for each device under management, and
saves them locally. After a set of new passwords has been generated and recorded, each new password is
applied to the corresponding device, and the new password is validated. Each device is updated and verified
sequentially.

During this process, the Web browser's progress bar will indicate the proportion of the password update
process that has been completed. The RNMS user interface is locked. During this process, do not do the
following:

• Do not close the browser window.

• Do not start any other configuration management processes.

• Do not attempt to start the validation process a second time.

Section 7.3.4.2

Configuring Manually Entered Passwords

NOTE
Before configuring passwords, make sure you have configured valid device access credentials for
all managed devices. For information about configuring device access, see Section 6.9, “Configuring
Device Access”.

To configure manually entered passwords, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.
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2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click Device Password Management. The Device Password screen appears.

Figure 133: Device Password Screen

4. Click Update XX Passwords, where XX is equal to ROS, ROX, BS, CPE or All. The Update Passwords
dialog box appears.

Figure 134: Update Passwords Dialog Box

5. Select Use Manually Entered Password.

6. If required, type a number in the Password Length field to modify it from the default value. The minimum
password length value is 8.

NOTE
Maximum password lengths are as follows:

• ROX - Unlimited.

• BS - 15 characters.

• ROS - 15 characters.

• CPE - 15 characters.

7. Click Continue. A table appears, displaying a list of IP address ranges.
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Figure 135: IP Address Ranges

8. Under Password, type a password for the first IP address range. For other IP address ranges, type
individual passwords or click Clone to use the same password for all.

NOTE
Passwords should contain at least eight characters, which should include a lowercase letter, an
uppercase letter, a numeric character and a special character.

If you are creating a password for an RX1000 device, only the following characters can be used:

A-Z a-z 0-9 # % * + , - . : = ? @ [ ] ^ _ { } ~

For all other RUGGEDCOM devices, any characters can be used.

9. Click Continue.

A message appears to indicate that the process may take some time, and warns against using any other
RNMS functions before the process is complete (see Figure 129 in Section 7.3.3, “Validation”).

10. Click OK.

The passwords are saved locally. Each new password is applied to the corresponding device, and the new
password is validated. Each device is updated and verified sequentially.

During this process, the Web browser's progress bar will indicate the proportion of the password update
process that has been completed. The RNMS user interface is locked. During this process, do not do the
following:

• Do not close the browser window.

• Do not start any other configuration management processes.

• Do not attempt to start the validation process a second time.

The password update process is completed.

Section 7.3.4.3

Password Update Reports
Upon completion of the password update process, RNMS generates a report of success or failure for every
device selected for update (see Figure 136).
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Figure 136: Password Update Report

You must immediately address any failed updates to ensure the proper operation of RNMS. Failures can occur for
the following reasons:

• A failure to authenticate against the device: This would mean that the credentials for the device are incorrect.
To resolve this issue, verify the credentials using the interface for configuring device access. For more
information about configuring device access, see Section 6.9, “Configuring Device Access”.

• A failure to establish a network connection to the device: If RNMS is unable to connect to the device, it displays
the reason for failure. Examples of network-related failure messages include: No route to host, and Network is
unreachable.

Section 7.3.4.4

Viewing Password Update Archives
Password updates are saved in the deviceusers.xml file. To provide enhanced security, the
deviceusers.xml file is archived in encrypted form before the password update process. To view the archived
information for password updates, you will need to copy the archived file to the $RNMS/etc folder, rename it
deviceusers.xml and then use the tools within RNMS to view the information. The archived files are stored in
the $RNMS/ruggednms/confighistory folder.

Archived files use the following naming convention: deviceusers-ddmmyyyyHHMMSS.xml. A file named
20062013093943 indicates that the file was backed up on June 20, 2013 at 9:39:43 a.m.

For more information about enabling and disabling encryption, see Section 6.20, “Managing the Encryption of
Stored Data”.

For more information about configuring the deviceusers.xml file, see Section 6.9, “Configuring Device
Access”.

Section 7.3.5

Debugging Problems using Device Password Management
If RNMS encounters any problems when making a password change on a device, the credential status may
become indeterminate. In this case, you must diagnose the problem and ensure that the RNMS configuration
matches that of any failed devices. To aid in this process, when RNMS discovers an error it modifies the
configuration file by adding a device entry at the top of the file containing the last working user name and
password and modifies the original configured entry with the newly generated (but unverified) password.

To debug a problem, you need to access the device credentials and look for the entry that matches the IP
address of the problematic device. To do this, navigate to Home > Admin > Configure Device Access and
use the functions on the Device Access screen. For more information about accessing device credentials, see
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Section 6.9, “Configuring Device Access”. After configuring device access, you should then attempt to log on to
the device to determine its valid credentials, and remove any invalid entries from the configuration file. If a device
is found to contain an old password, you should manually change the password in the device to reflect the most
recent password and remove any stale entries from the configuration file.

NOTE
Changes to the user name/password configuration file do not require a restart of RNMS.

Section 7.4

ROS Configuration Management
Upon discovery of each ROS-based device, RNMS automatically downloads and saves its configuration and
firmware image files. Subsequent configuration changes are also detected and the modified configuration
file is similarly downloaded and saved. All downloaded configuration files are retained on the server for each
ROS device under management. To avoid an undesirable level of replication, ROS firmware image files are
downloaded to the server only if a version is found on any switch that is not already in the server's database. See
Section 7.11, “Configuration Management Daemon Parameters” for a description of the parameters that configure
this feature.

Using RNMS, it is possible to do the following:

• Restore an archived configuration or firmware image to a single ROS-based device.

• Upload a configuration or firmware file in bulk to multiple devices.

NOTE
ROS configuration management is supported on ROS 3.5.0 and higher.

These features are described in the following sections.

Section 7.4.1

Uploading an Archived Configuration File to ROS
The Upload ROS Configuration File feature allows you to upload an archived configuration file to a single device.
You can upload to any RUGGEDCOM ROS-based device currently managed by RNMS (see Figure 137 for an
example of a device list).

The configuration files stored on the RNMS server, as seen in Figure 138, will have the following format:

config-verXX.csv

The "verXX" refers to the version number of the configuration file as created on the RUGGEDCOM device. Note
that the version numbers of the configuration files may not be numbered consecutively due to the way they are
processed within the switches and servers.

To upload an archived configuration file to a single device, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click Archived Configuration File Upload. The Configuration Upload screen appears.
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Figure 137: Configuration Upload Screen

4. Click on the Product filter at the top of the screen and make sure it is set to ROS.

5. Select a device from the list and click Submit. The Configuration Upload screen appears.

Figure 138: Configuration Upload Screen

6. Select a file to upload, referring to the Saved Timestamp (second column), ROS version (third column) and
Encrypted (fourth column) columns to ensure you choose the correct file.

Column Description

Saved Timestamp Use the timestamp to identify the exact file you need by the date
and time the file was saved on the RNMS server.

ROS Version

Compare the ROS version of the files in the list to the device's
currently running ROS version displayed in the top left portion
of the screen. Uploading a file with an older version is usually
safe because the device will automatically convert it, assign it
a new version number and re-download it. Uploading a file with
a newer version may not work and could cause problems. If
unsure, contact Siemens support for advice.

Encrypted View whether the file is encrypted (true) or not (false).

Click Submit. RNMS does the following:

• An event signals the beginning of processing.

• RNMS uploads the file to the selected device.
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• An event indicates the success or failure of the transaction.

• RNMS downloads and saves the new configuration file.

7. View the event log file (see the section called “Viewing the Status Using the Log File”).

Viewing the Status Using the Log File
After uploading a configuration file to a ROS device, view the event log file (Home > Admin > Management
> View Log File) (see Section 7.10, “Configuration Management Log File”) for the selected device to verify
the successful completion of the transaction. Note that when you upload a configuration file to a switch, the IP
Interfaces section is stripped from the configuration file.

Section 7.4.2

Bulk ROS Firmware Upgrade
RNMS is capable of uploading a file to multiple ROS-based devices under its management. ROS accepts
uploads of one of three types of files:

Parameter Description

config.csv The ROS configuration file. The ROS Firmware Upgrade function can be used to upload
a generic configuration file to configure a common facility or attribute and upload the
configuration to all the devices required. For more information about editing  config.csv,
refer to Section 7.4.4, “Editing a ROS Configuration File”.

NOTE
A configuration file that is intended for upload to multiple ROS devices must be stripped of any
parameters that must remain specific to a single device such as IP address, system name, location,
etc.

Parameter Description

main.bin The main ROS firmware image file – as seen on the ROS device itself. The file name as
received from Siemens and as downloaded from ROS-based devices is of the following
form:

ros-cf52_main_v3-8-0.bin (uncompressed format)

Note that the file name contains the version number as part of the file name. The main ROS
firmware image may be received from Siemens directly in compressed format, whose file
name is of the form:

ros-cf52_main_v3-8-0.zb (compressed format)

Refer to Section 7.4.2.3, “Adding Files Manually For Use In Bulk Upload” for details on
adding compressed ROS firmware image files to RNMS.

boot.bin the ROS bootloader used to bootstrap the device.

CAUTION!
Uploading the bootloader should be done with extreme caution and only under instructions from
a Siemens support representative. Uploading an improper boot loader could render the device
inoperable.
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Section 7.4.2.1

The Firmware Upgrade Interface
The Firmware Upgrade screen (see Figure 139) contains:

• All the RUGGEDCOM ROS-based devices currently under management in RNMS.

• An interface to upload a file, of one of the three types listed above, via the connected Web browser, for
subsequent bulk upload to one or more ROS devices.

• All the ROS configuration files that have been previously uploaded to RNMS .

Figure 139: Firmware Upgrade Screen

NOTE
Note that the file to be uploaded to the selected ROS devices must already reside on the RNMS
server. Otherwise, a file may be transferred to the RNMS server for a one-time bulk upload. Refer to
Section 7.4.2.2, “Transferring A File To RNMS For Bulk Upload” for details on how to do this.

To upload a file to multiple ROS-based devices, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click Firmware Upgrade. The Firmware Upgrade screen appears (see Figure 139).

4. Click on the Product filter at the top of the screen and make sure it is set to ROS.

5. Select one or more devices to transfer the file to.

6. Select the type of file (Configuration File, ROS Image or Boot Loader) to upload to the selected devices.

7. Select a file by clicking Transfer a File to the Server (see Section 7.4.2.2, “Transferring A File To RNMS For
Bulk Upload”) or by selecting a file from the list on the screen.
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8. Click Submit. The bulk upload process begins. If the selected file type is a ROS firmware image, a list of
ROS image file versions will appear before the transfers start.

RNMS does the following:

• An event signals the beginning of the upload process.

• A configuration file is uploaded to the selected group of devices, one at a time, until all devices in the list
have received the file.

• A ROS firmware image file or bootloader image file is uploaded to the selected devices, one at a time.
After each upload, a RESET is performed on each device. After the RESET command is sent to the
device, RNMS attempts to re-establish communications with the device before moving on to the next
device. If communications cannot be re-established, RNMS stops processing the outstanding devices in
the list.

• An event indicates the success or failure to send the file to each selected device. Because the upload
process may take several minutes, RNMS may create a notification if there is an error in the upload
process.

During the upload process, you can monitor the bulk upload status (see the section called “Bulk Upload
Status”) or cancel a bulk upload (see the section called “Cancelling a Bulk Upload”).

9. View the event log file (see the section called “Viewing the Status Using the Log File”).

Bulk Upload Status
Click Bulk Upload Status to monitor the current status of the overall bulk upload process.

Viewing the Status Using the Log File
View the Configuration Management Log File (Home > Admin > Management > View Log File) (see
Section 7.10, “Configuration Management Log File”) for information about the progress and completion of the
upload for the selected ROS devices.

Cancelling a Bulk Upload
It is possible to cancel the upload for outstanding ROS devices by Clicking Cancel Bulk Upload. Uploads that
have not yet begun will be cancelled when this button is clicked.

Section 7.4.2.2

Transferring A File To RNMS For Bulk Upload
Clicking Transfer a File to the Server on the Firmware Upgrade screen brings up the pop-up window in Figure
140. This window allows you to transfer a file from a local computer file system to the RNMS server and use it for
bulk upload to multiple ROS devices.

Figure 140: Transferring a File to RNMS for Bulk Upload
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Files with the following naming restrictions can be uploaded:

• ROS firmware image – any file ending with a ".bin" extension that does not have the word "boot" in the file
name.

• ROS bootloader – any file ending with a ".bin" extension with the word "boot" in the file name.

• ROS configuration file – any file name ending in ".csv."

An attempt to upload an incorrectly named file is reported as an error by the Web interface.

To transfer a file, do the following:

1. Click Transfer a File to the Server on the Firmware Upgrade screen. The Transfer a File to the Server
pop-up window opens.

2. Click Browse and choose your file.

3. Click Submit. The pop-up window disappears after the transfer is complete. Wait for the "Upload file
success" message before continuing.

4. Click Submit on the Firmware Upgrade screen to begin the bulk upload process. Events occur as described
in Section 7.4.2.1, “The Firmware Upgrade Interface”.

NOTE
A file uploaded via "Transfer a File to the Server" will not be stored in the RNMS directory of
automatically downloaded firmware and configuration archives, but will instead reside in a buffer
directory for ready reuse in a bulk upload operation.

Section 7.4.2.3

Adding Files Manually For Use In Bulk Upload
It is possible to add files to RNMS ' store of files in order to make them available for bulk upload at any time.
For example, it is possible to store a compressed ROS firmware image file, as provided by Siemens , for bulk
upload. Consider the compressed firmware binary, ROS-CF52_Main_v3-8-0.zb. Follow these steps to make
the compressed image available for bulk upload using RNMS:

1. Place the file ROS-CF52_Main_v3-7-3.zb in the directory: $[ruggednms root directory]/
ruggednms/configMgtd/ROS/.

2. Add the file name to the file: $[ruggednms root dirrectory]/ruggednms/configMgtd/ROS/
ROSVersions.txt

3. The new file is now available for bulk uploading to ROS devices, and may be selected using the interface
shown in Figure 139. Follow the bulk upload procedure outlined above to upload the image file.

Figure 141: ROS File System Location
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Section 7.4.3

ROS Debug Kit And Alarm Notification
ROS-based devices report to RNMS (when polled) when an alarm condition exists that requires your intervention,
or in the event that a device crash has occurred and created a set of diagnostic data for analysis.

NOTE
These features require SNMP to be correctly configured on both the ROS-based device and in RNMS.

Alarm / Error Notification
The RNMSAlarmErrorConditionExisting event is reported for a ROS device when it is asserting one or more
alarms or errors that require your attention. These are conditions that must be acknowledged or cleared by
logging in to the ROS device itself. From the Detailed Device Information screen (see Section 4.1, “Detailed
Device Information”), click the HTTP link to navigate to the device's management interface.

NOTE
It may be important to note whether the corresponding ROS device has been installed with its critical
alarm relay connected to an audible alarm or other circuit that requires a rapid operator response.
Some alarms in ROS may be configured to trigger this relay.

ROS Debug Kit Download
In the event that a ROS-based switch or server detects abnormal operation or is reset by its hardware watchdog,
the device will create log files in non-volatile memory. RNMS will download and archive these logs and will post
an event (Figure 142) against the device node.

Figure 142: RNMSDownloadDebugKitSuccess Event Message

Clicking on the event number to bring up detailed information about the event will display, in the Description field,
the location on the RNMS server where the downloaded crash log archive has been stored (see Figure 143).
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Figure 143: Details of RNMSDownloadDebugKitSuccess Event

Crash log archives are stored in filenames of the form:

DebugKit_X.X.X.X_YYYYMMDD-HHMM.zip (for Windows, and) DebugKit_X.X.X.X_YYYYMMDD-HHMM.tar.gz (for Linux)

where X.X.X.X is the IP address of the device, and YYYYMMDD-HHMM is the date and time that the log files
were downloaded from the device. The archive file contains log data specific to the version of ROS installed on
the device.

In the event that RNMS reports the acquisition of any such debug kit archives from ROS devices, send these
files to Siemens support personnel. The detailed log data therein will allow them to diagnose the cause of the
abnormal operation or system fault that triggered them. A script for each of the platforms supported by RNMS has
been included in RNMS to simplify the process of retrieving debug kit data. Refer to Section 7.12, “Shell Scripts
and Batch Files” for details.

NOTE
RNMSDownloadDebugKitSuccess, like RNMSAlarmErrorConditionExisting, asserts an alarm
condition, which must be cleared at the device itself. From the Detailed Device Information screen
(see Section 4.1, “Detailed Device Information”), click the HTTP link to navigate to the device's
management interface.

Section 7.4.4

Editing a ROS Configuration File
Making configuration changes is one of the greatest sources of network outages and should be done with
extreme caution. Processes should be put in place to control this activity with adequate planning and checking
before introducing the changes with one or a small number of persons being designated as the Change
Management controller who reviews and introduces configuration changes.

A configuration file from any device in the network can be saved to the local machine and edited for Bulk
Uploading in Configuration Management, as described in the Section 7.4.2, “Bulk ROS Firmware Upgrade”
section. Caution must be used when editing these files so as not to introduce errors that may make a device or
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several devices inoperable. It is always prudent to test a modified configuration file on a single device to validate
any changes before bulk uploading to other devices.

This facility would be used to configure common parameters to many devices without the need to configure each
device individually. Bulk uploading also reduces the chances of configuration errors since the same information
is sent automatically to all selected devices. An operator would typically configure one switch with the desired
parameters, save that configuration file to the local machine, edit out any parameters that are either redundant
or should not be copied to other devices (such as device specific parameters) and then bulk upload the edited
configuration file to all desired devices.

Even though the configuration files have a ".csv" extension and would normally be opened by a spreadsheet
application, these files should be edited carefully "by hand" with a text editor such as Wordpad, Notepad or your
favorite text editor. There are many freely available text editors on the Internet that are easier to use than those
that come with Windows, such as "Notepad++".

The header and some illustrative fragments of a ROS configuration file are reproduced here for reference:

# Rugged Operating System Configuration CSV File
# Revision:      16
#
# System Name:   R-NMS 1600
# Location:      Engineering
# Contact:       RuggedCom
# Product:       RS1600T-HI-HI-MM-MS
# Serial Number: RS1600T-0707-1379
# MAC Address:   00-0A-DC-0E-30-80
# Version:       3.5.0
# Board ID:      RSMCPU2 (40-00-0026 Rev A1)
# Date:          Jul 11, 2008
# Time:          17:28:45
#
# This file allows both retrieval and setting of configuration parameters
# in the device. It is text file in CSV format (comma separated variable)
# to allow editing with any text editor such as Notepad or direct import
# into a spreadsheet like Microsoft Excel.
#
# The formatting rules are as follows:
# - lines starting with '#' are ignored
# - lines starting with '$'  are directives - see below
# - all configuration parameters are members of a table
# - table name must start at beginning of line
# - parameters values are represented exactly as in the user interface system
# - results of a write operation can be found in the system log
# - table parameters are configured as shown below:
#
#   # Table Description
#   tableName
#   fieldName1,fieldName2, ...fieldNameN,
#   value1,value2, ...,valueN,   # optional comment
#
# When uploaded from the device, the CSV file contains a complete image of all
# configuration parameters in the database. However, when downloading to the device,
# a partial file may be sent i.e. a file that has only a subset of all tables.
# As well, for each table, a subset of the fields within the table may be provided.
# This facility allows creation of a single configuration file that contains settings
# common to a group devices which can be downloaded to them all thus ensuring
# consistent configuration.

# Lines beginning with a '$' are directives and affect the way a file is parsed
# as follows:
#
#   $ LOAD_DEFAULTS = {ON|OFF}
#   The LOAD_DEFAULTS directive causes factory defatult settings to be loaded to
#   a table before parsing the records. This directive can be enabled or disabled
#   on a table by table basis if needed by alternately setting it ON and OFF before
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#   and after the records for a given table.

#   $ CMD = {any CLI command}
#   The CMD directive allows any CLI command to be executed during parsing of the
#   configuration file. Using the 'sql' command in this context provides very
#   flexible manipulation capabilities for any database parameter.

#   $ HALT_ON_ERROR = {ON|OFF} - Default OFF
#   If HALT_ON_ERROR directive is ON, parsing file stops immediately upon an error.
#   HALT_ON_ERROR is a global directive.

#   $ BOARD_ID = {ANY|Board ID} - Default ANY
#   Indicates that any following records apply only to the specified product board
#   If the board id does not match then the records are skipped.
#   This directive can be turned on or off per table.
#   Multiple instances (group) of BOARD_ID directive are supported. BOARD_ID can be
#   obtained from syslog by looking at HwID=N, where N represents board id.
#   Examples:
#   $ BOARD_ID = ANY
#   $ BOARD_ID = 4

#   $ ROS_VERSION = {ANY|Version #} - Default ANY
#   Indicates that any following records apply only to the specified version of Rugged
#   Operating System. If the ROS version does not match then the records are skipped.
#   This directive can be turned on or off per table. ROS_VERSION information can be 
#   obtained from Diagnostics/View Product Information/Main Version
#   Examples:
#   $ ROS_VERSION = ANY
#   $ ROS_VERSION = > 3.2.0
#   $ ROS_VERSION = >= 3.1.0 AND <= 3.2.0

#   $ ORDER_CODE = {ANY|Order code} - Default ANY
#   Indicates that any following records apply only to the specified order code
#   If the order code does not match then the records are skipped. This directive
#   can be turned on or off per table. Multiple instances (group) of ORDER_CODE 
#   directive are supported. Wildcard character '*' for order code field(s) are
#   also supported. ORDER_CODE information can be obtained from 
#   Diagnostics/View Product Information/Order Code
#   Examples:
#   $ ORDER_CODE = ANY
#   $ ORDER_CODE = RS400-*-*-TXTX-*-*

#   $ CREATED_BY_ROS_VERSION = {Any released Sw Version Num}
#   This directive allows user to specify the version num of software to which the 
#   settings in current configuration file match
#   This directive is particularly useful when user wants to download settings on to the
#   device from older version of software. Using this directive ROS will parse the
#   configuration file parameteres according to that older version specified.
#   Hence this helps the user to convert the contents from older config file to reflect
#   new setting for the device
#   Examples:
#   $ CREATED_BY_ROS_VERSION = 3.0.0
#   $ CREATED_BY_ROS_VERSION = 2.1.0

# Load factory defaults into tables before parsing the records.
$ LOAD_DEFAULTS=ON

The following are two simple examples of items that lend themselves to bulk updating across the entire network.
First, one might wish to update the remote syslog server IP address (i.e. to point to the RNMS server):

# Remote Syslog Server
RemoteSyslogConfig
IP Address,UDP Port,Facility,Severity,
10.128.0.35,514,LOCAL7,DEBUGGING,
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or the NTP reference server address:

# Time and Date
timeDate
Time Zone,NTP Server Address,NTP Update Period,
"UTC-5:00  (New York, Toronto)",192.168.0.1,15 min,

The sample configuration above is from a RUGGEDCOM RS1600 for ROS release 3.5.0. Your configuration file
may differ but the layout and editing principles are the same. This file contains all the configuration parameters
required by the switch, including factory defaults and changes that have been made.

A line beginning with a # is a comment that is not read or applied by the switch while parsing this file. The file
is laid out in logical sections with a table descriptor on the top line, which explains the usage of the section,
followed by a table name (on the second line) for indexing into the switch's database. The third line shows the
database fields that will hold the information in the table detailed in the previous (table name) line. The next and
subsequent lines have the actual values for the database records.

# Table Description
tableName
fieldName1,fieldName2, ...fieldNameN,
value1,value2, ...,valueN,   # optional comment

For more information on configuration of the switch, refer to the ROS User Guide.

When bulk uploading a configuration file to many devices, it is critical to remove device specific data - parameters
that must be unique to every device, such as IP address and System Identification. You may elect to remove all
sections other than those specific to the configuration changes you wish to make, in order to reduce the chance
of errors and for ease of management. Be sure to give these modified files descriptive names and retain them for
future use.

Section 7.5

ROX Configuration Management

Figure 144: ROX Management Screen

Upon initial discovery of each ROX-based router, RNMS will automatically download and save two configuration
files:

• the complete configuration archive, which contains the complete configuration data set for the router.

• the Webmin configuration archive, which contains the configuration of the Webmin Web-based user interface
(as opposed to the subsystems that Webmin is used to configure).
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RNMS detects subsequent configuration changes made to ROX and downloads each modified configuration
archive. Downloaded configuration archive files are saved and retained on the server for each ROX-based device
under management.

See Section 7.11, “Configuration Management Daemon Parameters” for a description of the parameters that
configure this feature.

Using RNMS, you can do the following:

• Restore an archived configuration to a single ROX-based router.

• Upgrade the firmware of multiple routers.

• Upload a sub-configuration in bulk to multiple routers.

• Upload, download or remove files

These features are described in the following sections.

Section 7.5.1

Uploading an Archived Configuration File to ROX
The Upload Archived ROX Configuration File feature allows you to upload an archived configuration file to
a single device. You can upload to any routing devices currently managed by RNMS (see Figure 145 for an
example of a device list).

The configuration files stored on the RNMS server, listed in the Configuration File column of the Configuration
Upload screen (see Figure 146), will have filenames in one of the two following formats:

• ArchiveYYYYMMDD-HHMM.tgz – Complete configuration backup file

• WebminYYYYMMDD-HHMM.tgz – Webmin configuration backup file

To upload an archived configuration file to a single device, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click Archived Configuration File Upload. The Configuration Upload screen appears.

Figure 145: Configuration Upload Screen

4. Click on the Product filter at the top of the screen and make sure it is set to ROX.

5. Select a device from the list and click Submit. The Configuration Upload screen appears.
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Figure 146: Configuration Upload Screen

6. Select a file to upload, referring to the server timestamp (second column) and ROX version (third column) to
ensure you choose the correct file.

Column Description

Server Timestamp Use the timestamp to identify the exact file you need by the date
and time the file was saved on the RNMS server.

ROX Version

Compare the ROX version of the files in the list to the device's
currently running ROX version displayed in the top left portion
of the screen. It is safe to upload files from ROX versions 1.10.0
and above because the device will automatically convert them,
assign them new version numbers and re-download them. Files
with versions older than 1.10.0 are not supported. Also, uploading
a file with a version newer than the one on the device may not
work and could cause problems. If unsure, contact Siemens
support for advice.

Click Submit. RNMS does the following:

• An event signals the beginning of processing.

• RNMS uploads the file to the selected device.

• An event indicates the success or failure of the transaction.

• RNMS downloads and saves the new configuration file.

7. View the event log file (see Section 7.5.1.1, “Viewing the Status Using the Log File”).

Section 7.5.1.1

Viewing the Status Using the Log File
View the event log file (this is recommended) for the selected device to verify the successful completion of the
transaction. The Configuration Management Log File (Home > Admin > Management > View Log File) (see
Section 7.10, “Configuration Management Log File”) contains information about the progress and completion of
the upgrade for the selected ROX device.
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Section 7.5.2

Bulk ROX Firmware Upgrade
The Bulk ROX Firmware Upgrade feature presents an interface that is used to perform firmware upgrades for
multiple ROX-based routers at a time (see Figure 148).

Figure 147 illustrates the ROX file system. Firmware upgrade files should be installed in the the "{installed
folder}\ruggednms\" directory in the RNMS server.

Figure 147: ROX File System Location

The Firmware Upgrade screen contains the Bulk Upgrade Device List, which displays all ROX-based routers
currently managed by RNMS . The list may be filtered in order to display only devices running a particular ROX
version by selecting the desired version from the ROX Version list. The ROX firmware files installed on the RNMS
server are listed beneath the list of ROX devices.
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Figure 148: Firmware Upgrade Screen

NOTE
The RNMS configuration parameter: rox-srs-url must be set correctly with the IP address of the
RNMS server in order to perform a bulk ROX software update. Refer to Section 7.11, “Configuration
Management Daemon Parameters” for details.

To upgrade multiple ROX-based routers, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click Firmware Upgrade. The Firmware Upgrade screen appears (see Figure 148).

4. Click on the Product filter at the top of the screen and make sure it is set to ROX.

5. Select the ROX-based routers to be upgraded.

6. Select the ROX version to use for the upgrade.

7. Click Submit to begin the upgrade process. During the upgrade process, you can monitor the bulk upgrade
status (see Section 7.5.2.1, “Upgrade Status”) or cancel a bulk upgrade (see Section 7.5.2.3, “Cancelling an
Upgrade”).

8. View the event log file (see Section 7.5.2.2, “Viewing the Status Using the Log File”).

Section 7.5.2.1

Upgrade Status
Click Upgrade Status to monitor the current status of the overall bulk upgrade process.
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Section 7.5.2.2

Viewing the Status Using the Log File
View the Configuration Management Log File (Home > Admin > Management > View Log File) (see
Section 7.10, “Configuration Management Log File”) for information about the progress and completion of the
upgrade for the selected ROX devices.

Section 7.5.2.3

Cancelling an Upgrade
It is possible to cancel the upgrade for outstanding ROX devices by clicking Cancel Upgrade on the Home >
Admin > Management > Firmware Upgrade screen. Upgrades that have not yet begun will be cancelled when
this button is clicked.

Section 7.5.3

Bulk ROX Configuration Management
RNMS Bulk ROX Configuration Management features aim to simplify and reduce the likelihood of error in
the task of configuring multiple ROX-based routers. RNMS is capable of retrieving, archiving, uploading, and
applying partial configuration archives from and to ROX-based routers. These partial configurations are generic,
meaning that it is safe to apply a partial configuration from one router to a different router. No uniquely identifying
information (such as IP addresses) is contained in these archives.

A typical use case would be for you to configure, test, and tune a given ROX subsystem on a development
network, save the configuration for that subsystem, and apply this reference partial configuration to one or more
ROX-based routers under management.

The following sections describe the process of replicating a partial configuration across multiple ROX-based
routers.

NOTE
As of ROX version 1.14.0, two subsystems may be selectively archived and restored in this manner:
Webmin Access Control and the "Shorewall" firewall.

Section 7.5.3.1

ROX Partial Configuration Download
The first step is to configure the desired subsystem on a reference ROX-based router directly via its Webmin
configuration interface. To save this subsystem configuration, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click ROX Management. The ROX screen appears.

4. Click ROX Partial Configuration Download. The Configuration Download screen appears.
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Figure 149: Configuration Download

5. Select the ROX-based router from which to copy a partial configuration (the reference router mentioned
above)and click Submit. The Subsystem List screen appears (Figure 150).

Figure 150: Subsystem List Screen

6. Select the subsystem archives to be downloaded.

7. Click on either Save Partial Configuration Archive to PC or Upload Partial Configuration Archive to
ROX devices.

Clicking Save Partial Configuration Archive to PC initiates the download of the selected archive to the system
running the Web browser.

Clicking Upload Partial Configuration Archive to ROX devices provides a one-step method for acquiring
the selected partial configuration and proceeding to the Configuration Upload screen (see the section called
“Uploading Partial Configurations from the Download Screen”). This downloads the archive to the RNMS server
and makes it immediately available to the Bulk Upload interface.

NOTE
If the reference ROX-based router has no access control configured for Webmin, RNMS will not be
able to download a partial Webmin configuration archive from it.

Section 7.5.3.2

ROX Partial Configuration Archive Upload
There are two ways that a partial configuration upload can be executed.
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Uploading Partial Configurations from the Download Screen
If a partial configuration upload is triggered directly from the partial configuration download (see Section 7.5.3.1,
“ROX Partial Configuration Download”), the Configuration Upload screen will again display a list of
RUGGEDCOM ROX-based devices currently managed by RNMS. The buffered partial configuration can be
uploaded to any of these devices that you select.

Figure 151: Bulk ROX Partial Configuration Upload screen Triggered from a Download

To upload a partial configuration, do the following:

1. Select the ROX routers to upload to.

2. Click Submit.
The process of applying the selected partial configuration archive to the selected ROX-based routers begins.
RNMS displays the event list. Monitor the progress of the configuration update by refreshing the event list.
An event of type: "RNMSSingleUploadSuccess", logged against each ROX router selected for the bulk
update, indicates that the operation was successful for that router.

During the upgrade process, you can click Cancel Bulk Upload to cancel a bulk upload (see the section
called “Cancelling a Bulk Upload”).

Uploading Partial Configurations from the ROX Screen
If Bulk ROX Partial Configuration Upload is selected directly from the ROX Management screen, RNMS displays
the screen below (see Figure 152). This screen contains a list of RUGGEDCOM ROX-based devices managed
by RNMS as well as an interface you can use to upload a file from the server repository. Files can be transferred
to the server using the ROX Generic Configuration Archive Management interface. For more information about
transferring files to the server, see Section 7.5.3.3, “ROX Generic Configuration Archive Management”.

To use this screen, a partial configuration archive must have been previously downloaded using the
Configuration Download screen (see the section called “Uploading Partial Configurations from the Download
Screen”).

To upload a partial configuration, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click ROX Management. The ROX screen appears.

4. Click Bulk ROX Partial Configuration Upload. The Configuration Upload screen appears.
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Figure 152: Configuration Upload Screen

5. Select one of more devices to upload to.

6. Select a file from the list on the screen.

7. Click Submit.
The process of applying the selected partial configuration archive to the selected ROX-based routers begins.
RNMS displays the event list. Monitor the progress of the configuration update by refreshing the event list.
An event of type: "RNMSSingleUploadSuccess", logged against each ROX router selected for the bulk
update, indicates that the operation was successful for that router.

During the upgrade process, you can click Cancel Bulk Upload to cancel a bulk upload (see the section
called “Cancelling a Bulk Upload”).

Bulk Upload Status
Click Bulk Upload Status to monitor the current status of the overall bulk upload process.

Cancelling a Bulk Upload
It is possible to cancel the upload for outstanding ROX devices by clicking Cancel Bulk Upload. Uploads that
have not yet begun at the time this button is clicked will be cancelled.

Section 7.5.3.3

ROX Generic Configuration Archive Management
The File Management screen provides an interface to manage ROX partial configuration files maintained on the
RNMS server. It allows you to upload, download, or remove files.

To display the File Management screen, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click ROX Management. The ROX screen appears.
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4. Click ROX Generic Configuration Archive Management. The File Management screen appears.

Figure 153: File Management Screen

• Clicking Upload to the Server on the File Management screen allows you to upload a file to RNMS via the
Web browser. For more information about uploading a file to the server, see the section called “Transferring a
File”.

• Clicking Save Configuration File downloads one selected file at a time to the Web browser.

• Clicking Delete Configuration File removes one selected file at a time from the RNMS server.

Transferring a File
Clicking Upload to the Server allows you to transmit a file via the Web browser to the RNMS server for
subsequent upload to one or more selected ROX routers. Transfer a partial configuration archive file to the server
and click Submit to begin the process of applying the configuration to the selected ROX-based routers. Then,
proceed as described in the section called “Uploading Partial Configurations from the ROX Screen”.

NOTE
A partial configuration archive file uploaded via "Transfer a File to the Server" will not be stored in the
RNMS directory of configuration archives, but will instead be used only for the subsequent Partial
Configuration Upload process.

Section 7.6

ROX II Configuration Management
RNMS supports bulk firmware and configuration management for devices running ROX II software.

Using RNMS, you can do the following:

• Archived Configuration File Upload - Allows you to upload an archived configuration file to a ROX II device.

• Firmware Upgrade - Allows you to perform a firmware upgrade on multiple ROX II devices.

These features are described in the following sections.
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Section 7.6.1

Uploading an Archived Configuration File to ROX II
The Upload Archived ROX II Configuration File feature allows you to upload an archived configuration file to a
single device. You can upload to any ROX II device currently managed by RNMS (see Figure 154 for an example
of a device list).

The configuration files stored on the RNMS server, as shown in Figure 155, will have the following format:

config-verXX.xml

The "verXX" refers to the version number of the configuration file as created on the RUGGEDCOM device. Note
that the version numbers of the configuration files may not be numbered consecutively due to the way they are
processed within the switches and servers.

To upload an archived configuration file to a single device, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click Archived Configuration File Upload. The Configuration Upload screen appears.

Figure 154: Configuration Upload Screen

4. Click on the Product filter at the top of the screen and make sure it is set to ROX2.

5. Select a device from the list and click Submit. The Configuration Upload screen appears.

Figure 155: Configuration Upload Screen
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6. Select a file to upload, referring to the saved timestamp (second column) and ROX 2 version (third column)
to ensure you choose the correct file.

Column Description

Saved Timestamp Use the timestamp to identify the exact file you need by the date
and time the file was saved on the RNMS server.

ROX 2 Version

Compare the ROX II version of the files in the list to the device's
currently running ROX II version displayed in the top left portion
of the screen. Uploading a file with an older version is usually
safe because the device will automatically convert it, assign it
a new version number and re-download it. Uploading a file with
a newer version may not work and could cause problems. If
unsure, contact Siemens support for advice.

Click Submit. RNMS does the following:

• An event signals the beginning of processing.

• RNMS uploads the file to the selected device.

• An event indicates the success or failure of the transaction.

• RNMS downloads and saves the new configuration file.

7. View the event log file (see Section 7.6.1.1, “Viewing the Status Using the Log File”).

Section 7.6.1.1

Viewing the Status Using the Log File
After uploading a configuration file to a ROX II device, view the event log file (Home > Admin > Management
> View Log File) (see Section 7.10, “Configuration Management Log File”) for the selected device to verify the
successful completion of the transaction.

Section 7.6.1.2

Saving a Configuration File
Clicking Save Configuration File downloads one selected file at a time to your workstation.

Section 7.6.1.3

Deleting a Configuration File
Clicking Delete Configuration File removes one selected file at a time from the RNMS server.

Section 7.6.1.4

Comparing Configuration Files
For information about comparing configuration files, see Section 7.6.2, “Comparing ROX II Configuration Files”.
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Section 7.6.1.5

Downloading Debug Information
To save debug information, click the Download Debug Info button.

A confirmation prompt appears. Click OK. The Home > Events > List screen appears. A status message at the
top of the screen indicates the status of the debug information download.

The downloaded information is saved to a file in the ruggednms/ruggednms/configmgtd/logs/
ruggedcom/ROX2Debug/[IP] directory on your workstation.

Section 7.6.1.6

Resetting the Device
To reboot the device, click Reset Device. A confirmation prompt appears. Click OK. The device reboots.

Section 7.6.2

Comparing ROX II Configuration Files
Clicking Compare Configuration File allows you to compare two configuration files from a ROX II device. To
compare ROX II configuration files, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click Archived Configuration File Upload. The Configuration Upload screen appears.

Figure 156: Configuration Upload Screen

4. Select a device from the list and click Submit. The Configuration Upload screen appears.
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Figure 157: Configuration Upload Screen

5. Select two or more configuration files from the configuration file list, referring to the saved timestamp (second
column) and ROX 2 version (third column) to ensure you choose the correct file.

Column Description

Saved Timestamp Use the timestamp to identify the exact file you need by the date
and time the file was saved on the RNMS server.

ROX 2 Version

Compare the ROX II version of the files in the list to the device's
currently running ROX II version displayed in the top left portion
of the screen. Uploading a file with an older version is usually
safe because the device will automatically convert it, assign it
a new version number and re-download it. Uploading a file with
a newer version may not work and could cause problems. If
unsure, contact Siemens support for advice.

6. Click Compare Configuration File. The Comparison Result screen appears.
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Figure 158: Compare Screen

7. Click on each tab at the top of the screen, to display the different parameters. A parameter will appear in red
text if the two configuration files have differently configured values for this parameter. The Compare with
Targets button will appear next to parameters in red text.

8. Click Compare with Targets to see the differences in a parameter. For more information about comparing
differences in a parameter, see Section 7.6.2.1, “Comparing Differences in a Parameter”.

or

Click Show Summary of Differences to display a summary of the differences between the configuration
files. For more information about comparing differences between configuration files, see Section 7.6.2.2,
“Comparing Differences between Configuration Files”.

Section 7.6.2.1

Comparing Differences in a Parameter
On the Compare screen, click Compare with Targets to see the differences in a parameter. A dialog box
appears, with columns showing the target name (the configuration file), the software version and the value. If
values are different, one of them will be highlighted in red text.
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Section 7.6.2.2

Comparing Differences between Configuration Files
On the Compare screen, click Show Summary of Difference to display a summary of the differences between
configuration files. A dialog box appears, with columns showing the path, the parameters and the configuration
file names. The values for each parameter are shown for each configuration file. Differences are highlighted in
red text.

Section 7.6.3

Bulk ROX II Firmware Upgrade
NOTE
Bulk ROX II firmware upgrades are only supported for ROX II devices with rr2.2.0+ firmware.

The Bulk ROX II Firmware Upgrade feature is used to perform firmware upgrades for multiple ROX II-based
routers at a time (see Figure 160).

Figure 159 illustrates the ROX II file system. Firmware upgrade files should be installed in the "{installed
folder}\ruggednms\" directory in the RNMS server.

Figure 159: ROX II Firmware Location

The Firmware Upgrade screen contains the Bulk Upgrade Device List, which displays all ROX II-based routers
currently managed by RNMS . Filter the list to display only devices running a particular ROX II version by
selecting the desired version from the Display ROX 2 Version list. The ROX II firmware versions installed on the
RNMS server are listed beneath the list of ROX II devices.
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Figure 160: Firmware Upgrade Screen

NOTE
The RNMS configuration parameter: rox2-debianppc-firmware-url and rox2-debian386-firmware-
url must be set correctly with the IP address of the RNMS server in order to perform a bulk ROX II
firmware update. Refer to Section 7.11, “Configuration Management Daemon Parameters” for details.

To upgrade multiple ROX II-based routers, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click Firmware Upgrade. The Firmware Upgrade screen appears (see Figure 160).

4. Click on the Product filter at the top of the screen and make sure it is set to ROX2.

5. Select the ROX II routers to be upgraded.

6. Select the ROX II version to use for the upgrade.

7. Click Submit to begin the upgrade process. This results in the following sequence of events:

• An event signals the beginning of the bulk firmware upgrade.

• An event signals the beginning of the upgrade process for each selected device.

• RNMS triggers the firmware upgrade process for each selected device.

• An event indicates the success or failure of the upgrade process.

• If the firmware upgrade process fails for one of the selected devices, the bulk firmware upgrade process is
stopped.

• An event indicates the success or failure of the bulk firmware upgrade at the end of the bulk firmware
upgrade process.

During the upgrade process, you can monitor the bulk upload status (see Section 7.6.3.1, “Bulk Upgrade
Status”) or cancel a bulk upload (see Section 7.6.3.3, “Cancelling a Bulk Upgrade”).

8. View the event log file (see Section 7.6.3.2, “Viewing the Status Using the Log File”).
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Section 7.6.3.1

Bulk Upgrade Status
Click Bulk Upgrade Status to monitor the current status of the overall bulk upgrade process.

Section 7.6.3.2

Viewing the Status Using the Log File
View the Configuration Management Log File (Home > Admin > Management > View Log File) (see
Section 7.10, “Configuration Management Log File”) for information about the progress and completion of the
upgrade for the selected ROX II devices.

Section 7.6.3.3

Cancelling a Bulk Upgrade
It is possible to cancel the upgrade for outstanding ROX II devices by clicking Cancel Bulk Upgrade. Upgrades
that have not yet begun will be cancelled when this button is clicked.

Section 7.6.4

Dynamic Configuration Management
Dynamic configuration management lets you do the following:

• Create templates based on the existing configuration of a device

• Use templates to apply configurations to ROX II devices

• Compare configurations across devices, groups of devices and templates

NOTE
To use dynamic configuration management, ROX II devices must be running software version ROX 2.3
or higher.

Dynamic configuration management could be used for the following purposes:

Viewing Configuration Differences for a Group of Devices
You can compare a configuration in a group of devices to see
differences in the configurations. Differences will be highlighted on
the screen, in red text.

Creating Consistent Configurations
If a configuration is causing problems because it is not consistent
across a group of devices, you can upload this configuration to all
devices in the group, to guarantee consistent configuration.

Modifying Existing Parameters for a Group of Devices
You can distribute a modified configuration from the template device
to a group of devices by modifying the template and then applying
the changes to the group.

Redistributing a Common Configuration

If changes are made to a group of devices (for example, if modules
are added to the hardware) and a configuration change to all the
devices is required, you can change the parameter in the template
and then apply the changes to all the devices in the group.

Controlling the Distribution Configuration Process You can control the way configurations are distributed to devices
and make sure that all configurations are valid. Validating
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each configuration before submitting them guarantees that the
configurations are valid.

Configuring a New Device
If you add new devices to your network, and you want them to be
configured the same way as other devices, you can apply a template
to rapidly create exactly the same configuration in the new devices.

This section explains how to perform the following tasks using dynamic configuration management:

• Save a configuration as a template

• Select a template

• Open a saved template

• Compare differences between configurations for multiple devices

• Edit configurations for one or more devices

• Validate a configuration for one or more devices

• Export a summary of configuration differences to a .csv file

• Apply a configuration template to one or more devices

• Compare differences between two saved templates

• Delete saved templates

Section 7.6.4.1

Dynamic Configuration Management Interface
To access the Dynamic Configuration Management interface, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click ROX2 Management. The ROX2 screen appears.

4. Click ROX2 Configuration Management. The Configuration screen appears, displaying a list of ROX II
(version ROX 2.3 or higher) devices.

The Dynamic Configuration Management interface consists of two Configuration screens that contain different
functions.

The first screen allows you to select devices to use as target devices and templates. After selecting devices, click
Compare & Edit to perform the tasks described in the sections that follow.
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Figure 161: Configuration Screen

The second screen appears as follows.
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Figure 162: Configuration Screen

At the top of the screen, the IP address for the selected template device is displayed. One of the following buttons
will be visible.

Button Description

Show Target Devices
Displays the list of selected target devices in a table at the top of the
screen, showing the device name, IP address, ROX2 version and
ROX2 family for each device.

Hide Target Devices Hides the list of selected target devices from view.

ROX2 Device Compare and Configuration
The ROX2 Device Compare and Configuration portion of the screen contains a series of tabs across the top of
the screen and a tree structure along the left side.
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Tabs and Tree Structure
You can click the tabs at to view configurations for the selected devices. Within each tab, you can view
parameters by clicking the folders in the tree.

Red Text
A configuration or parameter will appear in red text if there are devices selected with values configured that do
not match those of the selected template device. Also, if you change a parameter, the configuration turns red to
show that it changed.

Figure 163: Parameter in Red Text

Editing Values
You can edit a parameter's value by typing the new value inside the field for the parameter. Fields that contain
a name, ID or device slot cannot be edited. For more information about editing, see Section 7.6.4.6, “Editing
Configurations”.

Functions
The following functions are provided:

Function Description

Save as Template File
Saves a configuration from a device to use as a template. For more
information about this function, see Section 7.6.4.2, “Saving a
Configuration as a Template”.

Update Targets

Updates the configurations of target devices to match a template or
to save changes after they have been edited. For more information
about this function, see Section 7.6.4.6, “Editing Configurations” and
Section 7.6.4.9, “Applying a Configuration Template”.

Validate Checks to see if a configuration is valid. For more information about
this function, see Section 7.6.4.7, “Validating Configurations”.
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Function Description

Show Summary of Differences
Displays a summary of the differences between configuration files.
For more information about this function, see Section 7.6.4.5,
“Comparing Configurations”.

Section 7.6.4.2

Saving a Configuration as a Template
To save a configuration as a template, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click ROX2 Management. The ROX2 screen appears.

4. Click ROX2 Configuration Management. The Configuration screen appears, displaying a list of ROX II
(version ROX 2.3 or higher) devices.

Figure 164: Configuration Screen

5. Choose a device from the list and select it in the Template column.

6. Select the same or a different device in the Target Device column.

7. Click Compare & Edit. The Configuration screen appears.
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Figure 165: Configuration Screen

8. If required, click the tabs at the top of the screen to view the configurations for the device. Within each tab,
you can view parameters by clicking the folders in the tree in the left portion of the screen.

9. If required, edit the parameters by typing your changes into the fields of the parameters. For more
information about editing, see Section 7.6.4.6, “Editing Configurations”.

10. To validate your configuration, click Validate. A dialog box appears - with a message to wait while the
configuration is validated. A second message will appear - confirming whether the configuration was
successfully validated or not.

11. Click Save as Template File. A window appears.
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Figure 166: Save as Template File Window

12. In the File Name field, type a file name.

13. In the Comment field, type a comment describing the template.

14. Click Save. A message appears - confirming the template has been saved.

Section 7.6.4.3

Selecting a Template
When selecting templates, you can choose whether to create a template from a device listed on the screen or to
use a template that has already been saved.

To select a template, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click ROX2 Management. The ROX2 screen appears.

4. Click ROX2 Configuration Management. The Configuration screen appears, displaying a list of ROX II
(version ROX 2.3 or higher) devices.

Figure 167: Configuration Screen
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5. Choose a device from the list and select it in the Template column

Or

Select the Template File check box and click Select Template File to browse for a template. A window
appears, displaying a list of template files.

Figure 168: Select Template File Window

6. Click Select. The template is now selected.

Section 7.6.4.4

Opening a Saved Template
To open a saved template, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click ROX2 Management. The ROX2 screen appears.

4. Click ROX2 Configuration Management. The Configuration screen appears, displaying a list of ROX II
(version ROX 2.3 or higher) devices.
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Figure 169: Configuration Screen

5. Select the Template File check box and click Select Template File to browse for a template. A window
appears, displaying a list of template files.

Figure 170: Select Template File Window

6. Click View. A window appears. You can now view parameters in the template file (by clicking on them) but
you cannot make any changes to them.
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Figure 171: View Template File Window

Section 7.6.4.5

Comparing Configurations
To compare configuration differences between multiple devices, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click ROX2 Management. The ROX2 screen appears.

4. Click ROX2 Configuration Management. The Configuration screen appears, displaying a list of ROX II
(version ROX 2.3 or higher) devices.
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Figure 172: Configuration Screen

5. Select a template. For more information about selecting a template, see Section 7.6.4.3, “Selecting a
Template”.

6. Select one or more devices from the list.

7. Click Compare & Edit. The Configuration screen appears.
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Figure 173: Configuration Screen

8. If required, click the tabs at the top of the screen to view the configurations for the devices. Within each tab,
you can view parameters by clicking the folders in the tree in the left portion of the screen. A configuration or
parameter will appear in red text if there are devices that have values configured for this parameter that do
not match the template device.

9. If required, click Compare with Targets to see the differences in a parameter. A window appears, with a
table showing the device name, IP Address, ROX2 Version, ROX2 family and value for the template and the
selected device(s). If configured values do not match the template device's values, they will be highlighted in
red text.
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Figure 174: Compare with Targets Window

10. Click Show Summary of Differences to display a summary of the differences between configuration
files. The Summary of Differences window appears, with columns showing the path, the parameters, the
parameter values for the template and the parameter values for the device(s). Differences are highlighted in
red text.

Figure 175: Summary of Differences Window

11. If required, you can export the summary as a .csv file by clicking Export to CSV File. For more information
about exporting the summary, see Section 7.6.4.8, “Exporting a Summary to a .csv File”
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Section 7.6.4.6

Editing Configurations

NOTE
If a template is selected as a target device, the template will be edited and updated as well as any
other selected devices. If you do not want to edit the template, make sure it is not selected as a target
device.

You can edit configurations that are in a template you want to save or that is already saved. You can also edit
configurations that are being applied to your target devices. To edit the template and the target simultaneously,
make sure your template is selected as a target device as well as being selected as the template.

For more information about selecting a template, see Section 7.6.4.3, “Selecting a Template”.

For more information about editing while saving a template, see Section 7.6.4.2, “Saving a Configuration as a
Template”.

For more information about editing while applying a configuration template to target devices, see Section 7.6.4.9,
“Applying a Configuration Template”.

Edit configurations on the ROX2 Manual Configuration Management screen by selecting a parameter and
typing directly into fields of the parameters. Figure 176 illustrates where to to type. The field is marked with ***.

Figure 176: Editing a Parameter

Fields that represent names, IDs or device slots cannot be edited. The System Name field (see Figure 177) in
Admin is an example of a special field that cannot be edited.

Figure 177: Uneditable Field

After editing the parameters, validate your changes (for more information about validation, see Section 7.6.4.7,
“Validating Configurations”) and save your changes to either the template or the target devices.
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Section 7.6.4.7

Validating Configurations
To validate a configuration for one or more devices, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click ROX2 Management. The ROX2 screen appears.

4. Click ROX2 Configuration Management. The Configuration screen appears, displaying a list of ROX II
(version ROX 2.3 or higher) devices.

Figure 178: Configuration Screen

5. Select a template. For more information about selecting a template, see Section 7.6.4.3, “Selecting a
Template”.

6. Select one or more target devices from the list.

7. Click Compare & Edit. The Configuration screen appears.
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Figure 179: Configuration Screen

8. Click the tabs at the top of the screen to view the configurations for the devices. Within each tab, you
can view parameters by clicking the folders in the tree in the left portion of the screen. A configuration or
parameter will appear in red text if there are devices that have values configured for this parameter that do
not match the template device.

9. Click the check boxes for the parameters you want to validate. If the parameter has a field that is a name,
ID, or slot, this field must be selected so that RNMS can identify the parameter that is being changed and
validate it successfully.

10. Edit your configurations, if required. For more information about editing configurations, see Section 7.6.4.6,
“Editing Configurations”.

11. Click Validate. A window appears - with a message to wait while the configuration is validated. A second
message will appear - confirming whether the configuration was successfully validated or not. If the
validation fails, the reason and the parameter are shown. Figure 180 and Figure 181 display the messages.
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Figure 180: Validation Successful

Figure 181: Validation Failed

Section 7.6.4.8

Exporting a Summary to a .csv File
To export a summary of configuration differences to a .csv file, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click ROX2 Management. The ROX2 screen appears.

4. Click ROX2 Configuration Management. The Configuration screen appears, displaying a list of ROX II
(version ROX 2.3 or higher) devices.
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Figure 182: Configuration Screen

5. Select a template. For more information about selecting a template, see Section 7.6.4.3, “Selecting a
Template”.

6. Select one or more target devices from the list.

7. Click Compare & Edit. The Configuration screen appears.
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Figure 183: Configuration Screen

8. If required, click the tabs at the top of the screen to view the configurations for the devices. Within each tab,
you can view parameters by clicking the folders in the tree in the left portion of the screen. A configuration or
parameter will appear in red text if there are devices that have values configured for this parameter that do
not match the template device.

9. Click Show Summary of Differences to display a summary of the differences between configuration
files. The Summary of Differences window appears, with columns showing the path, the parameters, the
parameter values for the template and the parameter values for the device(s). Differences are highlighted in
red text.
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Figure 184: Summary of Differences Window

10. Click Export to CSV File. The Opening diffs.csv dialog box appears.

Figure 185: Opening diffs.csv Dialog Box

11. Select Save File.

12. Click OK. The file is saved to the Downloads folder in your workstation.
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Section 7.6.4.9

Applying a Configuration Template
To apply a configuration template to one or more devices, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click ROX2 Management. The ROX2 screen appears.

4. Click ROX2 Configuration Management. The Configuration screen appears, displaying a list of ROX II
(version ROX 2.3 or higher) devices.

Figure 186: Configuration Screen

5. Select a template. For more information about selecting a template, see Section 7.6.4.3, “Selecting a
Template”.

6. Select one or more target devices from the list.

7. Click Compare & Edit. The Configuration screen appears.
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Figure 187: Configuration Screen

8. Click the tabs at the top of the screen to view the configurations for the devices. Within each tab, you
can view parameters by clicking the folders in the tree in the left portion of the screen. A configuration or
parameter will appear in red text if there are devices that have values configured for this parameter that do
not match the template device.

9. Click the check boxes for the parameters you want to be included in the target device(s). If the parameter
has a field that is a name, ID, or slot, this field must be selected so that RNMS can identify the parameter
that is being changed.

Or

To save all the parameters, click Select All.
10. If required, edit the parameters by typing your changes into the fields of the parameters. For more

information about editing, see Section 7.6.4.6, “Editing Configurations”.
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11. To validate your configuration, click Validate. A dialog box appears - with a message to wait while the
configuration is validated. A second message will appear - confirming whether the configuration was
successfully validated or not.

12. Click Update Targets. The Confirm the Changes window appears.

13. If required, click Current Values to display the current value of the parameters on the device.

Figure 188: Confirm the Changes Window

14. In the Confirm the Changes window, click Submit to Targets.

A message appears, prompting you to confirm you want to update targets.

15. Click OK. A window appears, showing the validation progress. When validation is complete, a message will
appear, indicating that validation was successful, and prompting you to continue.
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Figure 189: Validation Window

16. Click Continue. A window appears, showing the progress of the update.

Figure 190: Show Updating Progress Window - 0% Complete

17. If required, close the window. You are returned to the ROX2 Manual Configuration Management screen.

NOTE
Note that you cannot perform other actions using the templates for the Dynamic Configuration
Management feature until after the validation progress is completed.

18. If required, click Show Updating Progress on the ROX2 Manual Configuration Management screen to
show the updating or completed progress and a list of configuration files that were applied to devices.
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Figure 191: Show Updating Progress Window - 100% Complete

The changes are saved. The target devices are now updated to match the selected parameters in the
template device.

Section 7.6.4.10

Comparing Saved Templates
To compare two saved templates, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click ROX2 Management. The ROX2 screen appears.

4. Click ROX2 Configuration Management. The Configuration screen appears, displaying a list of ROX II
(version ROX 2.3 or higher) devices.

Figure 192: Configuration Screen

5. Select the Template File check box and click Select Template File to browse for a template. A window
appears, displaying a list of template files.
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Figure 193: Select Template File Window

6. Select a template file from the list.

7. Click Compare next to a second template file from the list. A window appears.

Figure 194: Compare Template Files Window
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8. Click the tabs at the top of the window to view the configurations for the templates. Within each tab, you
can view parameters by clicking the folders in the tree in the left portion of the window. Configurations and
parameters will appear in red text if there are values configured that are different in each template.

Section 7.6.4.11

Deleting Saved Templates
To delete one or more saved templates, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click ROX2 Management. The ROX2 screen appears.

4. Click ROX2 Configuration Management. The Configuration screen appears, displaying a list of ROX II
(version ROX 2.3 or higher) devices.

Figure 195: Configuration Screen

5. Select the Template File check box and click Select Template File to browse for a template. A window
appears, displaying a list of template files.
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Figure 196: Select Template File Window

6. In the Delete column, select the box(es) next to the template file(s) you want to delete.

7. Click Delete. A message appears - confirming that you want to delete the selected file(s).

8. Click OK. Any selected files are deleted.

Section 7.6.5

App Management
App management offers the capability to manage applications that can be deployed on ROX II devices. Currently,
RNMS supports installation and feature key management for CrossBow and eLAN.

Using app management, you can install, upgrade or remove apps. If there are multiple devices, RNMS installs,
upgrades or uninstalls on devices sequentially. RNMS retrieves the web server information (the app URL), sends
it to the device, and triggers the device to start the app installation process. During the installation process, you
can view the status on the RNMS status bar. After installation, you can view the results in the event log file.

Figure 197 illustrates the app file system. App installation files should be installed in the "{installed
folder}\ruggednms\" directory in the RNMS server.

Figure 197: App File System Location
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Section 7.6.5.1

Installing or Upgrading Apps on ROX II Devices
To install or upgrade one or more apps on one or more ROX II devices, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click ROX2 Management. The ROX2 screen appears.

4. Click App Management. The App screen appears.

Figure 198: App Screen

5. Select one or more ROX II devices from the list.

6. Click Install. The Install screen appears.

Figure 199: Install Screen

7. Select one or more apps from the list.

8. Select the version from the Version column, for each app.

9. If required, select Install Feature Key. If RNMS finds more than one feature key stored in the feature key
folder, it will send the one with the latest time stamp to the device.
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NOTE
To install multiple feature keys, use the Feature Key Management feature. For more information
about installing feature keys, see Section 7.6.6, “Feature Key Management”.

10. Click Install. A message appears, prompting you to confirm that you want to continue.

11. Click OK. RNMS verifies software dependency. A message appears, stating whether the device(s) meet
software dependency or not.

If the device meets software dependency, RNMS installs or upgrades the app (and the feature key, if
selected). The device reboots.

RNMS displays the installation or upgrade results for the app(s) (and the feature key, if selected) on the
status bar, sends a notification about them and records them in the event log file. If there is more than one
device, RNMS repeats the installation or upgrade process for each device.

12. View the event log file (see the section called “Viewing the Status Using the Log File”).

Section 7.6.5.2

Removing Apps from ROX II Devices
To remove one or more apps from one or more ROX II devices, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click ROX2 Management. The ROX2 screen appears.

4. Click App Management. The App screen appears.

Figure 200: App Screen

5. Select one or more ROX II devices from the list.

6. Click Uninstall. The Uninstall screen appears.
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Figure 201: Uninstall Screen

7. Select one or more apps from the list.

NOTE
Only apps that are installed to all selected devices will appear on the Uninstall screen. To
uninstall an app that is only on some of the selected devices, select these devices only and
uninstall the app. Repeat the uninstallation process for remaining apps that require uninstallation.

8. Click Uninstall. A message appears, prompting you to confirm that you want to continue.

9. Click OK. The device completes the uninstallation process and then reboots.

RNMS displays the uninstallation results on the status bar, sends a notification about them and records them
in the event log file. If there is more than one device, RNMS repeats the removal process for each device.

10. View the event log file (see the section called “Viewing the Status Using the Log File”).

Viewing the Status Using the Log File
After installing, upgrading or removing an app, view the event log file (Home > Admin > Management >
View Log File) (see Section 7.10, “Configuration Management Log File”) for the selected device to verify the
successful completion of the transaction.

Section 7.6.6

Feature Key Management
The Feature Key Management feature allows you to install feature keys to multiple ROX II devices sequentially.
RNMS retrieves the web server information (the feature key URL), sends it to the device, and triggers the device
to start the feature key installation process. During the installation process, you can view the status on the RNMS
status bar. After installation, you can view the results in the event log file.

Figure 202 illustrates the feature key file system. Feature key installation files should be installed in the "{installed
folder}\ruggednms\" directory in the RNMS server.
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Figure 202: Feature Key File System Location

Section 7.6.6.1

Installing Feature Keys on ROX II Devices

NOTE
To install a feature key while installing an app, use the App Management feature. For more information
about installing apps, see Section 7.6.5, “App Management”.

To install one or more feature keys on one or more ROX II devices, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click ROX2 Management. The ROX2 screen appears.

4. Click Feature Key Management. The Feature Key screen appears.

Figure 203: Feature Key Screen

5. Select one or more ROX II devices from the list.

6. Select the feature key file from the Feature Key column, for each device.

7. If required, select Reboot ROX2 device(s) after installing feature key.
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8. Click Install Feature Key. A message appears, prompting you to confirm that you want to continue.

9. Click OK.

RNMS installs the feature key on the device. If Reboot ROX2 device(s) after installing feature key was
selected, the device reboots.

RNMS displays the installation results on the status bar, sends a notification about them and records them in
the event log file. If there is more than one device, RNMS repeats the installation process for each device.

10. View the event log file (see the section called “Viewing the Status Using the Log File”).

Viewing the Status Using the Log File
After installing one or more feature keys, view the event log file (Home > Admin > Management > View Log
File) (see Section 7.10, “Configuration Management Log File”) for the selected device to verify the successful
completion of the transaction.

Section 7.7

RuggedMAX Base Station Configuration
Management

Figure 204: RuggedMAX Base Station Management Screen

RNMS supports bulk firmware and configuration management for RuggedMAX base stations.

Using RNMS, you can do the following:

• RuggedMAX BS Manual Configuration Management – bulk manual configuration operations on multiple
RuggedMAX base stations.

• RuggedMAX Base Station Software Control – bulk operations on the operating firmware on RuggedMAX base
stations.

• RuggedMAX Base Station File Control – bulk operations on RuggedMAX firmware upgrade and configuration
files.

• Archived Configuration File Upload – upload an archived UV configuration file to the base station from which it
was downloaded.

• Firmware Upgrade – bulk firmware upgrade on RuggedMAX base stations.

RNMS also provides a link to the base station management interface from the Node screen (see Section 4.1,
“Detailed Device Information”).

RuggedMAX devices maintain two directories of firmware image and configuration files. The directory that is
currently active is referred to as Main or Primary. The file that is not currently active and that serves as a backup,
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standby, or alternate file is referred to as Backup or Secondary. For instructions on how to work with Main and
Backup files, see Section 7.7.2, “Software Control”.

Section 7.7.1

RuggedMAX BS Manual Configuration Management
To display the RuggedMAX Configuration management screen, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click RuggedMAX Base Station Management. The RuggedMAX screen appears.

4. Click RuggedMAX BS Configuration Management. The RuggedMAX screen appears.

Figure 205: RuggedMAX Screen

From this screen, you can do the following:

• Configure Base Station General Information – see Section 7.7.1.1, “Configuring Base Station General
Information”

• Configure Base Station SNMP Management – see Section 7.7.1.2, “Configuring Base Station SNMP
Management”

Section 7.7.1.1

Configuring Base Station General Information
On the the General Info Configuration screen, you manage base station information, including the Service
Profile, Service Flow, Classifier, DCD Trigger and Neighbor Setting Tables.

To manage base station general information, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click RuggedMAX Base Station Management. The RuggedMAX screen appears.

4. Click RuggedMAX BS Configuration Management. The RuggedMAX screen appears.

5. Click Configure Base Station General Information. The General Info screen appears.
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Figure 206: General Info Screen

6. Select one or more devices and click Submit. The General Info screen appears.
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Figure 207: General Info Screen

7. Configure the following settings:

• BS General Information
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• Frame Settings

• Services

▪ Service Profiles

▪ Service Flows

▪ Classifiers

8. Click Submit All Parameters to apply all (changed and unchanged) parameters or Submit Changed
Parameters to apply only the changed parameters.

NOTE
Submit All Parameters applies all the changed and the unchanged parameters to all the
selected base stations. Therefore, Submit All Parameters applies all parameters on the
screen to the selected base stations. The old configuration of the base stations are overwritten.

9. Click OK to confirm the changes, when prompted.

NOTE
When adding a VLAN ID classifier, ensure that the VLAN ID is valid for the selected base stations. If it
is not valid, an error message appears after submitting changes to the base stations.

Section 7.7.1.2

Configuring Base Station SNMP Management
Base Station SNMP Management includes setting the SNMP Community Strings and Manager Destination IP
Address Table.

To configure base station SNMP management, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click RuggedMAX Base Station Management. The RuggedMAX screen appears.

4. Click RuggedMAX BS Configuration Management. The RuggedMAX screen appears.

5. Click Configure Base Station SNMP Management. The SNMP screen appears.

Figure 208: SNMP Screen
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6. Select one or more devices and click Submit. The SNMP screen appears.

Figure 209: SNMP Screen

7. Make changes to the settings and click Submit.
8. Click OK to confirm the changes, when prompted.

Section 7.7.2

Software Control
The RuggedMAX Software Control interface provides bulk control over the RuggedMAX running software. Each
bulk operation is exclusive; that is, only one bulk operation may run at a time. If you try to launch a second bulk
operation, a message appears to indicate that a bulk operation is already in progress.

Figure 210: Software Control Screen

You can perform the following software control functions:
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Parameter Description

Set Current As Main Sets the software image currently running on the base station to be Main or Primary. The
currently running software image is set as the new default.

Run Secondary Reboots the base station using the Secondary or Backup software image.

Reboot Reboots the base station using the software image currently set as Main or Primary.

Use the following controls to select the devices on which to perform the software operation:

Parameter Description

Select All Selects all displayed RuggedMAX devices.

Unselect All Removes all displayed RuggedMAX devices from the selection set.

Invert Selection Clears currently selected devices from the selection set and adds currently unselected
devices to the selection set.

Display RuggedMAX Version Lists the versions of all RuggedMAX devices under RNMS management. To filter the list
of displayed RuggedMAX devices, click a version number in this list; RNMS displays only
those devices with the selected version.

Use the following to control the bulk operation:

Parameter Description

Bulk Operation Status Displays a message reporting how many devices are being processed in the bulk operation
currently in progress.

Cancel Bulk Operation Cancels the bulk operation currently in progress.

The status bar at the top of the screen displays the real-time status of the current bulk operation. For detailed
information about how the status bar operates, see the Section 7.1, “Status Bar” section.
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Section 7.7.3

RuggedMAX Base Station File Control Screen

Figure 211: File Control Screen

RuggedMAX File Control provides bulk management of software and configuration files on RuggedMAX base
stations. RNMS can manage three categories of RuggedMAX files:

Parameter Description

SW package The base station software package, including all software and configuration files.

CDC The CDC (Common Default Configuration) configuration file, containing configuration items
common to all RuggedMAX base stations.

UV The UV (Unique Values) configuration file, containing configuration items specific to
individual RuggedMAX base stations.

Use the following controls to manage RuggedMAX base station files:

Parameter Description

Copy Main File To Secondary Copies the selected file or files from the Main or Primary image to the Secondary image.
Before copying the file, the corresponding file must first be deleted from the Secondary
image.

Delete File From Secondary Deletes the selected file or files from the Secondary image.

Use the following controls to select the base stations on which to perform the file operation:

Parameter Description

Select All Selects all displayed RuggedMAX devices.
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Parameter Description

Unselect All Removes all displayed RuggedMAX devices from the selection set.

Invert Selection Clears currently selected devices from the selection set and adds currently un-selected
devices to the selection set.

Display RuggedMAX Version Lists the versions of all RuggedMAX devices under RNMS management. To filter the list
of displayed RuggedMAX devices, click a version number in this list; RNMS displays only
those devices with the selected version.

Use the following to control the bulk operation:

Parameter Description

Bulk Operation Status Displays a message reporting how many devices are being processed in the bulk operation
currently in progress.

Cancel Bulk Operation Cancels the bulk operation currently in progress.

The status bar at the top of the screen displays the real-time status of any bulk operation. For detailed information
about how the status bar operates, see the Section 7.1, “Status Bar” section.

Section 7.7.4

Uploading an Archived RuggedMAX UV Configuration File
The Upload Archived RuggedMAX UV Configuration File feature allows you to upload archived UV (Unique
Value) configuration files from the RNMS server to the RuggedMAX base station from which they were originally
downloaded. UV configuration files are automatically downloaded from a base station to the RNMS server
whenever a configuration change occurs. Uploading these configuration files to a base station restores the base
station configuration to its state at the time of the UV file download.

Filenames of the configuration files stored on the RNMS server have the following format:

uvXX.xml

– where XX is the version number of the configuration file as created on the RUGGEDCOM device. Note that the
version numbers may not be numbered consecutively due to the way they are processed within the base stations.

To upload an archived RuggedMAX UV configuration file, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click Archived Configuration File Upload. The Configuration Upload screen appears.
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Figure 212: Configuration Upload Screen

4. Click on the Product filter at the top of the screen and make sure it is set to BS.

5. Select the device to upload to and click Select Device. The Configuration Upload screen appears.

Figure 213: Configuration Upload Screen

6. Select a file to upload, referring to the saved timestamp (second column) and firmware version (third column)
to ensure you choose the correct file.

Column Description

Saved Timestamp Use the timestamp to identify the exact file you need by the date
and time the file was saved on the RNMS server.

Firmware Version

Compare the firmware version of the files in the list to the device's
currently running firmware version displayed in the top left portion
of the screen. Uploading a configuration file with a different
firmware version is usually not recommended and should be
avoided. If you are unsure, contact Siemens support for advice.

Click Upload. RNMS does the following:

• An event signals the beginning of processing.

• RNMS uploads the file to the selected device.

• An event indicates the success or failure of the transaction.

• RNMS downloads and saves the new configuration file.
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7. View the event log file (see Section 7.7.4.1, “Viewing the Status Using the Log File”).

CAUTION!
Exercise great care when uploading files to devices. It is very important to verify that the configuration
file and the running firmware version are compatible before uploading a file.

Section 7.7.4.1

Viewing the Status Using the Log File
View the Configuration Management Log File (Home > Admin > Management > View Log File) (see
Section 7.10, “Configuration Management Log File”) for information about the progress and completion of the
upload for the selected RuggedMAX devices.

Section 7.7.5

Bulk RuggedMAX Firmware Upgrade
RNMS can upload RuggedMAX firmware upgrades to multiple base stations under RNMS management.

Before uploading a firmware upgrade to a base station, you must first upload the upgrade file to the RNMS
server. Install firmware upgrade files in the "{installed folder}\ruggednms\configMgtd\ruggedMAX\firmware"
directory in the RNMS server. If this is not done before you navigate to the Firmware Upgrade screen, the
firmware version will not appear in the list of versions on the screen.

Figure 214: RuggedMAX Base Station Firmware Location

NOTE
The firmware upgrade files must follow the filename conventions shown in Figure 214.

To upload firmware to multiple RuggedMAX base stations, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click Firmware Upgrade. The Firmware Upgrade screen appears.
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Figure 215: Firmware Upgrade Screen

4. Click on the Product filter at the top of the screen and make sure it is set to BS.

5. Select one or more devices.

6. Select a version of the firmware to upgrade.

7. Click Upgrade. RNMS does the following:

• An event signals the beginning of the upload process.

• The RuggedMAX firmware image file is uploaded to the selected devices concurrently.

NOTE
The maximum number of concurrent uploads is defined in the basestation-upgrade-
thread-number parameter. If more devices are selected than the maximum number specified
in the basestation-upgrade-thread-number, the maximum number of uploads start. The
rest of the devices will be processed in sequence as each earlier device finishes uploading.
The basestation-upgrade-thread-number is defined in Section 7.11, “Configuration
Management Daemon Parameters”. This parameter's maximum value is 50.

After each upload, a RESET is performed on each device. After the RESET command is sent to the
device, RNMS attempts to re-establish communications with the device before moving on to the next
device.

NOTE
If devices fail, RNMS continues to process the next device in the list until the accumulated
upgrade failure percentage is reached. If this percentage is reached, RNMS stops the bulk
firmware upgrade. The default failure percentage is 50% but you can modify this percentage
in the basestation-accumulated-upgrade-failure-percentage configuration
management parameter (see Section 7.11, “Configuration Management Daemon Parameters”).

• An event indicates the success or failure of the upload process. Because the upload process may take
several minutes, RNMS may create a notification if there is an error in the upgrade process.
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During the upgrade process, its progress is displayed in the status bar at the top of the screen (see
Section 7.7.5.1, “Bulk Base Station Firmware Upgrade Status Bar”). You can cancel a firmware upgrade by
clicking Cancel Firmware Upgrade (see Section 7.7.5.4, “Cancelling a Firmware Upgrade”).

8. View the event log file (see Section 7.7.5.3, “Viewing the Status Using the Log File”).

Section 7.7.5.1

Bulk Base Station Firmware Upgrade Status Bar
During an upgrade, RNMS displays a message in the status bar (at the top of the screen) to show the progress,
success and failure of the bulk base station firmware upgrade process. The message is displayed in the following
format: "STATUS: [field 01] ...Bulk Firmware Upgrade... /[field 03/field 04/field 05/field 06]". The table below
illustrates the fields and what they represent.

Table: Status Bar Fields

Field Description

01 Message text - Successfully completed/cancelled/failed to start.

02 Optional message text - firmware directory validation error/firmware
upgrade parameters read error/failed to start upgrade manager.

03 Number of devices with a successful firmware upgrade + Number of skipped devices.

04 Number of devices with a failed firmware upgrade.

05 Number of devices performing a firmware upgrade.

06 Number of devices pending for a firmware upgrade.

For example, Figure 216 shows the following fields: (2/0/0/0). This can be read as follows:

Figure 216: A Status Bar After a Completed Upgrade

• 2 devices were successfully upgraded (field 3).

• 0 devices failed the firmware upgrade (field 4).

• 0 devices are currently being upgraded (field 5).

• 0 devices are pending in the firmware upgrade (field 6).

NOTE
The status bar will indicate a successful completion of an upgrade even if some devices fail but
the fields show how many devices were upgraded, how many passed and how many failed. The
Configuration Management Log File will have more details.

The following screenshots are typical of what you might see during an upgrade.
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Figure 217: A Status Bar at the Beginning of an Upgrade

Figure 218: A Status Bar During an Upgrade

Section 7.7.5.2

Firmware Upgrade Status Button
Click Firmware Upgrade Status to monitor the current status of the overall firmware upgrade process.

Section 7.7.5.3

Viewing the Status Using the Log File
View the Configuration Management Log File (Home > Admin > Management > View Log File)(see
Section 7.10, “Configuration Management Log File”) for information about the progress and completion of the
upgrade for the selected RuggedMAX devices.

Section 7.7.5.4

Cancelling a Firmware Upgrade
It is possible to cancel the upgrade for outstanding RuggedMAX devices by clicking Cancel Firmware Upgrade.
Upgrades that have not yet begun at the time this button is clicked will be cancelled.

Section 7.8

RuggedMAX CPE Configuration Management
RNMS supports RuggedMAX CPE (Customer Premises Equipment) units. You can do the following tasks using
RNMS:

• Archived Configuration File Upload – Allows you to upload an archived UV configuration file to a RuggedMAX
CPE.

• Firmware Upgrade – Allows you to perform a firmware upgrade on multiple RuggedMAX CPEs.

The CPE configuration management functions are described in the following sections.
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Section 7.8.1

Uploading an Archived RuggedMAX CPE UV Configuration
File

NOTE
Filenames of the configuration files stored on the RNMS server have the following format:

uvXX.xml

– where XX is the version number of the configuration file as created on the RUGGEDCOM device.
Note that the version numbers may not be numbered consecutively due to the way they are processed
within the CPE.

To upload an archived RuggedMAX CPE UV configuration file, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click Archived Configuration File Upload. The Configuration Upload screen appears.

Figure 219: Configuration Upload Screen

4. Click on the Product filter at the top of the screen and make sure it is set to CPE.

5. Select a device. Click Select Device. The Configuration Upload screen appears.
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Figure 220: Configuration Upload Screen

6. Select the file, referring to the saved timestamp (second column) and firmware version (third column) to
ensure you choose the correct file to update.

Column Description

Saved Timestamp Use the timestamp to identify the exact file you need by the date
and time the file was saved on the RNMS server.

Firmware Version

Compare the firmware version of the files in the list to the device's
currently running firmware version displayed in the top left portion
of the screen. Uploading a configuration file with a different
firmware version is usually not recommended and should be
avoided. If you are unsure, contact Siemens support for advice.

Click Upload.

A message appears, prompting you to confirm that you want to upload the files and advising that proceeding
will overwrite the configuration on the device and may result in a reboot. IP connectivity may be lost if
incompatible or corrupt files are uploaded. To confirm the upload, click OK. RNMS does the following:

• An event signals the beginning of processing.

• RNMS uploads the file to the selected device.

• An event indicates the success or failure of the transaction.

• RNMS downloads and saves the new configuration file.

7. View the event log file (see Section 7.8.1.3, “Viewing the Status Using the Log File”).

Section 7.8.1.1

Saving a UV File
Clicking Save UV File downloads one selected file at a time to your workstation.
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Section 7.8.1.2

Deleting a UV File
Clicking Delete UV File removes one selected file at a time from the RNMS server.

Section 7.8.1.3

Viewing the Status Using the Log File
After uploading a configuration file to a CPE device, view the event log file (Home > Admin > Management >
View Log File) (see Section 7.10, “Configuration Management Log File”) for the selected device to verify the
successful completion of the transaction.

Section 7.8.2

Bulk RuggedMAX CPE Firmware Upgrade
NOTE
CPE firmware available for bulk upload must already be copied onto the RNMS server before
executing the following procedure. Place the firmware in the {installed folder}\ruggednms\configMgtd
\ruggedMAX\firmware directory on the RNMS server.

NOTE
Upgrading to RuggedMAX version 4.2.1 is required.

NOTE
The SNMP timeout value for RuggedMAX CPEs must be increased to 10 seconds when performing
upgrades or the process will fail. It may be more than 10 seconds, depending on network traffic and
how busy the CPE itself is.

To perform a bulk RuggedMAX CPE firmware upgrade, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click Firmware Upgrade. The Firmware Upgrade screen appears.
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Figure 221: Firmware Upgrade Screen

4. Click on the Product filter at the top of the screen and make sure it is set to CPE.

5. Select one or more devices from the CPE list.

6. Select a RuggedMAX software version.

7. Click Upgrade. A message appears, prompting you to confirm the upgrade.

8. Click OK. RNMS does the following:

• An event signals the beginning of processing.

• The firmware is uploaded by the RNMS server to the selected devices.

NOTE
The maximum number of concurrent uploads is defined in the cpe-upgrade-thread-number
parameter. If more devices are selected than the maximum number specified in the cpe-
upgrade-thread-number, the maximum number of uploads start. The rest of the devices
will be processed in sequence as each earlier device finishes uploading. The cpe-upgrade-
thread-number is defined in Section 7.11, “Configuration Management Daemon Parameters”.
This parameter's maximum value is 50.

After each upload, a REBOOT is performed on each device. After the REBOOT command is sent to the
device, RNMS attempts to re-establish communications with the device before moving on to the next
device.

NOTE
If devices fail, RNMS continues to process the next device in the list until the accumulated
upgrade failure percentage is reached. If this percentage is reached, RNMS stops the bulk
firmware upgrade. The default failure percentage is 50% but you can modify this percentage
in the cpe-accumulated-upgrade-failure-percentage configuration management
parameter (see Section 7.11, “Configuration Management Daemon Parameters”).
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• An event indicates the success or failure of the upload process. Because the upload process may take
several minutes, RNMS may create a notification in case of an error in the upload process.

During the upgrade process, its progress is displayed in the status bar at the top of the screen (see
Section 7.8.2.1, “Bulk CPE Firmware Upgrade Status Bar”). You can cancel a firmware upgrade by clicking
Cancel Firmware Upgrade (see Section 7.8.2.4, “Cancelling a Firmware Upgrade”).

9. View the event log file (see Section 7.8.2.3, “Viewing the Status Using the Log File”).

Section 7.8.2.1

Bulk CPE Firmware Upgrade Status Bar
During an upgrade, RNMS displays a message in the status bar (at the top of the screen) to show the progress,
success and failure of the bulk base station firmware upgrade process.The message is displayed in the following
format: "STATUS: [field 01] ...Bulk Firmware Upgrade... /[field 03/field 04/field 05/field 06]". The table below
illustrates the fields and what they represent.

Table: Status Bar Fields

Field Description

01 Message text - Successfully completed/cancelled/failed to start.

02 Optional message text - firmware directory validation error/firmware
upgrade parameters read error/failed to start upgrade manager.

03 Number of devices with a successful firmware upgrade + Number of skipped devices.

04 Number of devices with a failed firmware upgrade.

05 Number of devices performing a firmware upgrade.

06 Number of devices pending for a firmware upgrade.

For example, Figure 222 shows the following fields: (2/0/0/0). This can be read as follows:

Figure 222: A Status Bar After a Successful Upgrade

• 2 devices were successfully upgraded (field 3).

• 0 devices failed the firmware upgrade (field 4).

• 0 devices are currently being upgraded (field 5).

• 0 devices are pending in the firmware upgrade (field 6).

NOTE
The status bar will indicate a successful completion of an upgrade even if some devices fail but
the fields show how many devices were upgraded, how many passed and how many failed. The
Configuration Management Log File will have more details.

The following screenshots are typical of what you might see during an upgrade.
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Figure 223: A Status Bar at the Beginning of an Upgrade

Figure 224: A Status Bar During an Upgrade

Section 7.8.2.2

CPE Firmware Upgrade Status
Click CPE Firmware Upgrade Status to monitor the current status of the overall firmware upgrade process.

Section 7.8.2.3

Viewing the Status Using the Log File
View the Configuration Management Log File (Home > Admin > Management > View Log File) (see
Section 7.10, “Configuration Management Log File”) for information about the progress and completion of the
upgrade for the selected RuggedMAX devices.

Section 7.8.2.4

Cancelling a Firmware Upgrade
During the upgrade, you can use the Cancel Firmware Upgrade button to terminate outstanding operations.
RNMS does not stop the ongoing operation but cancels any outstanding operations. This is valid when bulk
upgrading is ongoing on multiple devices. On clicking Cancel Firmware Upgrade, RNMS will complete the
upgrade on the current devices but will not continue on any outstanding devices.

Section 7.8.3

CPE Status Screen
You can view detailed information about CPEs, including CPE General Information, CPE Traffic Statistics, and
Service Flows. For an example, see Figure 227.
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Figure 225: Node Screen

To display the CPE Status screen, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Node List. The Node List screen appears.

2. Click on an IP Address for a node. The Node screen appears.

3. Click Base Station Detailed Info. A second Node screen for the device appears. Dashboard, Traffic
Statistics, BS Detail Information, GPS Detail Information, and CPE Table tables are displayed.
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Figure 226: Node Screen Displaying CPE Table

4. In the CPE table, in the SS ID column, click an ID. The CPE Status screen (a third node screen) for the
device appears, displaying CPE General Information, CPE Traffic Statistics, and Service Flows information.
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Figure 227: CPE Status Screen

NOTE
This detailed CPE information cannot be accessed from the RuggedMAX CPE Configuration
Management screen. It can only be accessed as described above.

Section 7.9

Gold Configuration Management
Gold configuration management lets you monitor configuration consistency across devices. Using gold
configuration management, RNMS monitors a user-defined list of configuration parameters, on ROS and
ROX II-based systems, for configuration changes. If these parameters change outside of defined boundaries,
RNMS sends you notifications (for more information about notifications, see Chapter 5, Events, Alarms and
Notifications). By navigating to the Gold Configuration screen, you can then access functions to compare
the changed parameter to the original one that was set to be monitored. You can also click on the hyperlink in
the notification, which will compare the changed parameter to the original one and display the result directly. If
needed, you can restore the previous configuration to the device either through the device itself, by uploading an
archived configuration, or in the case of ROX II devices, using the Dynamic Configuration Management feature
(for more information about Dynamic Configuration Management, see Section 7.6.4, “Dynamic Configuration
Management”).

You can create multiple gold configurations to monitor different ROS and ROX II groups.
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NOTE
To compare configurations using gold configuration management and to monitor groups, you need to
first define groups for your ROS and ROX II devices. For more information about grouping devices, see
Section 9.3.8, “Working with Groups”.

Gold configuration management can solve the following problems:

• It can catch invalid configuration changes on a device that could lead to network performance degradation.

• It can catch malicious configuration changes on a device that could compromise network performance and
stability.

This section explains how to perform the following tasks using gold configuration management:

• Create gold configurations.

• Edit gold configurations.

• Delete gold configurations.

• Associate a group with a gold configuration for monitoring.

• Remove an association between a group and a gold configuration.

• Compare a gold configuration to configurations.

• Export a summary of configuration differences to a .csv file.

These tasks are described in the following sections.

Section 7.9.1

Creating a Gold Configuration
The first step in gold configuration management is to create a gold configuration.

To create a gold configuration, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click Gold Configuration. The Gold Configuration screen appears.

4. Click Create Gold Configuration. The Create screen appears, displaying a list of devices.
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Figure 228: Create Screen

5. Select a device from the list.

6. Click Create Gold Configuration. The Edit screen appears.

Figure 229: Edit Screen
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7. Click the tabs at the top of the screen to view the parameters for the device. Within each tab, you can also
view parameters by clicking the folders in the tree.

8. If required, select the check boxes for the configuration parameters you want to monitor. By default, all
parameters are selected.

9. If required, edit the parameters by typing your changes into the fields of the parameters.

10. If required, click Show Selected Parameter Summary to display a list of all parameters that will be included
in the gold configuration. The Selected Parameter Summary window appears, displaying the path,
parameter and value for each selected parameter.

Figure 230: Selected Parameter Summary Window

11. Click Save as Gold Configuration.

NOTE
If it is a ROX II configuration, RNMS will validate the parameters, before proceeding.

The Gold Configuration Info window appears.

Figure 231: Gold Configuration Info Window

12. In the Gold Configuration Name field, type the gold configuration name.

13. In the Comment field, type your comments about the gold configuration.

14. Click Save to save the gold configuration or click Cancel to cancel it. A message appears to confirm that the
gold configuration was saved or cancelled.
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NOTE
If there are any errors in the configuration parameters, an error message will appear and the gold
configuration will not be saved.

Section 7.9.2

Managing a Gold Configuration
You can manage your gold configurations using the Manage Gold Configuration screen, which enables you to
perform the following functions:

• Edit gold configurations.

• Delete gold configurations.

• Associate a group with a gold configuration for monitoring.

• Remove an association between a group and a gold configuration.

• Compare a gold configuration to configurations.

These functions are fully described in the sections that follow.

The Manage Gold Configuration screen provides access to these functions through use of the buttons below:

Function Description

Edit Gold Configuration Allows you to make changes to a gold configuration, including
selecting different configurations to monitor.

Delete Gold Configuration Allows you to delete a gold configuration.

Associate Group
Allows you to associate a group with a gold configuration. You can
then monitor devices in this group and compare gold configurations
to the configurations and parameters in this group.

Remove Group Association

Allows you to remove the connection between a group and a gold
configuration and a group. After removal, the group is no longer
monitored for the configurations and parameters matching the
gold configuration. Configurations in this group can no longer be
compared to the configurations in the gold configuration.

Compare Allows you to compare configurations and parameters in a group to
the configurations and parameters in a gold configuration.

Section 7.9.2.1

Editing a Gold Configuration
To edit a gold configuration, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click Gold Configuration. The Gold Configuration screen appears.

4. Click Manage Gold Configuration. The Manage screen appears, displaying a list of gold configurations.
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Figure 232: Manage Screen

5. Select a gold configuration from the list. The comments for each gold configuration appear at the top of the
screen for you to view.

If you want to associate a group with your gold configuration, see Section 7.9.2.3, “Associating a Group with
a Gold Configuration”.

6. Click Edit Gold Configuration. The Edit screen appears.
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Figure 233: Edit Screen

7. Click the tabs at the top of the screen to view the parameters for the device. Within each tab, you can also
view parameters by clicking the folders in the tree.

8. If required, select the check boxes for the configuration parameters you want to monitor. By default, all
parameters are selected.

9. If required, edit the parameters by typing your changes into the fields of the parameters.

10. If required, click Show Selected Parameter Summary to display a list of all parameters that will be included
in the gold configuration. The Selected Parameter Summary window appears, displaying the path,
parameter and value for each selected parameter.
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Figure 234: Selected Parameter Summary Window

11. Click Save as Gold Configuration.

NOTE
If it is a ROX II configuration, RNMS will validate the parameters, before proceeding.

NOTE
If a device's configurations conflict with gold configuration parameters, a message will appear,
prompting you for confirmation to continue.

The Gold Configuration Info window appears.

Figure 235: Gold Configuration Info Window

12. In the Gold Configuration Name field, type the gold configuration name. You can use the existing gold
configuration name or use a new name to save the modified gold configurations. If using the existing gold
configuration name, a message will appear, prompting you for confirmation to overwrite the saved gold
configuration.

13. In the Comment field, type your comments about the gold configuration.

14. Click Save to save the gold configuration or click Cancel to cancel it. A message appears to confirm that the
gold configuration was saved or cancelled.

NOTE
If there are any errors in the configuration parameters, an error message will appear and the gold
configuration will not be saved.
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Section 7.9.2.2

Deleting a Gold Configuration
To delete a gold configuration, do the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin > RNMS Configuration Management > Gold Configuration > Manage Gold
Configuration. The Manage Gold Configuration screen appears, displaying a list of gold configurations.

Figure 236: Manage Screen

2. Select a gold configuration from the list. The comments for each gold configuration appear at the top of the
screen for you to view.

3. Click Delete Gold Configuration. A message appears, prompting you to confirm that you want to delete the
gold configuration.

4. Click OK. The gold configuration is deleted.

Section 7.9.2.3

Associating a Group with a Gold Configuration
Before you can monitor devices for configuration changes, you must associate a group of devices with a gold
configuration.

To associate a group with a gold configuration, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.
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3. Click Gold Configuration. The Gold Configuration screen appears.

4. Click Manage Gold Configuration. The Manage screen appears, displaying a list of gold configurations.

Figure 237: Manage Screen

5. Select a gold configuration from the list. The comments for each gold configuration appear at the top of the
screen for you to view.

6. In the Available Groups list (in the bottom left portion of the screen), select a group from the list and click
Associate Group. The group is associated.

NOTE
If the devices in the group have configurations that conflict with the gold configuration, a message
will appear, prompting you for confirmation to continue. Click OK.

7. The new group name appears in the Associated Group column.

The devices in the associated group will now be monitored for configuration changes. RNMS will send you a
notification if a change in the configuration occurs. A notification message will also appear in the status bar if a
change occurs.

Section 7.9.2.4

Removing a Group Association from a Gold Configuration
To remove the connection between a group and a gold configuration, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.
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2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click Gold Configuration. The Gold Configuration screen appears.

4. Click Manage Gold Configuration. The Manage screen appears, displaying a list of gold configurations.

Figure 238: Manage Screen

5. Select a gold configuration from the list. The comments for each gold configuration appear at the top of the
screen for you to view.

6. Click Remove Group Association. A message will appear, prompting you for confirmation to continue.

7. Click OK.

8. The group name disappears from the Associated Group column.

Section 7.9.3

Comparing a Gold Configuration to Configuration Files
RNMS lets you compare configurations in a group of files. Through comparison, you can see if a configuration is
different from the configuration in the gold configuration.

NOTE
To compare configurations, groups must be already associated with the gold configurations. For more
information about associating a group with a gold configuration, see Section 7.9.2.3, “Associating a
Group with a Gold Configuration”.
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You can see a summary of differences in the configurations. You can also compare parameters and see the
differences in the values for the parameters.

To compare a Gold configuration to a group of configurations, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click Gold Configuration. The Gold Configuration screen appears.

4. Click Manage Gold Configuration. The Manage screen appears, displaying a list of gold configurations.

Figure 239: Manage Screen

5. Select a gold configuration from the list. The comments for each gold configuration appear at the top of the
screen for you to view.

6. Click Compare.

The Compare Result screen appears. The name of the gold configuration is displayed in the top left portion
of the screen.
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Figure 240: Compare Result Screen

NOTE
If the gold configuration originated from a ROS device, RNMS compares the gold configuration
to ROS devices in that group. If the gold configuration originated from a ROX II device, RNMS
compares the gold configuration to ROX II devices in that group.

7. If required, click Show Group Devices to display the list of devices being compared to the gold
configuration. You can click Hide Group Devices to hide them again.

8. Click on each tab at the top of the screen, to display the different parameters. A parameter will appear in red
text if there are devices with differently configured values for this parameter. Within each tab, you can also
display parameters by clicking the folders in the tree.

9. Select a red parameter.

10. Click Compare with Devices to see the differences in a parameter. For more information about comparing
differences in a parameter, see Section 7.9.3.1, “Comparing Differences in a Parameter”.

Or
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Click Show Summary of Differences to display a summary of the differences between configurations. For
more information about comparing differences between configurations, see Section 7.9.3.2, “Comparing
Differences between Configuration Files”.

Section 7.9.3.1

Comparing Differences in a Parameter
On the Compare Gold Configuration Result screen, click Compare with Devices to see the differences in
a parameter. A window appears, with columns showing the device name, IP Address, software version, device
family and the value for the parameter. Values that are different than the value set in the gold configuration are
highlighted in red text.

Figure 241: Compare with Devices Window

Section 7.9.3.2

Comparing Differences between Configuration Files
On the Compare Gold Configuration Result screen, click Show Summary of Differences to display a
summary of the differences between configurations. A window appears, showing the path and parameters, the
selected gold configuration and the IP Addresses of the devices. The values for each parameter are shown for
each device. Differences are highlighted in red text.

Figure 242: Summary of Differences Window

You can also export a summary of the differences between configurations to a .csv file. For more information
about this, see Section 7.9.4, “Exporting a Summary to a .csv File”.
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Section 7.9.4

Exporting a Summary to a .csv File
To export a summary of differences between configurations to a .csv file, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click Gold Configuration. The Gold Configuration screen appears.

4. Click Manage Gold Configuration. The Manage screen appears, displaying a list of gold configurations.

Figure 243: Manage Screen

5. Select a gold configuration from the list. The comments for each file appear at the top of the screen for you to
view.

6. Click Compare.

The Compare Result screen appears.

NOTE
If the gold configuration originated from a ROS device, RNMS compares the gold configuration
to ROS devices in that group. If the gold configuration originated from a ROX II device, RNMS
compares the gold configuration to ROX II devices in that group.
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Figure 244: Compare Result Screen

7. Click Show Summary of Differences to display a summary of the differences between configurations. A
window appears, showing the path and parameters, the selected gold configuration and the IP Addresses
of the devices. The values for each parameter are shown for each device. Differences are highlighted in red
text.
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Figure 245: Summary of Differences Window

8. Click Export to CSV File. The Opening diffs.csv dialog box appears.

Figure 246: Opening diffs.csv Dialog Box

9. Select Save File.

10. Click OK. The file is saved to the Downloads folder in your workstation.
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Section 7.10

Configuration Management Log File

Figure 247: Configuration Management Log File

Clicking View Log File from the Management screen (see Figure 121) opens a window containing the RNMS
Configuration Management log file, which shows all transactions related to this feature. This log lists:

• File download events

• File upload events

• Firmware upgrade events

• Gold configuration conflict events

• Errors

for all transactions performed in Configuration Management. The log is in chronological order with the latest entry
appearing at the bottom of the window.

To access the log file, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click RUGGEDCOM NMS Configuration Management. The Management screen appears.

3. Click View Log File. The Configuration Management Log File window appears.

4. View the log file.

Section 7.11

Configuration Management Daemon Parameters
RNMS uses the Configuration Management daemon to download configuration and firmware files from
RUGGEDCOM devices to the server file system for backup and maintenance.

To open and edit the default configuration file, do one of the following:

• Linux: execute ./edit_configMgtd.sh

• Windows: execute edit_configMgtd.bat
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The file edit_configMgtd.bat enables the daemon to be customized for any environment.

Take care to use the correct syntax. RNMS will reject an incorrectly specified configuration file and abort its
startup.

• archive-location – The file system path for storage of old data for RUGGEDCOM devices under management
if previously existing RUGGEDCOM devices were replaced by new ones.

• basestation-accumulated-upgrade-failure-percentage – If the overall base station upgrade failure
percentage is greater than this value, upgrades that have not yet begun will be cancelled.

• basestation-file-operation-after-wait – Wait time after base station file operation.

• basestation-file-operation-init-wait – Initial wait time for base station file operations.

• basestation-file-operation-wait-interval – Wait interval for base station file operations.

• basestation-file-transfer-after-wait – Wait time after file transfer to base station.

• basestation-file-transfer-retry-time – Retry time for base station file transfer operation.

• basestation-password – The password for base station file transfer.

• basestation-password-max-length – The maximum length of password that can be used for a base station.

• basestation-poller-interval – The SNMP poll interval for base stations.

• basestation-reboot-init-wait – Initial wait time for base station reboot.

• basestation-reboot-wait-interval – Wait interval for base station reboot.

• basestation-run-secondary-wait-interval – Wait interval between base station run secondary retries.

• basestation-sftp-session-timeout – SFTP file transfer session timeout.

• basestation-snmp-operation-interval – Wait time after successfully upgrading firmware to the base station
secondary bank.

• basestation-ssh-port-number – The SSH port number.

• basestation-timeout-operation – Timeout for base station file operations.

• basestation-timeout-reboot – Timeout for base station reboot.

• basestation-upgrade-secondary-timeout – Upgrade firmware to base station secondary bank operation
timeout.

• basestation-upgrade-thread-number – The number of threads performing a base station firmware upgrade
concurrently.

• basestation-upgrade-timeout (ms) – Timeout interval for a single base station firmware upgrade.

• basestation-upgrade-wait-interval (ms) – Wait interval for a base station firmware upgrade status check.

• bulk-upload-retries – The number of file upload retries.

• basestation-user – The user name for base station file transfer.

• config-file-location – The file system path for storage of RUGGEDCOM device files (configuration files and
firmware images).

• config-location – The location of the RNMS configuration file.

• config-poller-interval – The time, in milliseconds, between successive polling and daemon thread execution.

• cpe-accumulated-upgrade-failure-percentage – If the overall CPE upgrade failure percentage is greater
than this value, upgrades that have not yet begun will be cancelled.

• cpe-file-operation-after-wait – Wait time after file operation on CPE.

• cpe-file-operation-init-wait – Initial wait time for CPE file operations.
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• cpe-file-operation-timeout – Timeout for CPE file operations.

• cpe-file-operation-wait-interval – Wait interval for CPE file operations.

• cpe-file-transfer-after-wait – Wait time after file transfer to CPE

• cpe-file-transfer-retry-time – Retry time for CPE file transfer operation.

• cpe-password – The password for CPE SFTP file transfer.

• cpe-password-max-length – The maximum length of password that can be used for a CPE.

• cpe-poller-interval – The SNMP poll interval for CPEs.

• cpe-reboot-timeout – Timeout for CPE reboot.

• cpe-reboot-init-wait – Initial wait time for CPE reboot.

• cpe-reboot-wait-interval – Wait interval for CPE reboot.

• cpe-sftp-session-timeout – The SFTP file transfer session timeout.

• cpe-snmp-timeout – The time in milliseconds to timeout on CPE SNMP transactions.

• cpe-ssh-port-number – The SSH port number.

• cpe-upgrade-ini-file-name – The name of the upgrade INI file needed for CPE firmware upgrade.

• cpe-upgrade-secondary-timeout – Timeout for upgrade firmware to CPE secondary bank operation.

• cpe-upgrade-thread-number – The number of threads performing a CPE firmware upgrade concurrently.

• cpe-upgrade-timeout (ms) – Timeout interval for a single CPE firmware upgrade.

• cpe-upgrade-wait-interval (ms) – Wait interval for a CPE firmware upgrade status check.

• cpe-user – The user name for CPE SFTP file transfer.

• download-file-list – A list of files on a ROS device to be downloaded when a user clicks the Download Debug
info button on the user interface.

• gold-config-temp-location – The file system path for storage of temporary gold configurations.

• initial-sleep-time – The time, in milliseconds, before the polling daemon will commence after RNMS is
started. This delay allows all the components of RNMS to fully initialize before beginning to collect data from
RUGGEDCOM devices under management.

• ln-sleep – The sequence, in milliseconds, during which the Local Notification dialog checks for updates.

• ln-sound-expired – The duration, in milliseconds, of the looping sound played by the Local Notification dialog.

• main-location – The file system path for the storarg of ROS firmware image files downloaded from
RUGGEDCOM devices.

• password – The Administrator account password on RUGGEDCOM devices.

• password-length – The length of passwords generated using the Device Password Management feature.
Note that some versions of ROS impose a limit of 32 characters.

• reset-time – The time, in milliseconds, that RNMS waits after a reset before trying to re-establish
communications with the device.

• reset-time-out – The maximum amount of time during which RNMS tries to re-establish communications with
a device after issuing a Reset request. Upon timeout, RNMS declares the device unreachable.

• rox-archive-location – The ROX directory containing archive files for replaced devices.

• ros-config-management-dir – The location on the RNMS server for generic ROS configuration files.

• ros-gold-config-location – The file system path for storage of ROS gold configurations.

• ros-password-max-length – The maximum length of password that can be used for ROS.
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• rox-backuprestore-time-out – The ROX backuprestore command timeout value.

• rox-config-archive-dir – The ROX directory containing config archive files.

• rox-config-file-location – The location on the RNMS server for downloaded ROX configuration files.

• rox-config-management-dir – The location on the RNMS server for generic ROX configuration archives.

• rox-config-poller-interval – The interval for ROX configuration polling.

• rox-config-webmin-dir – The ROX directory containing Webmin archive files.

• rox-download-file-list – The file list for miscellaneous downloads (usually ROX log files).

• rox-download-misc-time-out – The timeout value for downloading miscellaneous files (usually ROX log files).

• rox-initial-config-archive-name – The initial ROX configuration archive filename.

• rox-initial-config-webmin-name – The initial webmin configuration archive filename.

• rox-nightbackup-time-out – ROX nightbackup (used to generate the nightly configuration archive) command
timeout value.

• rox-password – ROX login password for the administrative user.

• rox-password-max-length – The maximum length of password that can be used for ROX.

• rox-reboot-time-out – ROX reboot command timeout value.

• rox-srs-location – The location on the RNMS server of the ROX software repository.

• rox-srs-url – ROX software repository server URL for software upgrade.

• rox-ssh-port-number – The port number of the ROX SSH server.

• rox-upgrade-bandwidth-limit – ROX software upgrade bandwidth limit: 0-disabled, 1-8kbps, 2-16kbps,
3-32kbps, 4-64kbps, 5-128kbps, 6-256kbps, 7-512kbps, 8-1Mbps.

• rox-upgrade-time-out – ROX software upgrade command timeout value.

• rox-uploadconfig-ack-time-out – The timeout value for awaiting acknowledgement from RNMS after applying
a new configuration and restarting ROX daemons.

• rox-uploadconfig-apply-time-out – The timeout value for applying a partial configuration archive.

• rox-uploadconfig-create-time-out  – The timeout value for creating a partial configuration archive.

• rox-uploadconfig-list-time-out – The timeout value for listing subsystems of a ROX-based router.

• rox-user – The user ID to be used by RNMS for administrative access to ROX devices.

• rox-wait-reboot-time-out – The timeout value to wait to re-establish communication with ROX after a reboot
command.

• rox2-app-management-retry – The ROX II app management (installation/uninstallation) retry limit.

• rox2-app-management-exec-interval (in ms) – The time required to trigger a ROX II app management
(installation/uninstallation) process.

• rox2-app-management-wait-interval (in ms) – The interval for the ROX II app management (installation/
uninstallation) status check.

• rox2-app-management-timeout-interval (in ms) – Timeout value for ROX2 app management (installation/
uninstallation) process.

• rox2-archive-location – The directory on the RNMS server for downloaded ROX II configuration archive files.

• rox2-config-management-dir – The file system path on the RNMS server for ROX II configuration file storage.

• rox2-config-upload-download-retry – ROX II NETCONF configuration file upload/download retry limit.

• rox2-confirmed-commit-timeout – Timeout value for ROX II NETCONF confirmed-commit operation.
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• rox2-debianppc-firmware-url – ROX II firmware (PPC device) repository server URL for firmware upgrades.

• rox2-debianppc-firmware-location – ROX II firmware (PPC device) repository directory on the RNMS server.

• rox2-debian386-firmware-location – ROX II firmware (x86 device) repository directory on the RNMS server.

• rox2-debian386-firmware-url – ROX II firmware (x86 device) repository server URL for firmware upgrades.

• rox2-device-location – The directory on the RNMS server for downloaded ROX II configuration files.

• rox2-download-debug-info-location – The file system path on RNMS for storage of ROX II devices debug
information.

• rox2-feature-keys-url – ROX II feature key repository server URL for feature key installation.

• rox2-feature-keys-location – ROX II feature key repository directory on the RNMS server.

• rox2-feature-keys-retry – ROX2 feature key installation retry limit.

• rox2-gold-config-location – The file system path for storage of ROX II gold configurations.

• rox2-launch-upgrade-xml – The location of a ROX II NETCONF "launch upgrade" RPC file on the RNMS
server.

• rox2-netconf-connection-timeout – Timeout value for ROX II NETCONF connection operation.

• rox2-netconf-port-number – ROX II NETCONF server port number.

• rox2-netconf-session-timeout – Timeout value for ROX II NETCONF session.

• rox2-reboot-exec-interval – Time required to trigger the ROX II reboot process.

• rox2-reboot-timeout-interval – Timeout value for ROX II reboot process.

• rox2-reboot-wait-interval – Interval for ROX II reboot status check.

• rox2-remote-cli-location – The CLI configuration file path on a ROX II device.

• rox2-remote-logs-location – The debug log file path on a ROX II device.

• rox2-reset-xml – The location of a ROX II NETCONF "reset" RPC file on the RNMS server.

• rox2-sftp-cli-wait-interval – Interval for ROX II CLI configuration file status check.

• rox2-sftp-cli-timeout-interval – Timeout value for ROX II CLI configuration file download process.

• rox2-sftp-retry – ROX II CLI configuration file download retry limit.

• rox2-upgrade-exec-interval – Time required to trigger a ROX II firmware upgrade process.

• rox2-upgrade-progress-xml – The location of a ROX II NETCONF "upgrade status check" RPC file on the
RNMS server.

• rox2-upgrade-retry – ROX II firmware upgrade retry limit.

• rox2-upgrade-timeout-interval – Timeout value for ROX II firmware upgrade process.

• rox2-upgrade-wait-interval – Interval for ROX II firmware upgrade status check.

• sb-expired – How long (in msec) last update/error message on StatusBar stays visible.

• sb-sleep – The sequence (in msec) StatusBar checking for updates.

• snmp-timeout – The maximum time that the SNMP process thread can remain alive.

• temp-location-event – The file system path for storage of files temporarily downloaded by the Configuration
Management thread.

• temp-location-poller – The file system path for storage of files temporarily downloaded by the polling daemon
from RUGGEDCOM devices.

• temp-location-upload – The file system path for storage of files temporarily uploaded by the Configuration
Management thread.
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• threads – The number of threads that will be spawned to poll RUGGEDCOM devices.

• userId – The user ID configured as an administrator on the RUGGEDCOM devices.

• wait-time – The time in milliseconds between SNMP polls after a device is reset.

The configuration management daemon also generates a file named fileTransfer.log for auditing file
transfer history. The following is a sample of the messages in this log file:

2008-04-17 09:21:44,406 DEBUG [Configd:ConfigdEventProcessor] Transfer:  Downloaded: config-ver16.csv
 from Node: RS8000 (10.128.40.100)

 2008-04-17 09:21:56,073 DEBUG [Configd:ConfigdEventProcessor] Transfer:  Downloaded: config-ver25.csv
 from Node: RS900L New (10.128.10.207)

 2008-04-17 09:22:24,549 DEBUG [Configd:ConfigdEventProcessor] Transfer:  Downloaded: config-ver11.csv
 from Node: RS900 NMS Bottom (10.128.10.201)
 

Section 7.12

Shell Scripts and Batch Files
Several Linux shell scripts and Windows batch files have been created to support RNMS. These shell scripts are
located in /usr/share/opennms/scripts/ under Linux and in c:\ruggednms\scripts under Windows.
To run the scripts under Linux, precede the script name with "./" (e.g. ./clean_logs.sh) since the current
directory is often not in the search path. In Windows, the batch files can be run via the command processor or by
double-clicking in Windows Explorer.

Where appropriate, Windows batch files have been created that correspond to the Linux shell script. Where a
script exists in both Linux and Windows versions, they are listed as " Linux script / Windows script". In some
cases, there is no equivalent under Windows:

• add-admin-user.sh / add-admin-user.bat – Used to bring up the magic-users.properties file
for editing.

• clean_logs.sh / clean_logs.bat – Used to clean out old information from the log files.

• clear_database.sh / clear_database.bat – Used to clean out all existing data from the database.
This script should only be used when absolutely necessary as all historical data in the database will be lost.

• configure_ruggednms.sh / configure_ruggednms.bat – Should only be run when RNMS is first
installed to configure the system.

• create_java_link.sh / create_java_link.bat – Used to create a symbolic link to the latest JAVA
JDK that is installed in the system.

• edit_configmgnt.sh / edit_configmgnt.bat – Used to edit the configuration file for the Configuration
Management Daemon.

• edit_device_users.sh / edit_device_users.bat – Used to bring up the deviceusers.xml file for
editing.

• edit_discovery.sh / edit_discovery.bat – Used to bring up the discovery configuration file for
editing. Section 6.2, “Device Discovery” describes the discovery configuration parameters.

• edit_file.sh – Requires a command line parameter indicating which configuration file is to be opened for
editing.

• edit_javamail.sh / edit_javamail.bat – Used to edit the Java mail configuration file for sending
email notifications.
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• edit_postgresql.sh / edit_postgresql.bat – Used to bring up the postgresql.conf file for
editing.

• edit_snmp.sh / edit_snmp.bat – Used to edit the RNMS SNMP configuration file.

• get_logs.sh – Used to get a snapshot of the current RNMS server system log files. The file
log_files.tar.gz will be created in the /usr/share/opennms/scripts/ directory. This would typically
be used in response to a request from Siemens Support personnel to capture the log files for submission to
Siemens for debugging purposes.

• get_rosdebugkit.sh / get_ros_debugkit.bat – Archive all available ROS debug kit data acquired by
RNMS to /usr/share/opennms/scripts/ros_debugkit.tar.gz under Linux, and to c:\ruggednms
\scripts\ros_debugkit.zip under Windows.

• get_systemID.sh / get_systemID.bat – Used to get the unique System identifier for the Product
Activation Key.

• install_PAK.sh – Used to install the Product Activation key for Linux. The PAK file created by Siemens
must be in the ruggednms_scripts/ directory for installation. In Windows the PAK file should be copied to
the c:\ruggednms\etc folder.

• install_rox_firmware.sh <ROX zip filename> – Used to install a ROX firmware release to the RNMS
ROX software repository server, under Linux: /usr/share/opennms/ruggednms/debian386. Note: under
Windows, simply unzip the ROS release zip file at the location: c:\ruggednms\ruggednms\debian386.

• read_daemon_log.sh – This script must be run with a valid log file after the command to open a log file for
viewing. An example would be ./read_daemon_log.sh capsd.log.

• read_webapp_log.sh – same as script above.

• restart_postgresql.sh – Used to restart the database daemon.

• start_ruggednms.sh / start_ruggednms.bat – Used to start the RNMS application.

• status.sh / status.bat – Used to display the status of RNMS processes.

• stop_ruggednms.sh / stop_ruggednms.bat – Used to stop the RNMS application.

• start_service.bat – Used to start RNMS service (if it was installed as a service).

• stop_service.bat – Used to stop RNMS service (if it was installed as a service).

• update_env.sh / update_env.bat – This script should ONLY be run once, when the software is first
installed.
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Performance Reports

Figure 248: Reports Top-Level Screen

The Reports screen in Figure 248 links to subscreens that provide graphical information about the managed
network. There are four report subscreens, summarized in the following sections, which allow a network operator
or manager to assess the current and historical health of the network. These reports provide the tools needed to
proactively detect issues and correct them before an outage or unacceptable network latency occurs.
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Section 8.1

Resource Graphs

Figure 249: Resource Graphs

The Resource Graphs screen allows you to view SNMP data in a graphical format. The top section, Standard
Resource Performance Reports, allows you to quickly display stock reports based on node-oriented SNMP
data. For more information, see Section 8.1.1, “ Standard Reports ”. The bottom section, Custom Resource
Performance Graphs, allows you to create custom report templates that can be saved and regenerated on
demand. For more information, see Section 8.1.3, “ Creating Custom Reports ”.

Section 8.1.1

Standard Reports
Selecting a node in the Standard Resource Performance Reports section of the Resource Graphs screen and
clicking the Start button in that section displays the screen below.
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Figure 250: Standard Resource Performance Report

The standard report screen displays two sections,  SNMP Node Data  and Response Time. If Data Collection
is enabled for the node's network interfaces, a middle section,  SNMP Interface Data  also appears. For more
information on Data Collection, see Section 6.7, “Configuring SNMP Data Collection per Interface”.

Select the items of interest in each of the sections to include them in the report. Multiple items can be selected
by clicking on the desired item or clicking on the Select All button). Click on the  Submit  button at the bottom to
generate the desired graphical report. The following section presents examples of reports.
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Section 8.1.2

Example Reports

Figure 251: Example Graph of Node-Level Performance

This report (Figure 251) displays TCP performance data for the node. Clicking on a specific graph will display that
graph for further inspection as seen in Figure 252, below.
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Figure 252: Example Graph of Node-Level Performance - Individual Detail

Note that the time base may be altered for detailed evaluation by using the pull-downs at the top or by dragging
the cursor across the time period of interest on the graph itself.

Section 8.1.3

Creating Custom Reports
Selecting a node in the Custom Resource Performance Graphs  section of the Resource Graphs screen and
clicking  Start  in that section displays lists of items similar to those shown in the Section 8.1.1, “ Standard
Reports ” section for Standard Resource Performance Reports.  The difference for the custom reports is that only
one item at a time may be selected for graphical reporting. Once an item has been selected, clicking  Submit  will
bring you to the screen below (Step 2).
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Figure 253: Creating Custom Resource Graphs

This reporting mechanism allows you to select from one to four data items for analysis (left-hand column) with
your choice of display options (right-hand column). Clicking Next displays a screen prompting for the graph title
(Step 3) and the time span (Step 4) and then the custom report can be run. A bookmark may be saved for the
resulting web page containing the custom graphical report, allowing the report to be regenerated at a later time
without needing to re-specify all the items in the steps described above.

Section 8.2

KSC Reports
KSC (Key SNMP Customized) Reports allow you to create and view SNMP performance data using prefabricated
graph types. These reports provide a great deal of flexibility in time spans and graph types. KSC report
configurations may be saved, allowing you to define key reports that may be referred to at a later date. Node
reports show SNMP data for all SNMP interfaces on a node.
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Figure 254: KSC Reports

The KSC Reports screen shows KSC reports that have previously been customized and saved in the Customized
Reports section. The nodes in the system from which new KSC reports can be generated are listed in the Node
SNMP Interface Reports section. Selecting a node from this list and clicking Submit will display a default, one-
week data traffic report per interface, with options to further customize and save the report. Previously saved
Customized Reports may be viewed, modified, copied, etc. or new reports may be created in fine detail.

Section 8.3

Availability Reports
Detailed reports on the availability of devices, services, or connectivity may be generated using the Home->
Reports->Availability  screen.
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Figure 255: Availability Reports

Select the desired options from the list and click the Generate button. These reports can take some time to
generate and be very large; therefore, they are emailed in the format selected to your configured email account.

See also Section 8.4, “Sample Availability Reports”.

NOTE
Please ensure that the date chosen for the report is not in the future. Doing so will result in erroneous
data being reported.

Section 8.4

Sample Availability Reports
Figure 256 and Figure 257, below, are the first two pages of a sample PDF availability report as emailed to a
listed RNMS operator:
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Figure 256: Sample Availability Report in PDF - page 1
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Figure 257: Sample Availability Report in PDF - page 2

A sample HTML version availability report is reproduced below:

Availability Report
Generated on: October/ 22/ 2007

For period: October 01, 2006 - October 21, 2007

Support Switches
This category reflects the Switches in the Category Support Switches
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The last 12 Months Availability
The last 12 Months Availability.

Date Percentage Availability

Oct 100.00000

Nov 100.00000

Dec 100.00000

Jan 100.00000

Feb 100.00000

Mar 100.00000

Apr 100.00000

May 100.00000

Jun 100.00000

Jul 100.00000

Aug 100.00000

Sep 99.99266

The last Months Daily Availability
Daily Average of svcs monitored and availability of svcs divided by the total svc minutes (last month).

September

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

1

100.00

2

100.00

3

100.00

4

100.00

5

100.00

6

100.00

7

100.00

8

100.00

9

100.00

10

100.00

11

100.00

12

100.00

13

100.00

14

99.78

15

100.00

16

100.00

17

100.00

18

100.00

19

100.00

20

100.00

21

100.00

22

100.00

23

100.00

24

100.00

25

100.00

26

100.00

27

100.00

28

100.00

29

100.00

30

100.00

Month To Date Daily Availability

Daily Average of svc monitored and availability of svcs div by total svc minutes of month frm 1st till date.

October

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

1

100.00

2

100.00

3

100.00

4

100.00

5

100.00

6

100.00
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7

100.00

8

100.00

9

100.00

10

100.00

11

100.00

12

100.00

13

100.00

14

100.00

15

99.99

16

100.00

17

100.00

18

100.00

19

100.00

20

100.00

21

100.00

22

0.00

23

0.00

24

0.00

25

0.00

26

0.00

27

0.00

28

0.00

29

0.00

30

0.00

31

0.00

Last Months Top Offenders
This is the list of the worst available devices in the category for the last month.

Node Name Percentage Availability

2100-Main 99.99198

2100-Backup 99.99200

RS900-2 99.99306

RSG900-4 99.99311

RSG900-3 99.99317

The last 30 Days Daily Availability
Daily average of svcs and dvcs monitored and their availability divided by total mins for 30 days.

Date Percentage Availability

22 100.00000

23 100.00000

24 100.00000

25 100.00000

26 100.00000

27 100.00000

28 100.00000

29 100.00000

30 100.00000

01 100.00000

02 100.00000

03 100.00000

04 100.00000

05 100.00000

06 100.00000

07 100.00000

08 100.00000
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09 100.00000

10 100.00000

11 100.00000

12 100.00000

13 100.00000

14 100.00000

15 99.98915

16 100.00000

17 100.00000

18 100.00000

19 100.00000

20 100.00000

21 100.00000

The last 30 Days Total Availability
Average of svcs monitored and availability of svcs divided by total svc minutes of the last 30 days.

Date Percentage Availability

22 Sep, 2007 to 21 Oct, 2007 99.99963

The last Months Total Availability
Average of svcs monitored and availability of svcs divided by the total svc minutes of the month.

Date Percentage Availability

01 Sep, 2007 to 30 Sep, 2007 99.99266

Month To Date Total Availability
Average of svc monitored and availability of svcs divided by total svc minutes of month frm 1st till date.

Date Percentage Availability

01 Oct, 2007 to 21 Oct, 2007 99.99948

Last Month Top Service Outages for Telnet
Last Month Top Service Outages for Telnet

Node Name Duration Of Outage Service Lost Time

Last Month Top Service Outages for SNMP
Last Month Top Service Outages for SNMP

Node Name Duration Of Outage Service Lost Time

RSG900-4 0hrs 17 mins 51 secs 09/14/2007 04:28:48

2100-Main 0hrs 17 mins 42 secs 09/14/2007 04:28:34

RSG900-3 0hrs 17 mins 41 secs 09/14/2007 04:28:42

RS900-2 0hrs 17 mins 35 secs 09/14/2007 04:28:56
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Node Name Duration Of Outage Service Lost Time

2100-Backup 0hrs 17 mins 34 secs 09/14/2007 04:28:49

2100-Backup 0hrs 0 mins 38 secs 09/14/2007 10:23:18

2100-Main 0hrs 0 mins 37 secs 09/14/2007 10:23:12

Last Month Top Service Outages for HTTPS
Last Month Top Service Outages for HTTPS

Node Name Duration Of Outage Service Lost Time

2100-Backup 0hrs 0 mins 38 secs 09/14/2007 10:23:18

2100-Main 0hrs 0 mins 37 secs 09/14/2007 10:23:12

Last Month Top Service Outages for HTTP
Last Month Top Service Outages for HTTP

Node Name Duration Of Outage Service Lost Time

2100-Backup 0hrs 0 mins 38 secs 09/14/2007 10:23:18

2100-Main 0hrs 0 mins 37 secs 09/14/2007 10:23:12

Last Month Top Service Outages for SSH
Last Month Top Service Outages for SSH

Node Name Duration Of Outage Service Lost Time

2100-Backup 0hrs 0 mins 38 secs 09/14/2007 10:23:18

2100-Main 0hrs 0 mins 37 secs 09/14/2007 10:23:12

RS900-2 0hrs 0 mins 23 secs 09/18/2007 02:43:00

Last Month Top Service Outages for ICMP
Last Month Top Service Outages for ICMP.

Node Name Duration Of Outage Service Lost Time

2100-Backup 0hrs 0 mins 38 secs 09/14/2007 10:23:18

2100-Main 0hrs 0 mins 37 secs 09/14/2007 10:23:12
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Mapping
Section 9.1

Overview
RNMS mapping provides powerful, flexible, web browser-based mapping of network entities under RNMS
management. Mapping can automatically map and lay out a selected set of devices, save and restore custom
map views, perform live map updates, display map updates in real-time, and more.

RNMS provides the network data that mapping uses to display network nodes, links, and information. Mapping
automatically lays out nodes and links to create two types of maps: a hierarchical view, and an organic view.
Users can also modify and customize an auto-generated map, save and re-open maps, and export maps as PNG
or JPEG images.

Section 9.1.1

Mapping Features
• Customized map content, filtered by IP address and device name

• Display multiple maps simultaneously

• Two automatic node layout modes

• Home Map designation

• Save and restore network maps

• Edit and save network maps

• Node and link colors indicate node and link state

• Network links display live statistical data

• Device grouping and ungrouping

• Context-sensitive node and link controls

• Map customization options, including custom device icons

• Image export

NOTE
The Mapping feature supports Microsoft Internet Explorer and Firefox. Pop-up windows need to be
enabled for some map features to work properly. Mapping requires that the Adobe Flash Player be
installed for each web browser. The first time you launch Mapping, you may be prompted to install the
Adobe Flash player if it is not already installed. Although other versions of these web browsers may
work, the following Web browsers and Flash version have been verified as being compatible:

• Internet Explorer 10

• Firefox 17

• Adobe Flash player 11.7.700.224
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NOTE
To use RNMS mapping, you must add a DNS entry for rnms.ruggednms.info,
rnms.ruggedcom.com, or rnms.ruggedcomnms.com to your DNS server, or to the HOST file on
each RNMS user's workstation. For more information, see DNS Entries.

Section 9.2

Using RNMS Maps
NOTE
Users with limited access in RNMS (such as guests) may open mapping and load a saved map, but
cannot create new maps or save existing maps.

NOTE
When using Internet Explorer, you can open a maximum of five tabs in a browser window, if browsing
in the topology view.

Section 9.2.1

Launching RNMS Mapping
To launch mapping, click the Map link on the RNMS screen. The mapping application opens in a new browser
window (Internet Explorer) or a new browser tab (Mozilla Firefox).
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Figure 258: New Mapping Session

Click one of the following buttons to create a new map, or open a previously saved map:

•
 Creates a new map. This button appears for administrative users only.

•
 Opens a previously saved map.

Section 9.2.2

Creating a New Map
To create a new map, click the  Create New Map button. The Figure 259 appears.
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Figure 259: Create New Map Dialog Box

Set the parameters for the new map in the following fields:

Parameter Description

IP Filter Type an IPv4 address, in dotted decimal notation. Only devices under RNMS management
with IP addresses in the specified range will appear in the map. Use the “*” character as a
wildcard to represent all numbers from 0 to 255.

For example: setting the IP Filter as 10.100.*.* selects all devices in the range of addresses
beginning with 10.100.

Label Filter Type a string with or without wildcard characters. Only devices with matching names in
RNMS will appear in the map.

To match an exact name, type the name in this field. To match a pattern, use the “%”
character as a wildcard.

For example: %switch% matches “my_switch”, “switch_123”, and “switch”, but not “sw” or
“swt”.

Node Filter Type a string that is an exact match for a device name or IP address. Only devices exactly
matching the search criterion, and their linked devices, will appear in the map. Pattern
matches are not supported. The search criteria in the Node Filter does not need to match
the IP Filter and the Label Filter.

For example: switch_123 matches switch_123, but not switch_1234; 10.100.10.111 matches
10.100.10.111, but not 10.100.10.112

Click Create Map. RNMS creates a map of RNMS-managed devices matching your criteria.
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Figure 260: An RNMS Map

NOTE
If a device has multiple interfaces, the IP Filter applies to all addresses for the device. A device's
primary IP address is the one RNMS used to discover the device. Other addresses for the device are
discovered using SNMP.

RNMS retains the filter criteria set in the Figure 259 and applies it to new devices discovered by RNMS after you
create the new map.

If RNMS has not yet fully discovered the network, new nodes are added to the map in random order as they are

discovered. To automatically lay out newly discovered or manually relocated nodes, use the  Refresh
Map and Recalculate layout control to change the map layout. See Refreshing a Map.

Section 9.2.3

Navigating a Map
Mapping provides several controls for navigating through your map. You can move the map with the Navigation
Panel, move the map by clicking on it and dragging it, and zoom in and out of the map.

Section 9.2.3.1

Using the Navigation Panel
The Navigation Panel presents a small-scale view of the entire map. The grey box indicates the portion of the
map currently displayed on the screen:
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Figure 261: The Navigation Panel

To move through your map, click on the grey box and drag it within the navigation panel.

The Navigation Panel appears when you create or open a map. To hide or display the Navigation Panel, click the

 Navigation Panel button.

NOTE
The Navigation Panel does not appear when viewing a map in full-screen mode.

Section 9.2.3.2

Using the Move Tool

Use the  Move tool to move through the map by clicking on the map and dragging it on the screen.

To move the map by clicking on it and dragging it, click the  Move button. Click on the map and drag it on the
screen.

When you are finished moving the map, click the  Edit button.

Section 9.2.3.3

Zooming In and Zooming Out

Use the  Zoom In,  Navigation Out,  Zoom Fit, and  Full Screen buttons to enlarge and
reduce the map on the screen.

To zoom in on the center of the display area, click the  Zoom In button.

To zoom out from the center of the display area, click the  Zoom Out button.

To fit the map to the display area, click the  Zoom Fit button.

To switch to full-screen mode, click the  Full Screen button. To return to the normal screen mode, press Esc
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NOTE
You can also use the mouse scroll wheel to zoom in and zoom out. Using the scroll wheel zooms in or
out from the center of the display area. Pressing the CTRL key while using the scroll wheel zooms in to
or out from the current cursor location.

Section 9.2.4

Refreshing a Map
Refreshing a map synchronizes the map with data from the RNMS server, updating device and link status
information on the map. The map automatically updates itself in real time with data from the RNMS server, so
manually refreshing the map is usually not necessary. It is recommended that you refresh the map only when you
suspect that the map is out of sync with the RNMS server.

To refresh the map, do either of the following:

• click the Synchronize button. Synchronizing the map updates the map with data from RNMS, but does
not redraw the map.

• select a map layout from the Refresh Map and Recalculate layout control. This updates the map
with data from RNMS and redraws the map.

Section 9.2.5

Saving a Map
After creating a map, administrative users can save the map to the RNMS server. It is strongly recommended you
save your map after making any changes to its layout. Saved maps can be opened by any RNMS user.

To save the map, click the  Save Map button. The Figure 262 appears.

Figure 262: Save Map Dialog Box

In the Map Name field, type a name for the map.

Click Save Map.

For instructions on how to delete saved maps, see Managing Map Files on the RNMS Server.

NOTE
If a map with the same name already exists on the RNMS server, RNMS prompts you to confirm that
you want to replace the existing map.
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IMPORTANT!
If you save a map with the default name of “New Map”, saving a second map with the default name
“New Map” overwrites the existing map without warning.

Section 9.2.6

Opening a Saved Map
To load a saved map, click the  Load Map button. The Figure 263 appears.

Figure 263: Load Saved Map Dialog Box

From the Map Name list, select a map.

Click Select.
RNMS opens the selected map and synchronizes the map with the current RNMS network data.

Section 9.2.7

Setting a Home Map
Each user can specify a “home map”. RNMS automatically opens and displays your home map when you log in.
Only a saved map can be set as your home map. Home maps are associated with your RNMS user credentials. If
two users log in with the same credentials, both will see the same home map.

To set a home map, you must first save a map. See Opening a Saved Map.

Click the  Configuration button. The Figure 264 appears.

Figure 264: General Configuration Dialog Box

Select the Set this map as home screen checkbox and click OK.
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Section 9.3

Working with Maps

Section 9.3.1

Map Layout
RNMS features two types of map layout: Organic and Hierarchical. Each layout presents RNMS device data
using mathematical data graphing techniques. The map layouts do not attempt to present a representation of the
physical arrangement or location of your network equipment.

Section 9.3.1.1

Organic Layout
Organic layouts show a free-form and balanced schematic view of your device data. Organic layouts can illustrate
clusters and relative relationships between network nodes.

Figure 265: Organic Layout
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NOTE
RNMS automatically determines the most efficient way to display the map, so the map may change
each time it is created or refreshed. Synchronizing the map with the RNMS server does not change the
map layout.

Section 9.3.1.2

Hierarchical Layout
Hierarchical layouts show an arbitrarily structured schematic view of your device data. Hierarchical views arrange
nodes in distinct levels, roughly based on the number of nodes and their links.

Figure 266: Hierarchical Layout

NOTE
RNMS automatically determines the most efficient way to display the map, so the map may change
each time it is created or refreshed. Synchronizing the map with the RNMS server does not change the
map layout.

Section 9.3.2

Map Tools
Use the buttons on the map toolbar to view and work with your map. To view a description of each button, hover
the cursor over the button.

When you first launch the mapping application, only two buttons are available:  New and  Open. After
creating or opening a map, the toolbar contains all of the map tools.
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Figure 267: Map Toolbar

Button Description

New Map
Creates a new map. This button appears for administrative users
only. See Section 9.2.2, “Creating a New Map”.

Load Map
Loads an existing map saved on the RNMS server. See
Section 9.2.6, “Opening a Saved Map”.

Save Map
Saves a map. This button appears for administrative users only. See
Section 9.2.5, “Saving a Map”.

Export
Exports the current map as a PNG or JPG image. See
Section 9.5.2, “Exporting Maps”.

Find Device
Finds a device based on its visible name and locates it in the center
of the screen. See Section 9.3.3, “Searching the Map”.

Group
Groups selected devices into a single object. See Section 9.3.8,
“Working with Groups”.

Ungroup
Ungroups a selected group of devices. See Section 9.3.8, “Working
with Groups”.

Fold / Unfold
Collapses or expands a selected group of devices. See
Section 9.3.8, “Working with Groups”.

Add Devices
Adds an additional IP Filter and shows additional devices on the
existing map. See Section 9.3.7, “Working with Devices”.

Synchronize
Synchronizes the map with data from the RNMS server. See
Section 9.2.4, “Refreshing a Map”.

Configuration
Displays a dialog box where you can set the mapping application to
automatically update maps from RNMS data, and where you can set
the current map as your home map. See Section 9.2.7, “Setting a
Home Map”.

About
Displays the mapping application version and support information.

Help
Displays the mapping application online help in a new browser
window.

Full Screen
Switches the map to full-screen mode. In full screen mode, the map
hides the navigation panel and toolbar, and keyboard shortcuts are
disabled. To exit from Full Screen mode, press Esc.

Navigation Panel
Displays or hides the grey navigation panel at the top-left of the
map. To move the network map around in the screen, click and drag
inside the navigation panel.

Magnifier
Displays or hides a circular region on the map that enlarges objects
on the map. Move the magnifier over the map to inspect objects on

the map. To work with other tools, click the  Magnifier button
again to close the magnifier.

Move Tool
Allows you to reposition the map by clicking and dragging on the
map itself.

Edit Tool
Allows you to select and manipulate nodes and links on the map.
To select a node or link, click on the object. To move a node or link,
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Button Description

click and drag the object. To select multiple objects, click and drag to
draw a bounding box around the objects.

Enter Group
Displays the contents of a group of nodes. Select a group of objects

and click  Enter Group; a map of the objects in the group
appears. For more information on group and working with grouped
objects, see Section 9.3.8, “Working with Groups”.

Leave Group
Returns to the main map from a map of objects within a group. After

entering a group, click  Leave Group; the main map appears.
For more information on group and working with grouped objects,
see Section 9.3.8, “Working with Groups”.

Zoom In
Zooms in on the map. You can also zoom in and out of the map with
the mouse scroll wheel:

• Using the mouse scroll wheel zooms in towards the center of the
map.

• Pressing and holding CTRL and using the mouse scroll wheel
zooms in towards current cursor position.

Zoom Out
Zooms out from the map. You can also zoom out from the map with
the mouse scroll wheel.

Zoom Fit
Fits the map to the size available in the browser window.

Refresh Map and Recalculate layout
Displays the map in Organic or Hierarchical mode. See
Section 9.3.1, “Map Layout”.

Hide
Hides selected items on the map. You can also hide items by
selecting them and pressing the Delete key. You are not allowed to
hide groups.

Show Shows items on the map that have been hidden with the 
Hide button.

Bandwidth
Shows and hides link labels. To display graphical labels, select
Graphical. To display text labels, select Textual. To hide link
labels, select None. For more information on link labels, see
Section 9.3.5.2, “Graphical Labels” and Section 9.3.5.3, “Textual
Labels”.

Section 9.3.3

Searching the Map
You can locate devices in the map by searching for text in the device label. To search for devices, use the search

field and  Find Device button:

Figure 268: Search Field and Find Device Button

Type a value in the search field and click  Find Device. RNMS locates the first item containing the search
text in its label and centers the map on the object.
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NOTE
RNMS searches for any instance of your search text in the device label. For example, searching for the
term “switch” matches “switch101” and “ip-192.168.0.50-switch”.

Click  Find Device again to find the next matching item. After all items have been found, RNMS displays a
message indicating that the search is complete:

Figure 269: Search Complete Message

Find Device does not search inside of collapsed object groups. To search the entire map, first expand all object
groups. You can also search within an object group by entering the group and then performing a search.

Section 9.3.4

Nodes
Nodes on the map represent network devices, such as routers, switches, and other equipment. Nodes provide
information about each device and its status with an icon, a label and a background color.

Section 9.3.4.1

Standard Device Icons
Icons indicate the type of equipment present on the network. The following are the default RNMS mapping icons:

Table: Standard Device Icons

Icon Type of Device

51

RX1500-Series

5

RX5000-Series

RUGGEDCOM Media Converter
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Icon Type of Device

RNMS

RuggedMAX Base Station

RuggedMAX Subscriber Unit

RUGGEDCOM ROX Router

II

RUGGEDCOM ROX II Router

RUGGEDCOM Switch

WI FI

RUGGEDCOM Wireless Switch

RUGGEDCOM Serial Server

Default Device

Spanning Tree Protocol Root

For more information on Spanning Tree Protocol Root nodes, see Section 9.3.4.2, “About Spanning
Tree Protocol (STP) Root Nodes”.
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Icon Type of Device

Client with Microsoft Windows operating system

Client with Linux operating system

NOTE
The device icon is determined by the device's object identifier (OID). For information OIDs and their
associated icons, see Section 9.7, “System OIDs And Associated Device Icons”.

You can change the icons for nodes in the map. For instructions, see Section 9.3.7, “Working with
Devices”.

Section 9.3.4.2

About Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) Root Nodes
A Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) root node is shown on the map with the following icon:

Figure 270: STP Root Icon

When the STP root migrates to another device, the node's icon changes back to the default icon and the newly
discovered STP root node is shown as the STP root icon. If the STP root device is disconnected and a new
STP root node is discovered, it is possible for two the nodes to be shown as STP roots. This occurs because
RNMS is unable to retrieve STP information from a disconnected node. By default, the map shows the latest STP
information.

If an STP root device is down and RNMS finds a new STP root in the mapped range, RNMS displays two STP
root nodes, one with red status and one with green status. This situation is resolved when connection to a device
is restored or when the device is deleted from the map.

Section 9.3.4.3

Icon Status
A node's background color indicates the node's status.

Node background colors and the thresholds for triggering changes to node status are all configured in the
{installed folder}\etc\netmap-config.xml file on the RNMS server. For information on the mapping
configuration file, see Section 9.6, “Mapping Configuration Parameters”.
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Table: Icon Status

Background Color Description

New Node

A blue glow indicates a newly discovered node. Hovering over the node displays a message indicating
that this is a new mode and that acknowledgement is required.

“New Node” status prevents a node icon from showing any status indication, including “Node Down”,
until the node is acknowledged. New node acknowledgement can be done individually from the map or
in bulk from the RNMS Figure 32 screen.

Node Down

A red glow indicates a device that is down. Hovering over the node displays the device status.

Node has Outstanding Notifications (Warning)

A yellow indicates that the node has outstanding RNMS notifications. Hovering over the node displays
the number of outstanding notifications and system uptime received from a recent scan. When all node
notifications are cleared, the icon status changes to green.

Node Up (No notifications)

A green glow indicates normal device status. Hovering over the node displays the device stations and
system uptime received from a recent scan.

Section 9.3.4.4

Labels
RNMS labels each node with the Node Label defined in RNMS. When you search a map, the search operates on
the label text for each node.

On the Change Node Label screen in RNMS , you can manually define a Node Label, or allow RNMS to
automatically set the label. If SNMP is enabled on a device, RNMS sets the label for the devices based on
information retrieved from the device. If SNMP is not enabled on a device, RNMS labels the device with its IP
address. If a domain name server is available, RNMS will perform a reverse lookup on the IP address and label
the device with a domain name.

Section 9.3.5

Links
Connections between nodes on the map represent links between devices. The link lines convey connection
status and can display network traffic between devices. Links provide information with line color, graphical labels,
textual labels, and tooltips.

Section 9.3.5.1

Link Colors
Link status is updated between devices when at least one device supports a standard interface MIB. Link status
can be detected through regular scans, or by a trap if SNMP traps are configured on the device. If SNMP is not
configured on the device, then the link status may not be known. The link status may depend upon the SNMP
configuration of adjacent devices.

Link status is indicated by the color of the link.
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Link colors indicate the following conditions:

Link Color/Condition Description

Red — Link Down

Indicates that the link between devices is down. This can be
detected with a trap if SNMP on the device is configured, or through
a regular scan. Even if SNMP on the device is configured properly,
the trap can be lost, so RNMS periodically rescans the network to
detect such outages.

Amber (yellow) — Blocking Link Indicates that the link does not transfer any data (reserved link).

Green — Link Up Indicates that the link is fully functional.

Blue— Link Event Indicates that there is a Network Monitor event.

Link colors can configured in the {installed folder}\etc\netmap-config.xml file on the RNMS server.
For information on the mapping configuration file, see Section 9.6, “Mapping Configuration Parameters”.

Section 9.3.5.2

Graphical Labels
Graphical link labels display the bandwidth utilization between the ports of each device. For the map to display
this information, devices must have SNMP enabled.

Link labels are displayed only when a link has a status of “Link Up” and the database contains information for
calculating the bandwidth utilization. Graphical labels can display bandwidth usage between 0.00001% to 100%
of the port's capacity. Bandwidth usage below 0.00001% of the port's capacity will not appear in the label. The
bandwidth utilization parameter is calculated dynamically in RNMS, at 5 minute intervals, for all devices that
provide the required information via SNMP. This polling period can be configured; see Section 9.8, “Datafeeder
Polling Period Configuration”.

To display graphical link labels, select Graphical from the Bandwidth list on the map toolbar. Graphical labels
appear on the map:

Figure 271: Link Label

In this example, the label is read as follows:

• At port 1, outgoing bandwidth is 44% and incoming bandwidth is 88%

• At port 2, outgoing bandwidth is 88% and incoming bandwidth is 44%

The numbers at the left and right of the label show the SNMP Interface Index (ifIndex) values for the connected
ports, if they are known. To view the interface name and other information about the link, hover over the graphical
label. For more information, see Section 9.3.5.4, “Link Tooltips”.

The colors and numbers in the middle of the label indicate the bandwidth utilization. When a link is down, the link
label is not displayed.

The colours indicate bandwidth usage thresholds:

• Green — indicates 0% to less than 10% usage

• Yellow — indicates 10% to less than 20% usage

• Red — indicates 20% or higher usage
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For very low utilization levels, the graphical labels display bandwidth usage as follows:

• For usage lower than 0.00001%, the label shows 0%

• For usage greater than 0.00001% but less than 0.01%, the label displays a “low” indication:

Figure 272: Link Label indicating very low usage

• For usage greater than 0.01%, the labels shows the usage percentage in each direction, as shown in Figure
271.

The bandwidth utilization colors and thresholds can be configured in the {installed folder}\etc\netmap-
config.xml file on the RNMS server. For information on the mapping configuration file, see Section 9.6,
“Mapping Configuration Parameters”.

To hide the link labels, select None from the Bandwidth list on the map toolbar.

Section 9.3.5.3

Textual Labels
To display textual link labels, select Textual from the Bandwidth list on the map toolbar.

Textual labels display the highest current bandwidth utilization and its direction. For example, the following label:

[ < 22% ]

indicates that bandwidth usage on the link is highest in the direction indicated by the < character and is currently
22% of the total link capacity.

In this example, the following label:

[ > 0% < ]

indicates that the bandwidth usage is 0 (zero) and is equal in both directions.

Textual labels can display bandwidth usage between 0.00001% to 100% of the port's capacity. Bandwidth usage
below 0.00001% of the port's capacity will not appear in the label.

Textual labels display very low bandwidth usage as follows:

• For usage less than 0.00001%, the label shows 0%

• For usage greater than 0.00001% but less than 0.01%, the label shows <low

• For usage greater than 0.01%, the labels shows the usage percentage.

If a link on the map knows the speed of the physical line between devices, it changes its width according to the
configuration for visualizing link speed. For information on configuring this option, see Section 9.6, “Mapping
Configuration Parameters”.

Section 9.3.5.4

Link Tooltips
A link tooltip appears when you hover the cursor over a link. By default, the tooltip contains link speed, port
number and interface name, bandwidth usage, and link type information.
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Figure 273: Link Tooltip

Section 9.3.6

Network Monitor Usage Gauge
The Network Monitor gauge displays the overall usage of network bandwidth. When enabled, it appears as a
graphical gauge at the upper right corner of the map. The gauge displays the percentage of network bandwidth
currently in use as a numeric value and as a dial graphic.

Figure 274: Map with Usage Gauge
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To show or hide the gauge on the map, click the  Configuration button. The Figure 264 appears.

Select or clear the Enable netmon gauge checkbox to show or hide the gauge, and then click OK.

Three different gauge background colors indicate three ranges of network bandwidth use:

• Green Zone: Bandwidth usage is less than 30%

• Yellow Zone: Bandwidth usage is greater than or equal to 30% and less than or equal to 60%

• Red Zone: Bandwidth usage is greater than 60%

When bandwidth usage crosses the usage range thresholds, RNMS generates a warning notification. For more
information on notifications, see Chapter 5, Events, Alarms and Notifications. For more information on network
monitoring, see Chapter 11, Network Monitor.

You can configure the thresholds for each usage range. To configure the gauge, navigate to the Home > Admin
> Manage Network Monitor > Configure Network Monitor (see Section 11.2.2, “Configuring Network Monitor”).

Configure the gauge settings in the Utilization gauge yellow zone and Utilization gauge red zone fields.

Section 9.3.7

Working with Devices
You can change the position of devices by clicking and dragging them on the map. You can also view device
information and perform other actions with devices by right-clicking on a device and selecting a menu option.

To select a device on the map, click on the device. With the device selected, you can now click and drag the
device to position it on the map.

Section 9.3.7.1

Device Menu
You can view device information and perform other functions with devices on the map. To perform actions with a
device, right-click on the device. The device content menu appears:

Figure 275: Device Content Menu
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Menu Description

Acknowledge notifications Displays the Home > Notices > Lists screen, with filters in place to
show only outstanding notifications for the selected device node.

View events Displays the Home > Events > Lists screen, with filters in place to
show only outstanding events for the selected device node.

Open device detail page Displays the Home > Search > Node  screen, from where you can
view detailed information about the device.

Open admin menu Displays the Home > Admin > Node Management screen, from
where you can view the device's Admin screens.

Change device label Displays the Home > Admin > Change Node Label screen, where
you can modify the node's label.

Show assets info Displays the Home > Assets > Modify screen, where you can
review and edit device asset information.

Show available reports Displays the Home > Reports > Resource Graphs > Choose
screen, where you can review available reports.

Configure monitored services Displays the Home > Admin > Manage/Unmanage Interfaces
screen, where you can configure the device services.

Ping Displays a dialog box from where you can ping the device.

Figure 276: Ping Dialog Box

Traceroute Displays a dialog box from where you can execute the “traceroute”
command on the device.
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Menu Description

Figure 277: Traceroute Dialog Box

HTTP to device Displays the device management interface in a new browser
window.

Change Icon Displays the Figure 278, where you can select a new icon for the
device.

Figure 278: Change Device Icon Dialog Box

Mapping supports the use of custom icons. Custom icons must be
saved in the {installed folder}\ruggednms\netmap\icons
directory on the RNMS server.

Supported file formats are PNG and JPEG. Recommended image
dimensions are 120 pixels wide × 250 pixels in height.

When icons are added to the {installed folder}\ruggednms
\netmap\icons directory, their filenames appears in the list on the
Figure 278.

Section 9.3.8

Working with Groups
You can group multiple devices into a single object on the map. Use grouping to help organize complex maps.

To work with a group on the map, click on the group to select it. After selecting the group, you can perform
actions on the group. Groups can be used on multiple maps and throughout the RNMS system.

NOTE
You are not allowed to hide groups (using the  Hide button).
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Section 9.3.8.1

Creating a Group

To create a group, click  Edit and click and drag to select multiple objects. With the objects selected, click

 Group. The Assign to Logic Group dialog box appears.

Figure 279: Assign to Logic Group Dialog Box

In the Group Name box, type a name for the group or click the arrow to select an existing group from the list to
add the devices to.

Click OK. The group collapses into a single icon. The name of the group is displayed underneath the icon. To
avoid confusion among group names, all group names appear in lowercase letters (not uppercase letters) even if
they were typed in uppercase letters.

Figure 280: Device Group Icon

The group icon displays the status of the entire group in the same manner as for an individual node. For
information on node status indications, see Icon Status. The map displays the worst status indication of all nodes
in the group as the status of the entire node. For example, if one device in a group is down, the status of the
entire group is shown as “Node Down”.

Section 9.3.8.2

Folding and Unfolding a Group

To expand the group, click on the group icon and select  Fold / Unfold. The device unfolds and a blue
background behind the objects indicates that they are grouped together:

Figure 281: Grouped Devices
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To collapse the grouped objects back into a single icon, click on the group's blue background and select 
Fold / Unfold. The group collapses into a single icon:

Figure 282: Device Group Icon

Section 9.3.8.3

Ungrouping a Group

To ungroup a group of objects, select the group and click  Ungroup.

To ungroup individual objects within a group, make sure the group is unfolded first (for more information about
unfolding groups, see Section 9.3.8.2, “Folding and Unfolding a Group”). Select an object in the group and click

 Ungroup.

Section 9.3.8.4

Viewing a Map of Objects Within a Group
There are two ways to view a map of objects within a group. You can use the group filter dialog box to access a
group by clicking on the group name. You can also access a group by using the buttons on the map toolbar.

Accessing Objects Within a Group Using the Group Filter
It is possible to view a map that is filtered to show only the objects within one group, using the Group Filter dialog
box. To filter a map, click on the Filter tab located at the right, center edge of the map.

Figure 283: Filter Tab

The Filter dialog box opens.
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Figure 284: Filter Dialog Box

Click on a group name in the list. The screen focuses on the selected group. A map of the objects within the
group appears and all other groups are hidden from view.

Figure 285: Separate Grouped View

To return to the regular map view, click Clear.
To hide the Group Filter dialog box, click on the Filter tab. The dialog box disappears from view.

Accessing Objects Within a Group from the Toolbar
From the main map, to view a map of just the objects within a group, select a group and click Enter Group.
A map of the objects within the group appears:

Figure 286: Separate Grouped View
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To return to the main map, click Leave Group.

Section 9.3.8.5

Creating a Supergroup
Multiple groups can be added together to create a larger group or "supergroup". To create a supergroup, do the
following. Select the collapsed group icons and then, on the toolbar, click Group. When prompted, name the new
group. A new group appears on the map, containing the selected groups.

The new group still contains both groups, which means that all groups can still be referenced. For example, if
Group 3 contains Group 1 and Group 2, you can still search for or discover Groups 1, 2 and 3.

Section 9.3.8.6

Dividing a Group into Subgroups
To divide a large group into separate, smaller groups, do the following. On the toolbar, click Fold/Unfold to
expand the group. Select devices from the group and then, on the toolbar, click Group. When prompted, name
the new group. A new group appears on the map, containing the selected devices. The original group with the
remaining devices also still exists on the map.

Section 9.3.8.7

Map Synchronization on Multiple Opened Maps
When two maps are opened at the same time, changes to a group on one map affect changes to the same group
on the other map. The maps will synchronize with each other.

Section 9.3.8.8

Limitations of Groups
• One device can only belong to one immediate group in the RNMS system, however, a device can be

referenced by any supergroups of its immediate group. Assigning a device to a different group will remove it
from its current group.

• The key word, ungrouped, cannot be used as a custom group name. If you do so, the device will be removed
from its current group and become ungrouped.
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Section 9.4

Working with Links

Section 9.4.1

Creating Manual Links
If RNMS cannot discover the link between devices, you can create the link manually by dragging a line between
two devices. To view status information on manual links, SNMP must be enabled on at least one manually linked
device, and the device must support the standard MIB-2 MIBs.

A manual link can be managed or unmanaged. A managed link will show bandwidth utilization data if the device
MIBs support it. An unmanaged link does not show link status or bandwidth utilization data.

To create an unmanaged link, click  Edit and click and drag between two devices. The link appears as a
black line. The link is temporary at this point. To save the link, save the map. See Section 9.2.5, “Saving a Map”.

To configure a manual link so that it will receive status updates, right-click on the link and select Configure
Manual Link. The Figure 287 appears.

Figure 287: Manual Link Configuration Dialog Box

In the Port # fields, set the ifIndex of the device's management port. The ifIndex can be found on the RNMS
Node details screen for the device.

After setting the port information, click OK.

To reconfigure a configured manual link, delete the link and re-create it.

To delete a manual link, select the link by clicking on the edge of the link and press the Delete key.

NOTE
There is no validation on the port number for devices that do not support SNMP.

Section 9.4.2

Notes on Manipulating Links
To select a link, click on the link close to its beginning or end. Clicking on the center of the link might select an
invisible bandwidth utilization label.

When several nodes are grouped and folded, some links extending from the group can overlap each other. Such
links can be adjusted manually by “bending” the link or refreshing the map. To bend a link, click and drag on the
link.
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Section 9.5

Managing Maps

Section 9.5.1

Changing the Map Background
You can set an image to use as the map background and change the map background colour. Save the
background images that you want to use on the RNMS server in the {installed folder}\ruggednms
\netmap\images directory. Standard image formats (.jpg, .png, .gif etc.) are acceptable.

NOTE
Background images need to be resized to fit your map before you save them on the server. The size of
the background image cannot be bigger than the size of the map.

To change the map background, right-click on the map and select Set Map Background. The Figure 288
appears.

Figure 288: Set Background Dialog Box

From the Image list, select an image to use as the map background. To set a background color, click the color
picker and select a color.

Figure 289: Setting the Map Background Color

Click OK. RNMS updates the map with the selected background settings.
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Section 9.5.2

Exporting Maps
You can export a map to a PNG or JPG image file. To export a map, click the  Export button. The
Figure 290 appears.

Figure 290: Export Image Dialog Box

Set the export options. To keep the map and background images proportional in size, select the Maintain
Current Map Proportion box. Click OK. The web browser prompts you to select a location in which to save the
exported map.

Section 9.5.3

Managing Map Files on the RNMS Server
When you save a map, the map is saved on the RNMS server in the {installed folder}\ruggednms
\netmap\maps directory. RNMS creates two files for each map:

• a .graphml file
• a .xml file
For example, when a user saves a map named “Network01”, RNMS creates the following files in the
{installed folder}\ruggednms\netmap\maps directory:

• Network01.graphml

• Network01.xml

When backing up or deleting the saved map files, be sure to back up or delete both the .graphml and .xml files
for each map.

Section 9.6

Mapping Configuration Parameters
The file netmap-config.xml contains the mapping parameters:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<netmap-configuration>
<butil_threshold>
<butil color="green" threshold="0.0"/>
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<butil color="yellow" threshold="10"/>
<butil color="red" threshold="20"/>
</butil_threshold>
<link_styles>
<link ltype="10000000" width="2.0"/>
<link ltype="100000000" width="4.0"/>
<link ltype="1000000000" width="6.0"/>
<link ltype="up" width="0" style="green"/>
<link ltype="down" width="0" style="red"/>
<link ltype="blocking" width="0" style="haloorange"/>
<link ltype="new" width="0" style="haloblue"/>
<link ltype="netmon" width="0" style="haloblue"/>
</link_styles>
<params>
<param name="animation" value="false"/>
<param name="node-filter-update-timer" value="900000"/>
<param name="auto-delete-node" value="false"/>

</params>
</netmap-configuration>

Table: Mapping Parameters in netmap-config.xml

Parameter Comment

butil_threshold Set of thresholds for bandwidth utilization

butil <color> <threshold> Specific bandwidth utilization threshold. "threshold" parameter
indicates % and "color" indicates label color when bandwidth
utilization exceeds given threshold

link <ltype> <width> <style> Link visualization parameter. "ltype" indicates link speed OR link
status. "width" parameter specify the line width in dots for zero
zooming and style (optional) the line color

param <animation> Enable (true) or disable (false) animation. Default is false

param <node-filter-update-timer> For node filter aging of new auto-added devices. Default: 900000
milliseconds

param <auto-delete-node> When set to true, deletes connected node from map when link ages
out and if node filter is applied. Default: false.

Section 9.7

System OIDs And Associated Device Icons
The registered RUGGEDCOM OID is .1.3.6.1.4.1.15004. The device OID suffixes from the table below are
appended to the RUGGEDCOM OID.

Table: RUGGEDCOM Device Object Identifiers and Map Icons

Device Group Device System OID suffix Icon Name Icon

Switches .2.1 switch

RUGGEDCOM Access Point .2.10 rugged_air WI FI
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Device Group Device System OID suffix Icon Name Icon

Serial Servers .2.2 serial_server

Media Converters .2.3 media_converter

ROX-based Routers .2.4.*

RX1000 models (ROX) .2.4.1

RX1100 models(ROX) .2.4.2

router

RX5000 .2.5.*

.2.5.1
5000 model (ROX II)

.2.5.2

ucp_5000 5
RuggedMAX .2.6.*

RuggedMAX Base Station .2.6.1

RuggedMAX Base Station .2.6.2

rmax_base

RuggedMAX .2.7.*

RuggedMAX CPE .2.7.1

RuggedMAX CPE .2.7.2

RuggedMAX CPE .2.7.3

rmax_cpe

RX1500 .2.8.*

.2.8.1

.2.8.2

.2.8.11

.2.8.12

RX1500 models

.2.8.13

ucp_1500
51

RX1000 models (ROX II) .2.9.1

RX1100 models (ROX II) .2.9.2
rox2_router

II

RNMS nms

Obsolete router .3.1 router
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Section 9.8

Datafeeder Polling Period Configuration
RNMS updates map link labels at the snmp_poll_interval interval set in the {installed folder}\etc
\datafeeder-config.xml:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<datafeeder-configuration 
max_threads="10"
initial_sleep_time="60000" 
snmp_poll_interval="300000"
butil="true"
low="0.00001"
/>

The default snmp_poll_interval interval is 300000 milliseconds (5 minutes).

NOTE
Reducing the snmp_poll_interval interval may affect system performance, and should be done with
caution.

Section 9.9

DNS Entries
To use RNMS mapping, you must add a DNS entry for rnms.ruggednms.info, rnms.ruggedcom.com, or
rnms.ruggedcomnms.com to your DNS server, or to the HOST file on each RNMS user's workstation.

To make changes to the HOST file on Windows 7 or Windows Server 2008, you must edit the file using
administrator user privileges.

The HOST file is located in Windows\System32\drivers\etc. Open the file with a text editor. At the end of the
file, add a new line and one of the following entries:

nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn rnms.ruggednms.info #RuggedNMS Server

nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn rnms.ruggedcom.com #RuggedNMS Server

nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn rnms.ruggedcomnms.com #RuggedNMS Server

- where nnn.nnn.nnn.nnn is the IP address of your RNMS server.

For instructions on how to add a DNS entry to your DNS server, refer to your DNS server documentation.

Section 9.10

Troubleshooting

Section 9.10.1

Handling Server Disconnections
The mapping application can detect when a connection with the RNMS server is lost. When disconnection is
detected (due to server restart or losing connectivity), an error message appears:
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Figure 291: Disconnect Error Dialog Box

Click “OK” to return to the RNMS login screen.

Section 9.10.2

Opening Multiple Maps
You can open multiple maps from the RNMS web interface. In Internet Explorer, each mapping instance runs
in a new browser window. In Mozilla Firefox, each mapping instance runs in a new browser tab. Each mapping
instance runs independently, with its own messaging subsystem.
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Geographical Mapping
Section 10.1

Overview
Use Geographical Mapping to create maps showing the physical location of your RuggedMAX base stations. On
the map, you can view general base station status information and follow links to more detailed information.

To create a map, you upload a map image to the RNMS server and then locate your base stations on the map.
Map images can be any bitmap image, such as BMP, JPG, GIF, or PNG, allowing you to create custom maps and
diagrams.

Figure 292: Geographical Map with Two Base Stations

Section 10.2

Using Geographical Maps
NOTE
Users with Administrator or Operator access rights in RNMS can create, open, edit, and save
geographical maps. Users with Guest access rights can open geographical maps, but cannot edit or
save geographical maps.

Section 10.2.1

Launching Geographical Mapping
To launch geographical mapping, do the following:
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1. Click the Geographical Map link in the main menu on any RNMS screen. If it is enabled, the Unassociated
base station reminder dialog box appears and lists base stations that have not yet been assigned a site ID.

2. Click OK. The Geographical Mapping screen opens and displays an empty map workspace.

Figure 293: An Empty Workspace

You can now  create a new map,  upload a new map image,  or open an existing map with the buttons at
the top of the screen.

Section 10.2.2

Map Tools
Geographical Mapping features the following tools:

Tool Description

 Create new geographical map
Creates a new map. See Section 10.2.3.1, “Creating a New Map” for
more information.

 Open geographical image file dialog box

Opens the Geographical Image File dialog box where you can
upload new map images from your workstation. You can also open
and delete image files already in the file list. For more information,
see Section 10.2.3.2, “Uploading and Opening Image Files” and
Section 10.2.3.6, “Deleting Saved Maps and Images”.

 Open geographical map file dialog box
Opens the Geographical Map File dialog box where you view
and work with maps. For more information, see Section 10.2.4,
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Tool Description

“Opening a Saved Map”, Section 10.2.3.5, “Saving a Map” and
Section 10.2.3.6, “Deleting Saved Maps and Images”.

 Trigger unassociated base station reminder
Displays a list of base stations that have not yet been assigned a
site ID. You assign a site ID to a base station using the RuggedMAX
management software.

 Refresh site status Refreshes the site status.

 Display site name label
Shows or hides the site name label on a map. For more information,
see Section 10.2.3.4, “Displaying Site Name Labels”.

Section 10.2.3

Creating and Working with Geographical Maps

Section 10.2.3.1

Creating a New Map
To create a new map, do the following:

1. Click the Create New Geographical Map button. A blank map workspace appears.

2. Build your map by uploading an image file, adding sites and site labels, and then saving your map.

Section 10.2.3.2

Uploading and Opening Image Files
To upload a map image, do the following:

1. Click the  Open Geographical Image File button. The Geographical Image File dialog box appears.

Figure 294: Geographical Image File dialog box

2. Click Browse and select an image on your workstation.
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3. Click Upload. A message appears to confirm that the file is uploaded.

4. On the confirmation message, click Close.

5. Click Open Geographical Image File again. The Geographical Image File dialog box appears.

6. From the Geographical Image Files list, select your image and click Open. The image appears in the
map workspace. You can now add base station sites to the map. For instructions on how to add sites, see
Section 10.2.3.3, “Adding a Site”.

Section 10.2.3.3

Adding a Site
To add a site, do the following:

1. After uploading and opening a map image (see Section 10.2.3, “Creating and Working with Geographical
Maps”), right-click on the map. The Site names dialog box appears.

Figure 295: Site Names dialog box

2. Select a site from the list and click OK. A site icon appears on the map.

3. Position the site on the map by clicking and dragging the icon. The site icon represents one or more base
stations in that location.

Figure 296: Site Icon

The site list is automatically updated so that only new sites are available to add to the map.

Section 10.2.3.4

Displaying Site Name Labels
To display site name labels on the map, click the Display site name label button on the map toolbar.

Figure 297: Site Name Labels
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To hide the site name labels, click the Display site name label button again.

You can configure maps to show or hide site labels by default. For more information on enabling site name labels,
see Section 10.3, “Configuring Geographical Map Settings”.

Section 10.2.3.5

Saving a Map
To save a map file, do the following:

1. Click the  Open Geographical Map File button. The Geographical Map File dialog box appears.

Figure 298: Geographical Map File dialog box

2. In the Geographical Map File To Save field, enter a name for the map.

3. Click Save. A message appears to confirm the map is saved.

4. On the confirmation message, click Close.

NOTE
RNMS does not prevent multiple users from making changes to the same map at the same time, and
the most recently saved version of the map overwrites the existing map. For example, if two users with
Administrator or Operator access rights edit the same map at the same time, the last user to save their
changes will overwrite the other user's changes.

Section 10.2.3.6

Deleting Saved Maps and Images

Deleting Map Files
To delete a map file, do the following:

1. Click the Open Geographical Map File button. The Geographical Map File dialog box appears.

2. Select a map file from the list and click Delete. A prompt appears to confirm that you want to delete the map
file.

3. Click Yes. A message appears to comfirm that the map file is deleted.
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4. On the confirmation message, click Close.

Deleting Image Files
To delete an image file, do the following:

1. Click the Open Geographical Image File button. The Geographical Image File dialog box appears.

2. Select an image file from the list and click Delete. A prompt appears to confirm that you want to delete the
image file.

3. Click Yes. A message appears to comfirm that the image file is deleted. On the confirmation message, click
Close.

Section 10.2.4

Opening a Saved Map
To load a saved map file, do the following:

1. Click the Open Geographical Map File button. The Geographical Map File dialog box appears.

2. Click Open. The map opens and appears on the screen.

Section 10.2.5

Reading Map Information

Section 10.2.5.1

Site Icon Status
The site icon background colour indicates the site status:

Table: Site Icon Status Indications

Site Icon Description

A green background indicates that base stations at the site are running with normal status.

An amber background indicates that the base stations at this site have notifications.

A red background indicates that the base stations at this site have been deregistered.

To view a brief status summary for a site, hover over the site icon.
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Figure 299: Site Showing Status Summary

The status summary includes the following:

Parameter Description

Site Name The name assigned to the site name label

Base Station List A list of base station names and their IP addresses

Base Station Status The status of the base station (up or down)

An asterisk (*) appearing next to the base station in the status summary indicates that the base station has an
event notification.

Section 10.2.5.2

Site Menu
The site menu displays a list of base stations present at the site, provides links to additional information, and
provides a way to remove the site from the map. To display the site menu, do the following:

1. Right-click on a site icon. A menu appears and displays a list of base stations present at the site.

Figure 300: Site Context Menu

2. Click on a base station in the list. The menu expands and shows a list of links to RNMS screens.

Site Context Submenu

Figure 301: Site Context Submenu

From the submenu, you can do the following:

Parameter Description

Notifications Displays the Notifications screen.
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Parameter Description

Base station information Displays the base station's Node screen.

Remove Removes the site from the map.

Section 10.3

Configuring Geographical Map Settings
To configure geographical map settings, do the following:

1. Navigate to Home > Admin and click Configure Geographical Map. The Configure Geographical Map
screen appears.

Figure 302: Configure Geographical Map Table

2. You can enable, disable or customize the following map parameters:

Parameter Description

Unassociated base station reminder Enables/disables the unassociated base station reminder. The default is Enable.
When enabled, the reminder will appear when the Geographical Map feature is
launched.

Show site name label Enables/disables the default for the site name label display setting for new geographical
maps.

Auto resize geographical image Enables/disables automatic resizing of the geographical image to fit the screen. Using
this option may alter the general look of the original image.

Site icon size Allows the user to select the site icon size on the map.

Site status refresh time interval Sets the time interval to update site status information from the base stations. Valid
inputs are from 1 to 2147483647 seconds.

3. Click Apply Changes.

NOTE
Changes apply only to new maps; they do not apply to any existing maps
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Network Monitor
Section 11.1

Overview
Network Monitor is an automated tool that does the following:

• Learns the traffic characteristics of all supported device interfaces on your network. To support Network
Monitor, devices must support the RMON standard and must not be blacklisted in RNMS.

• Determines which interfaces have traffic patterns conforming to Network Monitor requirements. This means
that traffic remains constant with limited variation.

• Continuously collects traffic statistics for analysis and reporting.

• Monitors network traffic for abnormal behaviour, such as a rapid rise or fall in throughput.

• Triggers RNMS events and notifications on discovery of abnormal traffic conditions.

• Automatically adjusts the monitoring baseline over time to account for natural increases in network traffic.
Adjustment of the baseline assumes a gradual increase in traffic flows that remain within Network Monitor's
tolerances.

Network Monitor works with any network equipment supporting the standard RMON 2 implementation. It will only
work with networks that have stable, predictable traffic flows, such as in an industrial setting where the network is
used for monitoring processes. Networks with fluctuating traffic flows cannot be monitored with Network Monitor.

Network Monitor helps you manage your network efficiently and effectively by monitoring network traffic. Network
Monitor addresses issues of network security, management, and troubleshooting. For example, Network
Monitor can detect generic service attacks, device failure, network traffic bursts, and environmental interference.
Network Monitor is designed to monitor relatively stable network traffic. Devices with frequently unstable network
traffic should be excluded from Network Monitor to avoid having Network Monitor generate a high number of
meaningless events and false indications.

Section 11.1.1

How Network Monitor Works
Network Monitor monitors the network in two stages. The first is baseline calculation, and the second is actual
network monitoring. After being enabled, Network Monitor enters the first stage. In the baseline calculation stage,
Network Monitor configures the devices it needs to monitor and collect device data. From this data, Network
Monitor calculates baselines and thresholds for all monitored devices in four statistics types: Octet, Packet,
Broadcast and Multicast. After determining the baseline data, Network Monitor enters the second stage.

In the network monitoring stage, Network Monitor continually collects data from monitored devices and compares
this data to the baseline thresholds. If rising or falling thresholds are crossed, Network Monitor generates events
and notifications. Network Monitor also continuously calculates and adjusts the network traffic baselines. If a
new baseline crosses the rising or falling variance threshold, Network Monitor sets a new baseline threshold and
generates a baseline change event.
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In both stages, Network Monitor also monitors network utilization and errors. If network utilization or errors cross
their threshold values, Network Monitor generates events and notifications. Network Monitor does not calculate
baseline data for network utilization and errors.

For more technical information about Network Monitor, see Section 11.4, “Details of Network Monitor Features”
and Section 11.5, “Network Monitor Use Cases”.

Section 11.2

The RUGGEDCOM NMS Network Monitor Screen
You configure and manage Network Monitor from the RUGGEDCOM NMS Network Monitor screen. From this
screen, you can also view Network Monitor data and statistics.

To display the RUGGEDCOM NMS Network Monitor screen, navigate to Home > Admin and click Manage
Network Monitor. The RUGGEDCOM NMS Network Monitor screen appears.

Section 11.2.1

Managing Network Monitor

Figure 303: RUGGEDCOM NMS Network Monitor Screen

Parameter Description

Enable Network Monitor Enables Network Monitor. See Section 11.2.5, “Enabling Network Monitor”.

Disable Network Monitor Disables Network Monitor. See Section 11.2.6, “Disabling Network Monitor”.

Show Blacklist Shows devices and ports that have been disabled, or blacklisted, from Network Monitor.
See Section 11.2.4, “Viewing Blacklisted Devices and Ports”.

Disable Monitoring on Ports Disables traffic statistics monitoring for specific ports. See Section 11.2.3.2, “Disabling a
Port”.

Disable Monitoring on Devices Disables traffic statistics monitoring for specific devices. See Section 11.2.3.1, “Disabling a
Device”.
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Parameter Description

Configure Network Monitor Sets the Network Monitor configuration parameters. See Section 11.2.2, “Configuring
Network Monitor”.

Section 11.2.2

Configuring Network Monitor
CAUTION!
The default configuration values are suitable for almost all applications. It is strongly suggested
that you use the default values. Changing the default values inappropriately may degrade RNMS
performance and could affect network performance. We recommend that you do not change the
configuration values unless instructed to do so, or unless you are highly knowledgeable about RMON
configuration.

NOTE
If you have devices with ports that should not be monitored, we recommend that you disable
monitoring on the ports before configuring or enabling Network Monitor. Otherwise, all ports will be
monitored when Network Monitor is enabled. For instructions on how to disable ports and devices,
see Section 11.2.3.2, “Disabling a Port” and Section 11.2.3.1, “Disabling a Device”. Disabling ports
and devices adds them to the Network Monitor blacklist. For information on viewing the blacklist, see
Section 11.2.4, “Viewing Blacklisted Devices and Ports”.

To configure Network Monitor, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click Manage Network Monitor. The RUGGEDCOM NMS Network Monitor screen appears.

3. Click Configure Network Monitor. The Configure Network Monitor screen appears.
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Figure 304: Configure Network Monitor Screen

4. Set the network monitor parameters in the following fields:

Parameter Description

Threshold baseline calculation period The learning period for calculating threshold baselines, in seconds.

Default = 21600

Range = 1 to 2147483647

Overwrite existing RMON configuration on
device

If overwrite is chosen, the network monitor overwrites the existing RMON
configuration on devices during system initialization (if RMON was previously
configured). Otherwise, the device is skipped and blacklisted.

Default = ignore

Range = overwrite or ignore

RMON Buckets on device The number of traffic statistic samples to keep on a device.

Default = 10

Range = 1 to 1000
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Parameter Description

RMON Sampling interval on device The interval for sampling traffic statistics on a device.

Default = 90

Range = 1 to 2147483647

Traffic change threshold The thresholds, as a percentage of the calculated baseline, used to analyze port traffic.
Network Monitor generates traffic change events if rising or falling thresholds are
crossed.

Default = 15

Range = 0 to 100

Network error threshold The network error threshold is compared with the number of occurrences reported by a
device. Network Monitor generates error events if this threshold is crossed.

Default = 10

Range = 1 to 2147483647

Traffic variance threshold The percentage rise in sampled traffic that cause a threshold rebasing.

Default = 10

Range = 0 to 100

Utilization gauge yellow zone threshold The network utilization threshold above which the utilization gauge shows a yellow
(warning zone) background on the map. The yellow zone is identified as being between
this value and below the red zone threshold. Network utilization below the yellow zone
threshold is displayed as green.

Default = 30

Range = 1 to 100

Utilization gauge red zone threshold The network utilization threshold above which the utilization gauge shows a red (critical
zone) background on the map.

Default = 60

Range = 1 to 100

Number of top contributors The number of top traffic contributors shown in the charts.

Default = 5

Range = 1 to 10

User interface refresh interval The refresh interval used to update Network Monitor charts and gauges from the RNMS
server.

Default = 30

Range = 1 to 2147483647

Number of Sigma The distribution limits for calculating standard deviation. This field can be disabled or the
number can be set.

Default = 3

Range = 0 to 6

Type of sample data Individual or average data points can be used when calculating standard deviation.

Default = Individual

Range = Average or Individual

5. Click the Save and restart network monitor button.
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Section 11.2.3

Disabling Ports and Devices
You can disable a device, including all of its ports, or you can disable only specific ports on a device. Ports and
devices can be disabled at any time, although it is recommended that they be disabled prior to launching Network
Monitor.

The device list shown in Section 11.2.3.1, “Disabling a Device” lists all devices under RNMS management.
Devices in the list that do not support RMON are automatically blacklisted by Network Monitor, but still appear in
the device list.

Section 11.2.3.1

Disabling a Device
To disable a device, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click Manage Network Monitor. The RUGGEDCOM NMS Network Monitor screen appears.

3. Click Disable Monitoring on a Device. The Disable Monitoring on Devices screen appears.

Figure 305: Disable Device Monitoring – Device List Table

4. Select a device from the device list and click Disable Devices. The entire device is disabled and appears in
the Network Monitor blacklist.

5. To re-enable a device, clear the checkbox for the device and click Disable Devices.
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Section 11.2.3.2

Disabling a Port
To disable a port, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click Manage Network Monitor. The RUGGEDCOM NMS Network Monitor screen appears.

3. Click Disable Monitoring on a Port. The Disable Monitoring screen appears.

Figure 306: Disable Device Monitoring – Device List Table

4. Select a single device from the device list and click Submit. The Port List appears, containing all the ports
for the selected device.
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Figure 307: Disable Device Monitoring – Port List Table

5. Select one or more ports from the list and click Disable Monitoring. The port or ports are disabled and will
appear in the Network Monitor blacklist.

6. Repeat the procedure for each device where you want to disable specific ports.

To re-enable a port, clear the checkbox for the port and click Disable Monitoring.

Section 11.2.4

Viewing Blacklisted Devices and Ports
The Black List – Device List screen shows all disabled devices that are not using Network Monitor. The screen
displays the Name, IP Address, Ports, and Reason for blacklisting. A port may be listed as disabled for two
reasons:

1. User – A user has disabled the device.

2. Fail – RMON is not supported on the device.

3. RMON Overwrite – ignore was selected in the Overwrite existing RMON configuration field when
configuring Network Monitor. When Network Monitor starts, it ignores devices on which RMON is already

configured and places them in the blacklist. If all devices are blacklisted, the  status icon remains yellow
while RNMS searches for devices. RNMS will continue to search for devices until it finds a device it can
monitor.

For information on how to disable ports and devices, so that they appear on the blacklist, see Section 11.2.3,
“Disabling Ports and Devices”.

To display the blacklist, do the following:
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1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click Manage Network Monitor. The RUGGEDCOM NMS Network Monitor screen appears.

3. Click Show Devices and Ports in a Blacklist. The Blacklisted Devices and Ports screen appears.

Figure 308: Blacklisted Devices and Ports Screen

Section 11.2.5

Enabling Network Monitor
NOTE
If you have devices with ports that should not be monitored, we recommend that you disable
monitoring on the ports before configuring or enabling Network Monitor. Otherwise, all ports will be
monitored when Network Monitor is enabled. For instructions on how to disable port and devices, see
Section 11.2.3.2, “Disabling a Port” and Section 11.2.3.1, “Disabling a Device”.

NOTE
To set the Network Monitor configuration options and to enable Network Monitor from the Configure
Network Monitor screen, see Section 11.2.2, “Configuring Network Monitor”.

To enable Network monitoring, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click Manage Network Monitor. The RUGGEDCOM NMS Network Monitor screen appears.

3. Click Enable Network Monitor. The Enable Network Monitor screen appears.
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Figure 309: Enable Network Monitor Screen

4. Click Enable Network Monitor. Network Monitor launches. If Network Monitor is already running, it restarts.
The Home > Network Monitor screen appears after launching Network Monitor.

NOTE
It is strongly recommended that you do not navigate away from the screen or try to use other RNMS
functions until the startup process completes. This process can take a long time, because it may be
configuring RMON on many devices. The startup process completes when RMON is configured on all
supported network devices. Devices that do not support RMON appear in the Network Monitor device
list, but are automatically blacklisted.

Section 11.2.6

Disabling Network Monitor
To disable Network Monitor, do the following:

1. On the toolbar, click Admin. The Admin screen appears.

2. Click Manage Network Monitor. The RUGGEDCOM NMS Network Monitor screen appears.

3. Click Disable Network Monitor. The Disable Network Monitor screen appears.
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Figure 310: Disable Network Monitor Screen

4. Click Disable Network Monitor. Network Monitor shuts down and removes the RMON configuration on all
devices. The Home > Network Monitor screen appears after shutdown.

NOTE
It is strongly recommended that you do not navigate away from the screen or try to use other RNMS
functions until the shutdown process completes. This process can take a long time, because it may be
removing RMON from many devices. The shutdown process completes when RMON is removed from
all supported network devices.

Section 11.3

Viewing Network Monitor Information
When Network Monitor is enabled, you can view network data by navigating to Home > Network Monitor.
The following tabs appear on the Home > Network Monitor screen:

• The Events Tab

• The Top Contributors Tab
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Figure 311: Events Tab

The Events tab appears by default. The  status icon at the bottom of the screen changes color to indicate
Network Monitor's status:

•  Green – Network Monitor is running.

•  Yellow – Network Monitor is calculating traffic baselines.

•  Red – Network Monitor is disabled.
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Section 11.3.1

The Events Tab

Figure 312: Events Tab

A sudden change in traffic triggers an alarm (shown on the Home > Events > List screen). The Events tab
displays the number outstanding warnings and errors in the Network Warning and Network Error fields.
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Figure 313: Event List

Section 11.3.1.1

Network Warning
Clicking Network Warning will direct you to the Home > Events > List screen, where you can view a list of
events. See Chapter 5, Events, Alarms and Notifications for information on event lists.

Section 11.3.1.2

Network Error
Clicking Network Error will direct you to the Home > Events > List screen, where you can view a list of events.
See Chapter 5, Events, Alarms and Notifications for information on event lists.
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Section 11.3.2

The Top Contributors Tab

Figure 314: Top Contributors Tab

The types of contributors are listed below:

• Utilization

• Octet

• Packet

• Broadcast

• Multicast

Each contributor type has a tab that can be linked to from the Top Contributors tab. The Utilization type is
displayed by default.

Section 11.3.3

Using the Network Monitor Gauge
The Network Monitor gauge  measures the overall utilization of network bandwidth. For information about how
to use the gauge, see Section 9.3.6, “Network Monitor Usage Gauge” in Chapter 9, Mapping.
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Section 11.4

Details of Network Monitor Features

Section 11.4.1

Configuring RMON History Control on Devices
The objective of this feature is to use the default RMON statistics history sampling configuration to configure
RMON on every port of all managed devices (both RUGGEDCOM devices and other vendors). Network traffic
monitoring only applies to devices with RMON support.

The RMON history control configuration can be used in the history statistics analyzer for two different purposes:
generating and refreshing the alarm threshold on devices; and analysis of traffic change, network utilization, and
network errors.

RNMS uses SNMP to push RMON history control configuration to all devices. If an SNMP operation fails, this is
a hint that the device does not support the RMON standard MIB. The device can be put into the RNMS blacklist,
which contains a list of those devices that do not support RMON. Therefore, they cannot collect and analyze data
for network traffic monitoring purposes.

In another case, RNMS can have a configuration parameter to indicate whether to put a device (that already had
RMON configured) into the blacklist or not. If a user has already configured certain devices with RMON and does
not want to overwrite the settings, the overwrite configuration parameter can be set as false. Then, RNMS can
simply skip that device and blacklist it.

Ports or port history traffic statistics can be blacklisted as well as devices. If users do not want to monitor
some ports, they can put blacklist these ports by web user interface. History traffic statistics are different from
ports. They cannot be blacklisted by users. Instead, if some history traffic statistics, for example, InMulticast or
InBroadcast, are too unstable to monitor, then RNMS blacklists these statistics. Therefore, the blacklist has three
levels: device level, port level and statistics level.

Section 11.4.2

History Statistics Data Collection
The objective of this feature is to collect history statistics data from all the devices in the network and store them
in the memory.

After the network monitor is enabled, a blacklist is created by loading the blacklist file into the memory, and a
dedicated poller will be developed to collect history statistics data from all devices in the network via SNMP. If a
device does not support SNMP, it will be blacklisted. The poller will skip the blacklisted devices and ports. The
poller interval is dynamically calculated based on the settings of the RMON history statistics configuration via the
formula below:

Poller Interval (seconds) = historyControlBucketsGranted * historyControlInterval (seconds)
By default, it is 900 seconds (15 minutes).
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Section 11.4.3

History Statistics Analyzer
The history statistics analyzer will maintain a running data series in the memory. It is in charge of data calculation,
analysis, and event dispatching, which maintains a running data series of predefined time windows on the port
level. The history statistics analyzer is responsible for two different analyses: generating network traffic baseline
per port level; and generating network monitoring indicators/events for traffic changes, network utilization, and
network errors.

The history traffic statistics can be used for analysis as shown below:

Parameter Description

InOctets Synopsis:   0 to 4294967295

The number of octets in good packets (Unicast+Multicast+Broadcast) and dropped packets
received.

InPkts Synopsis:   0 to 4294967295

The number of good packets (Unicast+Multicast+Broadcast) and dropped packets received.

InBroadcasts Synopsis:   0 to 4294967295

The number of broadcast packets received.

InMulticasts Synopsis:   0 to 4294967295

The number of multicast packets received.

Figure 315: History Statistics Analysis

From the system start point, the history statistics analyzer starts to calculate the traffic threshold baseline. After
6 hours (by default), the initial threshold is created, which is the average of all statistics data collected. The traffic
change threshold (15%, shown as a red line) will be calculated.

The history statistics analyzer will continuously calculate the network traffic baseline (which may continue
growing). In each polling cycle, the new network traffic baseline can be compared with the one already configured
on the device. If the deviation reaches a certain level (default: 10%), the RMON alarm configuration for this
Ethernet port will be updated in accordance with the network traffic baseline change.
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Section 11.4.3.1

Generating Network Traffic Baseline
After the devices are configured with the RMON history control configuration, the history statistics analyzer will
start calculating the network traffic baseline per history traffic. This process takes time (the default value is 6
hours, and configurable by the user). It averages the network traffic statistics data for every port of every device in
the network and calculates the traffic baselines of all history statistics data parameters as described above.

Each Ethernet port data structure in RNMS can attach a moving average queue that is used for calculation of the
network traffic baseline. The network traffic baseline is the moving average of port traffic statistics. The moving
average is the average of the current statistics queue, which follows first-in-first-out strategy.

Figure 316: Moving Average Queue

The moving average queue is indexed by ip+port+statistic. In each polling cycle, the history statistics poller can
collect the data from all devices and dispatch it to the history statistics analyzer. The analyzer filters the data by ip
+port+statistic, and dispatches it again to the right moving queue for calculation.

RNMS dynamically calculates the length of this queue by following the formula below:

Length of MA Queue = Baseline Preparation Time / History Statistics Poller Interval
It is used in two scenarios:

1. Generating an RMON alarm threshold

2. Usage in traffic change analysis

Once a baseline is created, RNMS compares the 3 sigma (3 is the default value, changeable by the user) of the
corresponding history statistics with its threshold. There are two situations:

Situation 1: 3 sigma is within the threshold. It means the traffic is stable, and under control. There is a greater
than 99.7% chance that the value of the history statistics is within the threshold.

Situation 2: 3 sigma is outside the threshold. It means that the traffic is unstable, and out of control. There is a
less than 99.7% chance that the value of history statistics is within the threshold.

In situation 2, RNMS blacklists the history statistics, generates a warning event, and stops monitoring until the
network monitor is restarted. To calculate the sigma, RNMS subtracts the baseline from each individual data or
an average in each polling cycle. It is configurable to choose individual data or an average of each polling cycle.
The equation to calculate the sigma follows:

3 Sigma = 3 × Sigma

where vi is an individual sample data, or an average of each polling cycle.

If users do not want to blacklist any history statistics, they can disable this function so that RNMS will not
compare Sigma with the Threshold.
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Table: History Statistics Configuration Parameters

Configuration Parameter Default Value Notes

The number of sigma 3 If it is disabled, then disable this function

The type of sample data 1
0: individual data

1: average of a polling cycle

RNMS will continuously calculate the network traffic baseline. In each polling cycle, the new network traffic
baseline can be compared with that of one already configured on a device. If the deviation reaches a certain
level (default: 10% but user configurable), the RMON alarm configuration for this Ethernet port will be updated in
accordance with the network traffic baseline change.

Section 11.4.3.2

Configuring RMON Alarm (Trap) and Event Control on Devices
SNMP can be used to configure RMON alarm and event control tables. To support an RMON alarm, both alarm
control and event control tables need to be configured. Each alarm table entry will contain event table entry
indexes for the risingEvent and fallingEvent respectively.

An RMON alarm can be the indicator of network traffic change on the port level. The network traffic baseline
maintained by the history statistics analyzer can be used to calculate the RMON alarm threshold for all network
traffic parameters following the formulas below:

RisingThreshold = Network Traffic Baseline × (1 + Percentage of Traffic Change)
FallingThreshold = Network Traffic Baseline × (1 – Percentage of Traffic Change)
The default value of the percentage of traffic change is 15%, which is user configurable.

Section 11.4.3.3

Handling New Devices in the Network
The user connects a new device to the network. The history statistics poller will try to poll the history statistics
data from the new device without RMON being configured. The poller will check the SNMP response. If the error
type is “OID not found”, this means the RMON is not yet configured on the device. The poller will trigger the
RMON configuration component to configure RMON history control on the device.

The history statistics analyzer will know to handle the event configuration for the new device. In each polling
cycle, it will check the state in the port level data structure. Once the history statistics baseline is available, the
analyzer will calculate the traffic change threshold and update the event configuration in the new device.

Section 11.4.3.4

Generating Network Monitoring Indicators/Events
The objective of this feature is to calculate the history statistics data collected from the device, and generate
network monitoring indicators/events for the aspects below.

Traffic Change
The network traffic change indicators/events come from the history statistics analyzer. The RNMS history
statistics analyzer handles the traffic change with a certain time delay.
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The history statistics analyzer can monitor network traffic on the port level. If the traffic change is rising or falling
outside a certain predefined threshold, the traffic change warning event (notification) is sent out to notify the user.
The baseline of network traffic can be used to compare with that of the subsequent sample. The baseline is a
moving average. In memory, the history statistics analyzer will maintain the data series and calculate it each
time for every port of every device. When the system starts up, the history statistics analyzer will calculate the
baseline according to the configured interval. During baseline calculation, warning events (notifications) will not
be generated.

For the upcoming history statistics, the history statistics analyzer can go through each history statistics record,
and calculate the parameters' averages. The average number can be used as the one to compare with the
network traffic baseline for traffic change identification.

The threshold of traffic changes is a predefined percentage value. Once the change in network traffic data
exceeds the predefined threshold (default 15%, but user configurable), the history statistics analyzer will notify
user via warning event.

RNMS will continuously calculate the network traffic baseline. In each polling cycle, the new network traffic
baseline can be compared with one already configured on the device. If the deviation reaches a certain level
(default: 10%, but user configurable), the RMON alarm configuration for this Ethernet port will be updated in
accordance with the network traffic baseline change.

There will be one set of history statistics analyzer configurations. The user can alter the baseline interval and
traffic change threshold to align with his/her network characteristics. The summary of configuration parameters is
listed below.

Table: Traffic Change Threshold Configuration Parameters

Configuration Parameter Default Value Notes

Traffic Change Threshold 15% User configurable

Traffic Baseline Deviation Threshold 10% User configurable

Network Utilization
The history statistics analyzer can calculate an average percentage of network bandwidth utilization on both
network and port levels. The calculation will be based on the utilization percentage of port history statistics, which
should be weighted by port bandwidth during calculation. When the utilization percentage on the network or port
level is rising or falling outside a certain predefined threshold, a utilization warning event (notification) is sent out
to notify the user.

The utilization statistics data definition is shown below.

Parameter Description

Utilization Synopsis:   0 to 100

The best estimate of the mean physical layer network utilization on this interface during this
sampling interval (in percent).

The utilization percentage can be divided into three zones. They are the green zone (< 20%), yellow zone (>=
20% and <= 50%), and red zone (> 50%). The thresholds for each zone are configurable.

In addition, the history statistics analyzer will receive network utilization data from all devices and calculate an
average percentage of network levels for visualization usage.

Network Errors

The network monitor can summarize the error conditions that occurred on a network within a predefined interval.
If the total number of error occurrences exceeds the predefined threshold (default: 10), a network error event
(notification) is sent out to notify the user.
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The total number of various error occurrences (shown below) can be calculated for each data collection period.
This number can be compared with the predefined threshold. The user is notified of the error condition. In the
notification event, the details of the error can be presented, including the error condition and device information
for user troubleshooting.

Parameter Description

DropEvents Synopsis:   0 to 4294967295

The number of received packets that are dropped due to lack of received buffers.

CRCAlignErrors Synopsis:   0 to 4294967295

The number of packets received that meet all the following conditions:

1. Packet data length is between 64 and 1536 octets inclusive.
2. The packet has invalid CRC.
3. A Collision Event has not been detected.
4. A Late Collision Event has not been detected.

UndersizePkts Synopsis:   0 to 4294967295

The number of received packets that meet all the following conditions:

1. Packet data length is less than 64 octets.
2. A Collision Event has not been detected.
3. A Late Collision Event has not been detected.
4. The packet has valid CRC.

OversizePkts Synopsis:   0 to 4294967295

The number of packets received with data length greater than 1536 octets and valid CRC.

Fragments Synopsis:   0 to 4294967295

The number of packets received that meet all the following conditions:

1. Packet data length is less than 64 octets.
2. A Collision Event has not been detected.
3. A Late Collision Event has not been detected.
4. The packet has invalid CRC.

Jabbers Synopsis:   0 to 4294967295

The number of packets that meet all the following conditions:

1. Packet data length is greater that 1536 octets.
2. The packet has invalid CRC.

Collisions Synopsis:   0 to 4294967295

The number of received packets for which a Collision Event has been detected.

Section 11.5

Network Monitor Use Cases
RNMS Network Monitor helps you manage you network by monitoring network traffic. Network Monitor presents
network status and utilization information on a single web page, and can help manage a variety of of security,
management, and troubleshooting issues. RNMS™ Network Monitor is based on the RMON (Remote Network
Monitoring) standard.

The detection of traffic changes (both rising and falling), utilization monitoring, and error monitoring can help
you discover security and fault problems in your network. This appendix presents use cases and examples to
illustrate the advantages of using Network Monitor.
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Section 11.5.1

Detecting a Generic Service Attack

Figure 317: Generic Service Attack

Example
In this example, a malicious user injects a large amount of useless data into a network from IED1, resulting in the
network bandwidth becoming heavily occupied. For device ROS1, traffic congestion may occur.

All devices are already configured with the RMON alarm control configuration, which samples network statistics
and compares them with a predefined threshold for traffic change detection. Devices can sample the inOctets
traffic statistics and compare them with the threshold. When the inOctets value crosses the thresholds configured
for the ROS1 ports connected to IED1 and ROS2, a rising threshold alarm (an SNMP trap) is sent to RNMS .
RNMS then notifies the administrator via event notification.

At the same time, the RNMS history statistics analyzer can also detect the traffic changes on the inPkts statistics
(there is a time delay for this detection; the delay is approximately 15 minutes by default). The history statistics
analyzer can send a notification of the changes. The history statistics analyzer also calculates the network and
port level utilization and sends a notification for these changes, as well. Network utilization percentage thresholds
and indications can be customized. By default, the three indications are green, yellow, and red, where the green
zone is < 30%, the yellow zone is >= 30% and <= 60%, and the red zone is >60%.

The network administrator receives the notifications, which indicate that there are problems in the network. The
administrator can review the notification details, which include the device IP addresses and the ports related to
the warning. Based on the information, the administrator can check the device connected to the port, or directly
sniff the port to discover the root cause of the problem; in this case, a malicious user.

General Description
A malicious user places a large amount of useless information into the network using a fast ping or other service
attack to occupy a large amount of network bandwidth, or to cause congestion. As a result, the user network
application cannot work properly.

Solution
The attack generating traffic on the network can be detected via traffic change monitoring on the port level. Many
rising traffic change alarms, along with dramatic rises in network and port utilization, may suggest an attack on
the network.

Corresponding RNMS Features:
• RMON alarm support
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• History statistics analysis (traffic change and network utilization)

Section 11.5.2

Faulty User Device Connected to the Network

Figure 318: Faulty User Device

Example
In this case, IED1 had a memory issue and stopped working. The traffic of the ROS1 port connecting to this faulty
device can suddenly drop to 0.

All devices are already configured with the RMON alarm control configuration, which samples the statistics and
compares them with a predefined threshold for traffic change detection. In this case, ROS1 can sample the traffic
statistics (inOctets) and compare them with the falling threshold. The inOctets value (0) can cross the falling
threshold configured on the ROS1 port connected to the red IED. The falling threshold alarm (SNMP trap) can
send a message to RNMS , which notifies the administrator via event notification. At the same time, the RNMS
history statistics analyzer can also detect the traffic change on statistics inPkts (there will be time delay for the
detection - approximately 15 minutes by default), send the notification to an administrator.

The network administrator receives the notifications which indicate there are problems in the network or user
devices. The administrator can check the details of notifications, which present the device IP address and port
related to this warning. Based on the drill-down information, the administrator can then check the connected IED
and discover and solve the root cause of the problem - the red IED's memory issue.

General Description
The user device (IED) connected to the network can be faulty or even stop working.

Solution
The device that stops working can reduce the traffic flow on the device to which it is connected. The falling traffic
change on the port level can detect the change. The faulty device may generate the wrong Ethernet unit that can
be detected via error detection via history statistics analysis.

Corresponding RNMS Features:
• RMON alarm support

• History statistics analysis (traffic change and network error)
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Section 11.5.3

New User Device Connected to the Network

Figure 319: New User Device Added to Network

Example
In this example, IED1 is a new control machine added into the network. The traffic on the connected ROS1 port
can rise from 0 to a certain level.

All devices are already configured with the RMON alarm control configuration, which samples the statistics and
compares them with a predefined threshold for traffic change detection. In this case, ROS1 can sample the traffic
statistics (inOctets) and compare them with the rising threshold. The inOctets value (not zero) can definitely
cross the rising threshold configured on the ROS1 port. The rising threshold alarm (SNMP trap) can send a
message to RNMS , which notifies the administrator via event notification. At the same time, the RNMS history
statistics analyzer can also detect the traffic change on statistics inPkts (there will be time delay for the detection -
approximately 15 minutes by default), and can send the notification to an administrator.

The network administrator receives the notifications, which indicate network or user device problems. The
administrator can check the details of the notifications, which present the device IP address and the port related
to this warning. Based on the drill-down information, the administrator can then check the connected IED to
discover the root cause of the problem - the new red IED. The administrator then validates whether the IED was
authorized.

General Description
A new user device plugged into the network may cause traffic to rise on the connected port. The user receives an
indication that there is a new device plug-in. From a security aspect, the user can validate whether the new user
device is authorized or not.

Solution
The rising traffic change (alarm) on the port level can detect the change and raise an alarm.

Corresponding RNMS Features:
• RMON alarm support

• History statistics analysis (traffic change)
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Section 11.5.4

Detecting a Network Traffic Burst

Figure 320: Detecting Network Traffic Burst

Example
In this example, IED1 generates traffic bursts. The traffic on the ROS1 port connected to this device alternates
between rising above a certain level and falling below a certain level.

All devices are already configured with the RMON alarm control configuration, which samples the statistics and
compare them with a predefined threshold for traffic change detection. In this case, ROS1 can sample the traffic
statistics (inOctets) and compare them with both rising and falling thresholds. The inOctets value can cross the
rising threshold configured on the connected ROS1 port, and in a short moment, cross the falling threshold. Both
rising and falling threshold alarms (SNMP traps) can send a message to RNMS, which notifies the administrator
via event notification.

The network administrator receives the above notifications, which hints that something happened in the network
or IED. The administrator can check the details of the notifications, which present the device IP address and
the port related to this warning. Based on the drill-down information, the administrator can then check the IED
connecting to the port and discover the root cause of the problem - the new red IED. The administrator works out
whether the traffic burst is normal or not.

General Description
The IED fault or abnormal operation can cause a traffic burst within a certain time period. The traffic burst may
hint at application problems.

Solution
The adjacent rising event and falling threshold event of traffic change on either port level can be used as a
pattern to identify the network traffic burst (The granularity of threshold checking interval is 5 seconds).

Corresponding RNMS Features:
• RMON alarm support
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Section 11.5.5

Electromagnetic or Other Interference

Figure 321: Electromagnetic or Other Interference

Example
A high-powered motor, located near IED1, is starting up. The interference of the operation causes the red IED's
network interface to work improperly. Many Ethernet packs have the wrong CRC checksum.

The RNMS history statistics analyzer polls the error statistics data from ROS1. It calculates the total number of
network error occurrences during polling intervals. In this case, the number of CRC errors exceeds the predefined
error threshold (10). The history statistics analyzer notifies the user via error event notification.

The network administrator receives the error notifications, which indicate there are errors in the network or IED.
The administrator can check the details of the notifications, which present the device IP address and the port
related to this error. Based on the drill-down information, the administrator can then check the connected IED and
discover the root cause of the problem. In this case, they find the new red IED, and work out a plan to reduce the
interferences generated by the high-powered motor.

General Description
Interference (for example, an electric motor starting up, or an electromagnetic surge) can cause bad packets in
the network.

Solution
Interference can cause network errors that can be caught in statistics analysis for error indicators.

Corresponding RNMS Features:
• History statistics analysis (network error)
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Section 11.5.6

Twisted or Improperly Connected Cable

Figure 322: Twisted or Improperly Connected Cable

Example
The cable connecting ROS1 with IED1 becomes heavily twisted. In the process of data transmission, many
Ethernet packets are damaged, which have CRC errors, or even turn to fragments/jabbers.

The RNMS history statistics analyzer polls the error statistics data from ROS1. It calculates the total number
of network error occurrences during polling intervals. In this case, the number of CRC/fragment/jabber errors
exceeds the predefined error threshold (10). The history statistics analyzer notifies the user via error event
notification.

The network administrator receives the error notifications, which indicate there are errors in the network or IED.
The administrator can check the details of the notifications, which present the device IP address and port related
to this error. Based on the drill-down information, the administrator can then check the connected IED and cable
to discover the root cause of the problem - the twisted cable. The twisted cable is then replaced with a new one.

General Description
A twisted cable or an improperly plugged-in cable can cause Ethernet packet corruptions (for example: bad
package format, CRC errors etc.)

Solution
The network error detector in statistics analysis can find the error and provide the contributor list for network
errors.

Corresponding RNMS Features:
• History statistics analysis (network error)
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Section 11.5.7

Identifying Top Traffic Contributors

Figure 323: Identifying Top Traffic Contributors

Example
In the network, the port from the main switch and the port connecting to a user device (IED) with heavy traffic are
usually the top high traffic contributors. In the above diagram, the five dots show the ports with the highest traffic
in the network.

The RNMS history statistics analyzer polls the history statistics data from all devices. It calculates the traffic
statistics baseline (inOctets, inPkts, inBroadcast, and inMulticast), which is the moving average of several hours
of traffic statistics (by default, 6 hours). In this case, the history statistics analyzer can sort the inOctets baseline
of all the ports, and pick up the top five traffic contributors. A dedicated chart shows the device information and
the value of traffic statistics for these high traffic contributors.

The network administrator can look at the chart and get an idea about where high traffic happens in the network.
Ideally, the administrator is able to perform network optimization based on the information provided. For example,
he/she can place the most powerful device with more bandwidth in the high traffic area, or even reorganize the
user devices that make network traffic smoother throughout the network.

General Description
Within a network, there might be a certain area that generates high traffic flow. Awareness of this can benefit the
user/administrator to optimize the network infrastructure that put the high end switch/router in the high traffic flow
area.

Solution
The network statistics analysis can identify the top contributors (top N on port level. The number is user
configurable) of traffic flow, and present it to the user. The list is dynamic according to network change.

Corresponding RNMS Features:
• RMON alarm support

• History statistics analysis (network traffic baseline)
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Section 11.5.8

A Device Goes Down or the Power is Removed

Figure 324: A Device Goes Down or the Power is Removed

Example
The power supply to the gray ROS2 device is removed, and the device stops working. The inward traffic of the
ROS1 port connecting to this device suddenly drops to 0.

All the devices are already configured with the RMON alarm control configuration, which samples the statistics
and compares them to a predefined threshold for traffic change detection. In this case, ROS1 can sample the
traffic statistics (inOctets) and compare them with the falling threshold. The inOctets value (0) can cross the
falling threshold configured on the ROS1 port connecting with ROS2. The falling threshold alarm (SNMP trap)
can send a message to RNMS , which notifies the administrator via event notification. At the same time, the
RNMS history statistics analyzer can also detect the traffic change on statistics inPkts (there will be a time delay
for the detection - approximately 15 minutes by default), send the notification to the administrator, and change the
network status.

The network administrator receives all the above notifications, which indicates there are problems in the device.
The administrator can check the details of notifications, which present the device IP address and port related to
this warning. Based on the drill-down information, the administrator can then check the connected device (ROS2)
to discover and solve the root cause of the problem - the gray device's power issue.

General Description
If a device goes down or the power is removed, this can cause traffic changes on the ports of other network
elements connecting with this device.

Solution
The device that stops working can reduce the traffic flow on any connected devices. The falling traffic change on
the port level can detect the change.

Corresponding RNMS Features:
• RMON alarm support

• History statistics analysis (traffic change)
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Section 11.5.9

Unstable Traffic

Figure 325: Unstable Traffic

Example
In this example, IED1 generates unstable multicast traffic all the time. The multicast traffic of the connected ROS1
port goes up and down in a wide range. Therefore, users do not want to monitor it.

All the devices are already configured with the RMON alarm control configuration that can sample the statistics
to calculate baselines and thresholds. In this case, RNMS can retrieve the traffic statistics from ROS1, and
calculate the baselines, thresholds and standard deviation to determine if RNMS should monitor the multicast
traffic on this port. If three times the standard deviation (three Sigma) is greater than the threshold, RNMS will put
these statistics into the blacklist, and won't monitor traffic on this port anymore. But RNMS will still monitor other
statistics on this port, such as the number of packets.

General Description
Some devices generate unstable traffic, and this traffic could cause a high number of useless events. Therefore,
users do not want to monitor this traffic.

Solution
RNMS samples traffic statistics to calculate baselines, thresholds and standard deviation to determine if the traffic
statistics should be monitored.

Corresponding RNMS Features:
• Generating A Network Traffic Baseline
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